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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the development of special education services in South Australia

from 1915 to 1975. It explores the factors which positioned the 'tnentally reta¡ded"

child, (today known as a child with an intellectual disability) previously excluded or

marginelised from schooling, and his or her family, within the modern school system.

It also seeks to understand the part played by the human sciences of medicine,

psychology and sociology in the production of the "mentally retarded" child as a

visible figure of knowledge and administration.

Although many historians have written about the history of "normal" childhood, less is

known about intellectualty disabled children. This is partly because until the last two

centuries, most did not survive. What their lives have been like since then, how the

state vie\iled them and their families and the issues behind the development of special

education are questions addressed in this thesis.

By examining changes in society's attitude to the family during the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries, the role and treatment of children and the broad social and

economic settings in which these changes took place, the study analyses in overall

context the place of "mentally reta¡ded" children. In particular, it focuses on the

changes in societal discourses and responses to the "mentally retarded" population,

especially their schooling.

The research has been influenced by the work of post-modern theorists, particularly

Michel Foucault, in terms of the relationship between the emergence of particular

forms of knowledge/language and the exercise of particular forms of power,

particularly with regard to the "mentally reta¡ded" population. In constructing my

vii



argument, I juxtapose the moderate threads of post-modern argument with those

advanced by more conventional critics.

Data collection has included interviews with parents of some of the children who

attended the fust special school in South Australia as well as Education Department

staff. Although the state and the parents may have had different expectations regarding

schooling for these children, it was the persistence of the parents and their formation of

the Menrally Retarded Childrens Society that finally brought about the opening of the

long awaited special school in 1954.
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CHAPTER 1

CHILDHOOD. NEVER A BURDEN?

Introduction

Children of the twentieth century have assumed a place in society which was unthinkable

a few centuries ago. In Western countries, education for all children is now compulsory,

child "labour" has been abolished and govemments of today allocate large resources for

child welfa¡e and education. The view of past centuries of children as small employable

adults has been replaced by one where they are regarded as valuable intellectual

property - the clever country's future leaders.l

'When Phillipe Ariés first presented his notable work, Centuries Of Childhood. n 1962,

only one general book on the history of childhood had been written and this had been in

ß16.2 Today we find many historians writing about the history of children - their

potential as future productive earners has been recognised and there is a wealth of

material to research and record. That is, for the history of "normal" children. Little is

known about the childhood of mentally retarded children, partty because until the last

two centuries, most did not survive. What their lives have been like since then, how the

tBritish 
sociologist Chris Jenks disagrees, søting that the post-modern child is no longer the future. He

proposes that disenchanunent with a sense of purpose and a loss of belief in progress has meant that

ioci¿isation for the future and for a familia¡ life path does not today make sense. Fu bim the child now

represents 'hostalgia", a longing fu times past. Postmodern children a¡e viewed not ¿ls having
.þìomise", but as the primary and irrevocable sources of love and attachment. Cited by Dasia Black in

The Australian, Monday, December 29, 1997,11.

-mruip" 

ntto, Centuiies of Childhood, trans. Robert Baldick. (New York Random House, 1962). A

comprehensive review of Ariés' work appears later in this chapter.

1
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state viewed them and their families and the issues behind the development of special

education for them are questions to be addressed in this thesis. In other words, what

factors positioned the mentally reta¡ded child and his or her family within the modern

school system? What part did the human sciences of medicine, psychology and

sociology play in the production of the mentally retarded child as a visible figure of

knowledge and administration?

This thesis has been influenced by the work of post-modernist Michel Foucault. It is not

intended to be a comprehensive or deep Foucauldian analysis but an attempt to fuse

some aspects of post-modernism with a traditional historical approach. I intend this to

be a different way of approaching history, one not previously attempted and certainly

not without its flaws. It is a different way of doing history, one which I hope will

suggest directions for funher research and provide a different story about the education

of children with an intellectual disability. I also hope it will break down some defenses of

traditional historical stability and provide a less narrow perspective. Much of Foucault's

work examines the relation between the emergence of particular forms of

knowledge/language and the exercise of particular forms of power. Such technologies of

power, which will be examined in detail later in the thesis, suggest that discourses and

practices are intertwined, resulting in the domination of one group over another.t In its

more moderate form post-modernism encourages substantial re-definition and

innovation. Aronwitz and Giroux assert that:

[At] its best, a critical postmodernism signals the possibility for not only
rethinking the issue of educational reform but also creating a pedagogical

tA 
term associated with postmodernism, and used in Foucault's rhetøic, is discourse. Discourse can be

explained rN a group of statements having a regularity in their practice. The st¿tements within a

discourse derive their meaning frør "discursive practice". Fm exanple: discursive histøy looks at the

interaction betweæn guidelines which rule ways of doing things (e.g. how children are to be graded and

examined, individuals trained, classified, etc.,) and the production of discourses which serve to fCI¡n4
justify and provide reasons and principles fm these methods of operating.
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discourse that deepens the most radical impulses and social practices of
democracy itself.a

For the purposes of the argument of this thesis, I combine some of the moderate threads

of post-modern argument with those advanced by more conventional critics. Post-

modern theory raises certain questions for the discipline of history. One concerns the

principles and methodological assumptions regarding the historian's strategy of reading

texts. Most historians see their discipline as one which analyses and explains changes in

the world and they do not see a connection between problems of reading and

interpretation raised by post-modernists. Foucault contends that history should concern

itself with the way that individuals become subjects, rather than assume a pregiven or

centred subject. This process of subjectivization, the complexity of surrounding

discourses and practices through which subjects are constituted is one which I fmd

useful to explore. It is evident that the position of mentally retarded children in society

and the discourses surrounding them has greatly changed in the last century. It seems to

me that historians have taken for granted what needs to be questioned, while post-

modern theory offers one way of explaining these changes. Again I furd the comments of

Aronwitz and Giroux useful:

[R]ather than celebrating the na¡ratives of the "mastsrs", postmodernism raises

important questions about how narratives get constructed, what they mean, how

they regulate particular forms of moral and social experience, and how they

presuppose and embody particular epistemological and political views of the

world.s

It may be that as Rosenau suggests "ironically, on occasion this flamboyant approach

a¡rives at conclusions that merely reinforce those already evident" confirming the critics'

ostaoley Aronwitz and Henry A. Giroux, Posrnodern Education. Politics. Culture. and Social Criticism
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 199 1 ), 1 87.

"Ibid., 8r ,
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view that post-modernism is not necessarily as original as it might first appear.6 But I

believe that post-modern theory enhances our understanding of the way thi subject, ìn

this ca.se the mentally retarded child, is historically constructed. It is ,.*onubt" ã *,
,, 't

that historians have always written about subjects that concern them and their intended

audience. Poster asserts there is a correlation between political issues and subjects

chosen by historians. Until the nineteen-sixties two particular subjects, politics and labor

preoccupied historians. They wrote about the rise of the modern state and the industrial

revolution, particularly the rise of capitalism. Just as the importance of these subjects

was taken for granted, so was the unimportance of the histories of women, children,

ethnic minorities and the family. Family history arose in the nineteen-sixties when the

divorce rate started to rise dramatically, abortion became widespread and feminism and

the gay liberation materialized as political movements. The traits of the nuclea¡ family

were being challenged in society at large and so became of political interest to

historians. Post-modernists propose that it is no longer possible to explain changes in

our society by looking to liberal and Mamist theories. Post-modernism allows us to

rethink the basic parameters of these frameworks and to re-interpret the past and look

diflerently at events which shaped society. We can historically analyse the çubject of the

mentally reta¡ded child and most importantly writes Poster "foster a critical analysis of

1¡s ¡¿1u¡alizing and universalizing propensities of culrent values and practices" to

understand how the mentally reta¡ded child reached hi,s/her present position in our

society.

By examining writings which document changes in society's attitude to the family during

the nineteenth and the first half of the twentieth century, the role and treatment of

children, and the broad social and economic settings in which these changes took place,

6Pauline Ma¡ie Rosenau, Post-Modernism and the Social Sciences. Insishts. Inroads. and InEusions
(New Jersey Princeton University Press, 1992), 5.
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it is possible to analyse in overall context the place of reta¡ded children. In particular, I

will be focusing on the changes in practices or'transformations in cha¡acteristic societal

responses" to the mentally retarded, especially their schooling. Cohen and Scull describe

the Whig interpretation of such changes:

t$ithin this quintessentially optimistic perspective, change is seen as inherently
progressive. The direction of movement - from barba¡ism to enlightenment, from
ignorance to expertly guided intervention, from crueþ and vindictiveness to
scientific humanism - is viewed as clear and unambiguous. ... Benevolent

schemes at times end in failure, and control systems, like all human inventions_,

imperfectly and unevenly reflect the moral vision that creates and sustains them.7

Revisionist historians see "historical investment" of children in the nineteenth and

twentieth century principally as schemes carried out by a "repressive state to contain

oppositional elements in working class or female populations".s The usefulness of these

studies is found in their analysis of the sorts of abilities considered necessary for the

child at school and the "administration arrangements" that were devised to measure

those abilities in school populations. Tyler finds less useful, however, the dependence of

these historians on their formulations of the child

both in its accounts of resistance and in its conception of a timeless figure
positioned in opposition to the knowledge claims of child psychology. ... these

tsønley Cohen and Andrew Scull, eds., Social Control and the State. Historicål and C@tparative
Essarn (Oxfmd: Basil Blackwell Ltd., 1983), 2.
tsee Debuah Tyler, "Making Better Children," in Denise Mered¡h and Debcah Tyler, Child and

Citizen. Genealoeies of Schmling and Subiectivity (Crrifhth Universit¡r Institute for Cultural Policy

Studies, 1993), 35-61. In particular, Tylø cit€.s the 'Adelaide Scbool' of revisionist histøians, who

have commented extensively on the wøking class resistance to schooling. Fø exartple, Pavla Cook,

Ian Davey and Malcolm Vick, "Capitalism and wøking class schmling in late nineteenth century

South Aust¡ali4" 8:2, (1979); Phil.
Cashen, '"The truant as a delinquenu the psychological perspective, Sor¡th Australia. 192U1940,"

Journal of Australian Studies. 16, (May 1985); Pavla Miller and Ian Dave¡ 'Family forrration,
schooling and the patriarchal state," in M. Theobald and R J. \V. Selleck eds., Family. Scbool and

State in Ausralian History (Sydney Alten & Unwin, 1990). Tyler's questiming of the production of the

'child' of cbild psychology and exa¡nination of historical shifts in the creation of childbood and nsms
of perfcmance re equally problematic when considering positioning the mentally retarded child in
educational discourse. Cohen and Scull provide a useful interpretation of revisimist histøy. They

describe it as "scepticism about professional aims, beliefs and intentions of reformers; cqtcern with the

analysis of power and its effects; curiosity about the relationship between intentions and consequences;

detemination to locate the refum enterprise in the social, econøtic and political contpxts of the

period," Ibid.
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historians depict the relations between child and government as naturally and

inevitably coËrcine.t

It is the concept of non-coercive techniques that I wish to pursue. It is not the intention

of this thesis only to identi$ the ideology makers and child "savers" involved in the

development of education for the mentally reta¡ded. In order to understand why and

how policy and legislation evolved, it is necessary to look at the motives of the adults

involved. Should their intentions be taken simply rt face value, or were they, as some

would suggest, "ideological masks" for more fundamental social changes?ro It is my

frnding that relations between the mentally reta¡ded child's family and the state were

"naturally and inevitably'' coercive; but it was the state which resisted education, for

ostensibly valid reasons, not the family. Rather it was the parents' constant pressure on

the government that led to establishment of Special Schools in South Australia. They

wanted their children schooled and forced the state to take responsibility for doing so.

Their (the parents) main aim in life was just to get the govefnment to open a

school.-They read in the Education Act, there were some words to the effeæt that
the government shall provide education for all children over six years of age and

it was on that section of the Act they worked and they pushed and pushed and

pushed and the govemment did open a schoolll

Reformers

Even within the ra¡ks of the revisionist historians we can find very different

interpretations, very different ways of showing that the motives and plans of the

govemment reformers were more complicated than a desire to exclude the mentally

reta¡ded from the public gaze. They offer a variety of explanations, which "reflect

deeply entrenched meta-theoretical differences about epistemology, materialist-versus-

nrui¿.
tocoheo and Scull, Social Control and the State. 3.
llTranscript of interview with 'T.L.". Property of Orana Inc., 2. Atl quotes frør intervietvs are

represented in bold type.
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idealist versions of history, and the sources of social change".12 For example, there is

huge difference, in style, content and intention between the work of the post-modernists,

notably Foucault, but also Donzelot and Lasch, and the Mafüst historians.rt Marr,ists

such as Miller, view the introduction of mass education and its enforcement as

intimately bound up with class struggle and oppression, facilitated through the activities

of the state and the political apparatus. Foucault's work see}s to explain the "genealogy

of power", his concern being with depicting major shifts in our responses to madness,

criminality and sexuality and I suggest mental reta¡dation, and the 'þower-knowledge

spiral that ushers in the modern world".l4 He examines the ways in which power is

exercised in modern societies. In line with Donzelot's later writing, the main field of

enquiry is concerned with the conditions and emergence of 'the sociaf'. Following

Foucault, the term refers to

the field of social admínistration and welfare, in the sense of a particular
domain of obþcts of knowledge and targets of reform such as family, sexuality,
crime, insanity - which emerged as 'social questions' (as distinct from, for

t'Cohen 
and Scull, Social Control and the Søte. 5.tt'Mode-it¡' 'modgrnism', and 'poststructuralism' úe three related terms used to define

postmodernism. Briefly 'modernity' is the modern, industrial ar¡d u¡ban way of life; 'modemism' is the
movement in art and lit€rature that aims to c:rpture the essence of that new way of life (fm example, tbe
slq¡scraper); and post-structuralism is the theuetical critique of tbe assumptions of modernity found in
philosopby and art. Postmodernists' primary goal has been to challenge convictions about the
objectivity of lmowledge and tbe stability of language. Postmodernism renders problematic the belief in
progress, the modern periodization of bistry, ar¡d the individual as "knower" and "doetr". The notion of
the individual self is threatened when postmodernists sEess tbe inevitable ftagmentation of personal
identity. Postmodernists zrssert that the individual self is an ideological construct, a myth perpetuated by
lib€ral societies whose legal systems depend upon the concept of individual responsibility. Many
consider poststructuralism and postmodernism as synoriymous, others as radically different. Rosenau
suggests there a¡e probably as many føms of post-modernism as there are post-modernists, but she
delineates two broad, general uientatior¡s, the sceptical post-modernist and the aff¡rrative post-
modernist. Briefl¡ the sceptical post-modernist, (G skeptic), offers a passimistig negative, assessment
and argues that the post-modern age is one of ftagmentation, disintegration, malaise, neaninglessness,
a vagueness and perhaps absence of møal parameters and socieøl chaos. The affrrrative pc¡t-
modernists (affirnatives), although agreeing with the skeptics' notion of modernit¡ have a mce
hopeful, optimistic view of the post-modern age, most seeking a 'þhilosophical and ontological
inællectual practice that is nondogmatic, tentative, and nonideological". Fø a more deøiled discussion,
see Pauline Rosenau, Post-Modernism. Fa a sensiblg readable overview see also Joyce Appleb¡ Linda
Hunt and Margaret Jacob, Tellins the Truth about Histmv (New Yck W. W. Nøton & Cmrpan¡ Inc.,
1994), Chapter 6. Fm further discussiqr, see Carmen Luke, Pedaeoev. Printine and hotestantism. The
Discourse on Childhood (New York State University of New York Press, 1989), particularly Chapter 8.

¡.
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instance, economic ones.) The 'social' then is not coterminous with the field of
social relations; rather it bea¡s the restricted meaning associated with 'social
security', the 'social wage'; 'social problems', etc. the development of certain
types of knowledge concerning human mentality and conduct is singled out as
particularly crucial in determining the forms taken by social administration and
policy, ie. the characteristic ways in which problems of social disorder are
framed, why more importance comes to be attached to some issues rather than
others, the tlpe of strategies and measures adopted to deal with them, and so
on.t 

t 
loriginal italics).

Of interest to Minson and to the argument of this thesis, is Foucault's later shift of

attention from the formation of subþts to the formation of categories of person and

from power to liber¡lism. This will tle examined, with particular reference to Minson's

reconstruction of Fo uc ault' s genealo gical arguments.

Constructing the mentally retarded child

In order to read or inte¡pret the intervention of the state in the education of the mentally

reta¡ded child, this thesis will examine the "construction" of the 'hormal' child and

following from this, the mentally retarded child. Both the 'hormaf' child and the

mentally retarded child can be viewed as historical and philosophical constructions -

their development determined in relation to a universal norm. In the nineteenth century

the 'thild", including the mentally retarded child, as a unit of meaning, was located in

relations of simila¡ity and difference with and to other terms of '\vork" and "labour" and

of 'thild rescue". However, in the twentieth century, the word "child" came to be

represented and fixed in relation to similarity or difference with other terms, such as

'\vork" and 'þlay'', "activity'' and "experience". This unit of meaning was interpreted

within and subþted to, the discourse of "schooling" and "classroom". Peters suggests

that

ttlemey Minson, Genealogies of Muats. Nieøsche. Foucault, Dqrzelot and the Eccentricity of Ethics
(I-ondon: The Macmillan Press Ltd., 1985), 9.
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[T]he child as an object of adult gaze was to be relocated along a topographical
grid of moral superintendence which would incorporate the historically changing
positions of younger and older people, of 'girls' and 'boys' and of class

relations.l6

Peters again refers only to the 'hormal'child, proposing that tracing the social meanings

attached to 'thild" (and "childhood") will simultaneously trace the change to

signification of "child". I suggest that this is an equally valid and useful way to examine

and trace the changes to the signification of the mentally retarded child. Peters

contrnues:

[I]n the twentieth century, 'the child' as sign was situated within a formal
juridical framework of laws and regulations - juvenile justice, child protection
and custody laws, school attendance laws and military, political and economic
'qualifications' and 'disqualifications'. Simultaneously, 'the child' as sign was
posited within a vast range of 'natural' processes of biological and psychological
development. Plotted on to the 'natural' grid of 'childhood', and overlaid with
the insertion of the juridicaù the emotional, physical, sexual and educational
development of 'the child' could be observed, monitored and re-formed in
hiVher own self interest.lT

The "culture of childhood" in the early twentieth century is positioned as a figuring of a

"natural rite de passage" towards adulthood, which involved a re-alignment of the

network of power relations operating in and through families. Yet neither 'thildhood"

nor'thild" is a self-evident, unitary or unproblematic entity, rather they involve multiple

states of be-ing.18

Positioning the child in society

In order to place the mentally retarded child within this framework this thesis will draw

upon theory relating to the ways in which childrens' lives were analysed, explained,

defured, classified and administered; creating a "web" of power. The prime issues of

tfurtg"tet 
Peters, 'Children's Culture and the Søte : South Australia 1890s-1930s" (Ph.D. Thesis,

University of Adelaide, 1991), 15. See Introduction and Chapter 1 for a wmking through of the notims
o_f 'child', and 'childhood' and their positioning in discourse.
ttlbid., 

16.tlui¿.
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knowledge, power and subjectivity will be developed in an attempt to interpret state

intervention in the lives of mentally retarded children and their families.le

For Tyler:

['T]he child' in western democratic societies is positioned as a special category

of person who lacks, for a time, the complete range of capacities necessary for
full functioning as a cltizpn. 'The child' is understood to acquire those capacities

by progressing steadily along a universal path of development to emerge a self-

regulating, autonomous individual, the possessor of a range of attributes. These

include the ability to recognize one's own best interests and to be responsible for
oneself. 'The child' is constituted as a distinct type of person through reference

to a lack of these and other adult personal attributes. This lack is not based in

any deficiency as would be the case for an 'irresponsible adult'. Instead, it exists

in the nature of the child. But part of the story of child development is the

necessity for the child's 'needs' to be met if 'development' is to proceed at a
smooth and orderþ pace, and if the child is not to get 'stuck' at some point

along the journey, and remain, in some ways, a child in the guise of an adult,

rather than an effective adult citizen. ... these knowledges and concepts appeaf

routinely in the familiar landscape of the present. They are part of the stock in

trade of a diverse range of personnel, forming for example the backdrop to the

practices of therapists and their clients, ... and of policy makers, welfa¡e

workers, police offrcers,-_ court personnel, teachers, health professionals,

historians and biographers.2o

It is the notion of the child in the guise of an adult, rather than an effective adult citizen

and the accompanþg knowledges and concepts that constitute the discursive practices

of policy makers, teachers and other personnel in relation to the mentally reta¡ded, that

will be examined in detail in this thesis.

In writing, I continually make the distinction between the 'hormal" child and the

mentally reta¡ded child. Rose puts the view that "childhood is the most intensively

governed sector of personal existence". By using the term "governed" he draws upon

reln particula¡ Michel Foucault's analysis of discourse in modern societ¡ especially his work on

larowledge, power and subjectivity and Ma¡xist theory relating to class, ideology and consciousness.

Botb are cqrcerned, although from differing fields of vision, with the changing strucnre of subjugation

in societv and the modes of control of the individual.

'oTyle", "'Making 
Better Children," 35. Fm an examination of the effects of the constitution of 'the

child' in child welfare, see also Russell Hogg and David Brown, 'Reforming Juvenile Justice: Issues

and Prospects," in J. Murray and A. Borowski eds., @ (I-ondot: 1985),

cited in Tyler.
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Foucault's work on "governmentality'' and the processes by which certain populations

are defined and then subjected to specific political strategies.2l According to Rose, the

notion of the normal child and family is an ambiguous one. He proposes that normality

has several forms; firstly that which is natural and therefore healthy, as against that

which judges and finds the "actuaf' unhealthy; and as that which is to be produced by

"rationalized social progrÍ¡mmes". These discourses of normality ¿ue concurrently used

to construct the natural child and family. They supply a fairly explicit set of instructions,

or discursive practices, as to how normality should be identified and conducted and,

importantly, the means of identifying abnormality and the rationale for intervention when

reality and normality fail to coincide.

However, Rose states that these conceptions of normality are not merely generalisations

made from accumulated experience, or discourse, relating to normal children. He asserts

that

criteria of normality are elaborated by experts on the basis of their claims to a
scientific knowledge of childhood and its vicissitudes. And this knowledge of
normality has not, in the main, resulted from studying normal children. On the

contrary, in tracing the genealogy of normality we are returned to the projects of
the government of children that provided the platform for the take-off of
expertise. It is a¡ound pathological children - the troublesome, the recalcitrant,

the delinquent - that conceptions of normality have taken shape. It is not that a

knowledge of the normal course of development of the child has enabled experts

to become more skilled at identifying those unfortunate children who a¡e in some

way abnormal. Rather, expert notions of normality are extrapolated from our
attention to those children who worry the courts, teachers, doctors, and parents.

Normality is not an observation but a valuation. It contains not only a judgement

about what is desirable, but an injunction as to a goal to be achieved. In doing

so, the very notion of 'the normal' today awa¡ds power to scientific truth and

expeft authority.z

"Ibid. Tyler cites Gavin Kendall and Gary Wickham, "Health and the Social Body," paper presented at

TASA'91, Perth, for a fømulation of governmenølity.

"Nikolas Rose, Governine the Soul. The Shaning of the Private Self (.urdon: Routledge, 1990), 131.

See Chapters 11 and 12 for consideration of strategies that link the 'private' sphere of the family with

the objectives of the government" and particularly the role of psychology.
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IÞfining the mentally retarded dtild

In this way, the "normal' child is identified and valued because he/she is not

'þathologicall' as opposed to the delinquent child and, similarly, the mentally retarded

child, who is conversely identifred because of the 'l¡nwholesome" behaviours exhibited.

The terminology used in early debates and discussions for both was, by and large,

informed by this conception of the normal child as the antithesis of the problem child.

According to Rose:

[I]n providing the vocabulary for thinking and talking about human development

and human troubles in psychological terms, ... psychology liriked-subþtive and

intersubjective existenc" into government prograrns in a new way.23

There have been many terms used to defure mental reta¡dation. Early British tenns

widely used as benchma¡ks were:

feeble-minded - I.Q. 50-70. (Later, in the 1960's, known as mild retardation), or
dull and backward.
imbecile - moderate reta¡dation, I.Q. 35-70, or mental defective.
idiot - severe retardation, I.Q. 20-35, or high grade mental defective.
idiot, - profound retardation, I.Q. less than 20, or low grade mental defective.2a

Parker explains the terms in this way:

'[D]ull and backwa¡d' children were deemed to suffer from delayed development

and were therefore considered capable of some improvement, especially in a

sympathetic environment. The 'mental defectives' were those whose natural

abilities were low and usually further impeded by chronic illnesses, physical

infirmities, prolonged absences from school or a particularly pernicious home

environment, and, often, a combination of these factors. High-grade mental

defectives were deemed ineducable and therefore placed in residential or day

tlvikolas Rose, Inventine Our Selves. Psychologv. Power. and Personhood (Cambridge: Canbridge
University hess, 1996), 72. For discussion on identification, regulatiøt and management of the yo¡ng

offender, see Debbie Tyler, '"The Development of the Concept of Juvenile Delinquency in Victcia
1855-1905", in Richard Teese and Gary lilickharn, eds., Melbor¡rne Workins Papers. Pagrs in
Contempcarv Australian Education. Culture and Politics Vol. 4, 1982183. (Melbourne: University of
Melbo¡rrne,

'ocliff Judg
Retarded Peoole (Sydney Magenø Press, Mulgrave,1987), A.
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special schools; low-grade cases were considered ineducable and sent to certified

institutions, hospitals and asylums.2s

The United States used approximately the same I.Q. ranges and the terms mild,

moderate and severe reta¡dation.* I sh"[ discuss the inception of I.Q. testing in more

detail in a later chapter. Although such terminology is certainly not regarded as

politicalty correct in present discourses which use words such as "intellectually disabled"

or "challenged", I use the term mental retardation to refer to below average general

functioning, or mild retardation, because this was the term commonly used in the early

to middle twentieth century, the focus of this study. Other terms, "idiot", "imbecile",

"moron" and "feeble-minded" will be used in keeping with their time span. Mental

retardation can accompany numerous physical disabilities, but this thesis is mainly

concerned with the development of schooling for the child with mental retardation, that

is, an intellectual disability, during the period 1915 to1975.

Placing the drild and family in history

There is an enormous amount of literature on the history of the Western family since the

sixteenth century. Two approaches predominate the 11lV of the child in history, the

soci¿l history approach and the psychohistory approach.2T The social historian adopts an

interdisciplinary perspective and usually uses one of trwo methodologies, the

anthropological theory or demographic-statistical method. The anthropological

approach assumes the family is universal, with child-rea¡ing practices linking the

individual and society and from this that these socialization processes are central to the

ttDauid 
Parker, "'Carefully Coached and Pandered'. Identifying and providing fc children with severe

learning diffrculties: Hertfordshire's t¡ials and errms 1914-1939," in Journal of Educational

(New York Holt" Rinehart and

Winston, Inc., 1971), 14.

"Ca-reo Luke, Pedagosv. Printine. and Protestântism. The Discourse on Childhood (New Yuk Staæ

University of New York Press, 1989, Chapter 2.

-l
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understanding of a given society. Demographic approaches generally examine

population changes, fertility rates, marriage patterns, marriage age, birth control

practices, infant mortality, literacy rates ¿rmong household members and so on. From the

statistical information, 'þredominant family structures can be identifred and family

fi¡nctions, in terms of economic transactions such as landholding and inheritance

patterns, can be isolated".28

Psychohistorians believe that relying solely on demographic data cannot satisfactorily

reproduce the complexities of family relationships and use psychological, psychoanalytic

and developmental models in their explanations. DeMause's book, The History of

Childhood, is, Luke suggests, the most representative example of a psychohistorical

approach, bringing together "for the first time, diverse research on childhood". This

approach attempts to "reconstruct the emotional tenor, the behaviours, and the

psychological context of family life" and stems from Freud's conception of

developmental stages in childhood.æ DeMause's sources are essentially anecdotal

descriptions and Luke argues that such evidence

does not ñrlly account for those socio-structural or epistemic features that are

"exterior" to the individual, that structure the kind of social world the individual

records, and that constrain the interpretive possibilities by which people express

their experiences in writing.s

Anderson.too, totally rejects psychohistory, stating that its creators a¡e immersed in i

.i;
"anach¡onistic judgement and blatant disregard,for many of the basic principles of I

I

historical scholarship".t'\t.ording to ,rr¡TIJ-iJ¿5o.n a view does not account fori
;

the ways in which people understand and locate themselves in their environment. This iS

"\bid.,zz.
"Ibid., 26. See L. DeMause, ed., @ (New Ymk The Psychohistøy Press,

stMichael Anderson, Approaches to the Historv of the Western Family 1500-1914 (t-ondon: The

Macrrillan Press Ltd., 1980), 15.
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(pre)formulated by pronouncements about ideas, facts, objects, perceived reality and so

on, that compose a specific field of reference. Therefore in any given historical period

one understands his or her world, the self and relations between self and others, "on the

basis of historical discursive practices that name, locate and organise concrete and

abstract knowledge and experience". It follows from this that

[I]n order to speak of things or objects, one is subject to the ways in which

discourse has ordered them: an object is ordered conceptually in relation to other

obþcts by being established in relations of resemblance, proximity, distance,

transformation, and especially difference. These relations are established in

discourse and between institutions, economic and social processes, behavioural

patterns, systems of norms, techniques, types of classification and modes of
óharacterization. These relations are not inherent in the object (of study) nor do

they reside within the observer - these relations 'bxist" discursively exterior to

the object. Foucault suggests that these exterior relations are "what enables it
(the object) to juxtapose itself with other objects, to situate itself in relation to

them, to define its difference - in short, to be placed in a fietd of exteriority''.æ

(Original italics).

Discourses that prescribe religious, educational or literary conventions and so on, are

controlled by certain rules and assumptions, which in turn determine the way individuals

understand, fx meaning to and interpret and record objects, processes and events-

Following this line of thought:

[A]necdotal evidence does not explain how specific religious, political or

epistemic features influenced and charactenzed discourse in the first place which,

in turn, significantly influenced the^yays in which people interpreted and

assigned meaning to their experiences.*

Anecdotal account or oral history, is acutely influenced by discourses and experiences of

the present. From this outlook oral accounts and traditional histories are constructed,

but are problematic because memory, the past, is worked and re-worked, by events of

*Ibid., interpreting M. Foucault, The Archaeologv of Knowledge and the Discourse m låneuage.

trans. A. Sheridan Smith, (New York: Flarper and Rowe, 1972),45-

tuio.,30.
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the present. This presents a dilemma in considering oral history testimonies as sources.*

Peters suggests that history is political and

political domination involves historical dehnition; history - in particular popular

memory - is at stake in the constant battle for hegemony. The relation between

history and politics, like the relation between past^-and present, is therefore

internal: it is about politics and the history of politics.s

In this thesis I propose to interpret the 'þublic" and "private" source material relating to

the education and treatment of mentally reta¡ded children with the intention of

identifying events and conditions which brought about changes and explaining how

these discursive practices became universalised. The use of oral history, despite the

recognised theoretical weakness, and past-present unreliability, is seen as one way of

understanding how the people involved perceived the changes. It also indicates to what

extent they helped shape or resisted the dominant discursive practices of the time, and

what influence these had on the family life of those involved-

The socio-cultural approach stresses the importance of tracing historical change in

attitude, meanings and ideas. This is often termed the "sentimental school'

representation and Luke cites typicat examples as "Ozment's When Fathers Ruled,

Pollock's Forgotten Children: Parent-Child Relations from 1500-1900. Flandrin's

Families in Former Times, Strauss' Luther's House of Learning, Stone's Family. Sex

and Marriage in England: 1500-1800, Shorter's The Making of the Modern Family. and

Ariés' Centuries of Childhood."36 Ariés, Shorter and Stone, who produced some of the

most prominent writings in the field, were concerned with the appearance of the modern

*S." io particular, for consideration of the use of mal history methodology, Pafick O'Farrell, "Oral

Histmy: Facts and Fiction," in Ouadrant November, 1979, 49-53 and l¡uise Douglas and Peter

Speåritt, '"Talking History: The Use of Oral Sources," in G. Osborne and W. F. Makers, eds., lþW
Hisrsv (Sydney: Gemge Allen & Unwin Ltd., 1982), 59-68. Cited in Peters, "Children's Culture and

the State," 29.
tt rbid., 29-30.* Luk", Pedaeog)¡, 23.
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family and the notion of a separate childhood as distinct from the child being seen as and

acting as a small adult, especially children of the poor. In past centuries such children

lvere seen by these writers to have few "childlike" qualities. They worked, were often

sexually experienced and looked older than their years.37

Ariés provided us with a broad overview of three centuries of childhood. His main

premise was that childhood was 'tiscovered" between the sixteenth and eighteenth

centuries.æ His book is divided into three parts. The first, "I-e Sentiment de I'enfance",

used an assortment of sources, (toys, painting, clothing) to assert that in the early middle

ages, around about the eleventh century, the notion of childhood did not exist. The stage

of physical helplessness was acknowledged, but there was no conception of the periods

now known as childhood and adolescence. 'Children were considered'tninteresting", if

not socially transparent; past infancy, they were seen as 'miniature adults"'.s It was not

until the seventeenth century that the French word for baby appeared. According to

Ariés, the discovery of childhood occurred concommitantþ with the adult notions of a

more extended developmental period between early childhood and young adulthood.

The childhood duration was extended, with the pubescent ye¿¡rs eventualty being

described by writers as adolescence. Ariés saw this shift as separating children from

adult society, where previously existed one society; limiting their f¡eedom and enforcing

'lisciplinary controls on children and youth by home, school and churchl'. All these

changes were apparently viewed with despondence by Ariés.æ Once it was created,

childhood became an "increasingly tyrannical concept, leading finally to the intense and

privatised mode of parent-child relations", discussed in the final section of the book. For

3tJames Walvin, A Child's World. A Social Histmv of Enelish Childhood 1800-1914. (I-ondon:

Penguin Books Ltd., 1982), t2.
ssee Richard T. Vann, review of Centuries of Childhood- by Phillipe Ariés, Histø,v and Theor.v. 2

(November 1982),280.
æ Luke, Pedagoev. 23.
oorui¿.
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Ariés, the modern family was depicted by this devotion to childhood and subsequent

problems of adolescence, supposedly not known in the Middle Ages or Renaissance.

These claims have been rejected by many subsequent historians who declare that he did

not fully understand the changes he described.al

Shorter took up approximately where Ariés left off Unlike Ariés, who focused mainly

on the French nobility and bourgeoisie, Shorter studied the lives of peasant families, not

only French, but Scandinavian, Bavarian, British and American. Ariés proposed that

these classes were unaffected by changes he described in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, with which Shorter agreed, arguing that the changes did not start until after

1250. In Shorter's view, it was a "surge of sentirnent" which affected the traditional

family. He proposed three re¿Nons for these changes. Firstþ, marriages for'tomantic

love", rather than material reasons began to increase. Secondl¡ infant well-being

became more important and thirdly, families became more intimate, rather than

impersonal, in their relationships. For Shorter, this sentimental outlook sprang from an

increased desire for sexual freedom after 1750; a sexual revolution in family life. Shorter

has been criticised for the doubtful quality of his sources, but his book was one of the

first to consider the experiences of ordinary people.a2

Stone presented us with a detailed record of three hundred years of family history, from

1500 to 1800. His theme was that during this time the English family moved through

three consecutive stages. First was the Open Lineage Family of the Renaissance, a

period when kinship ties were of great importance and relations between members of

nuclear families were changeable and somewhat aloof. Next appea¡ed the Restricted

otvaoo, 
review of Centuries of Childhood. 2U'287.

o2Joseph F. Kett" review of The Making of the Modern Familv. by Edward Shmter, Social Education.

36 (April 1972), 498-500.
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Patriarchal Nuclear Family of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, partly resulting

from declining kinship ties and subsequent compensatory emphasis on patriachal

authority. Lastly, beginning late in the seventeenth century and rapidly progressing into

the eighteenth, was the Closed Domesticated Nuclea¡ Family; one of greater intimacy

between spouses and a more affectionate relationship betweæn parents and children.ß

This argued Stone, although changed, still exists today. For Stone, the emergence of the

contemporary family was a critical change, a freeing from "distance, deference and

patriachy," to "affective individualism". For him, this was possibly the most important

change in the last thousand years of 'Western history.aa

Both Stone and Ariés have been criticised for their lack of sources. In reality, both are

histories of family life in the upper classes since the majority of sources generate from

the writings of the upper literate classes and as such should not be seen to portray family

life or practices across society. Neither Ariés nor Stone made it clear that their sources

portrayed an elite minority, which may or may not have represented family relations and

child rearing practices of the society en masse. Luke makes the point:

[T]he approaches of peasants and the lower urban class to raising children were

usually not represented in artistic and literary remains. For the Middle Ages the

problem is particularly diffrcult because many of these sources rvere the works of
ecclesiastical writers who had little direct experience with normal family life.

Even the usual sources of information on childrea¡ing in the Middle ages ¿¡re
.45

rnconclusrve.

Tilly and Tilly point out that Stone in fact dismisses roughly half the English population:

[A]mong the mass of the very poor ... the common behaviour of many parents

toward their children w¿¡s often indifferent, cruel, erratic and unpredictable. It is
not clear whether the reason was cultural, a result of deprivation of any property

ßPaul 
Slack, review of The Family, Sex and Marriage in England 1500-1800, by lawrence Stone, The

HistoricâI Review, 370, (January 1979), 124-126.
(.ondon: Penguin Books Ltd.,

lg77),22.
asB. 

Hanawelt, among the l¡wer Classes of I¿te Medieval England," in R. E. Rotberg

and T.K. Rabb,
Luke, Pglagggy,

Marriaee and Fertilitv (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980), citei in

ìì-
ÍÞ'
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stake in society and displacement fa¡ from home and kin, or whether it was

economic, in the sense that more humane feelings and a greater sense of
sustained concern were luxuries which they could rarely afford. The culture of
poverty did not encourage foresight or providence, since the lives of those on

ihe economic margin of existence were too much at the mercy of sheer chance -

a bad harvest, unemployment or sickness - to justiff rational calculation for the

future. They were therefore improvident in begetting children, with no thought

of how they were to be nursed and fed, and improvident and careless in

disposing of them once they had arrived; easy come' easy go.o'

As the authors note, this'tontemptuous equation of poverty with pathology''has been a

recuning theme among bourgeois observers of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

But Stone's dismissal of the poor weakens his main argument. Dispensing with such a

large part of the population must raise questions as to whether the purported "massive

shifts in world views and value systems" atïected more than a literate, elite few.a7

Recent writings have argued against both Ariés' and Stone's presumptions that the

patriarchal family was portrayed by repression, discipline and parental indifference
'7

towards children. Ozment and Pollock are part of the movement towards redressing, or

at least qualifying the (mis)conceptions of historical parent-child relations as described

by Ariés and Stone. They contend that emotional bonds were never absent from families

of earlier eras, asserting that even without documented proof, it can be assumed that the

basic techniques of infant care were surely pa.ssed from mother to daughter through the

ages. They further suppose that someone would have taught toddlers the dangers of

hea¡th fires, of playrng with knives and so on. The literature of the sixteenth century

contains suflrcient evidence to veriff that "morali.sts, reformers, pedagogues, and

pediatricians" did, in fact, 'îrite detailed programs for the raising of children".€

*St*", 470. Cired in Cha¡les Tilly and Louise A. Tilly, "stalking the Bourgeoise Fanily'', Social

Scienccl{istor:, 4 (May 1980), 258.
Ð6i4.,2sq

tuke, pedagogy, 37. See, for instance S. Ozment, When Fathers Ruled: Familv Life in Refømation

Europe (Ca¡tri¿ge: Ilarva¡d University Press, 1983) and L. Pollock, Fmeotten Children: Parent-Child

Relatims ftom 1500-1900.
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Early discourses sunounding the mentally retarded

Although the existence of retarded children can be traced back to primitive societies,

they have always been regarded as a burden and have been "sacrificed" for the welfare

of the society in which they lived. The most common practice was that of infanticide, the

deliberate killing of small children. In early Greece and Rome the philosophers such as

Aristotle echoed public opinion expressed in political and theoretical discourses when he

wrote that no deformed child should be reared. Children in any way abnormal, or who

cried too little or too much, were killed. They were flung into rivers, left or "exposed"

on hills and by roadsides, th¡own on to dung heaps or sta¡ved to death, to name but a

few methods.ae In times of hardship mentally reta¡ded children would have been

regarded as excess food consumers and non-productive family members and quite

probably became the victims of infanticide. There were va¡ious social, economic and

religious reasons for infanticide. To the roving tribespeople the mentally retarded and or

physically handicapped would have been a burden when tryrng to survive in the face of

food shortages and other hardships, whereas the Greeks wanted to eliminate them to

puriry their race. Religious sacrifices in ancient China and India resulted in infanticide

being ca¡ried out to appease the anger of the Gods. In this context, the mentally

reta¡ded child as a subject was positioned in relation to discourses founded in economic

rationalization and other historically specific constructs. As Henriques et al. stipulate, it

is important to recognise that such decisions would have been ca¡ried out on the

supposed ability to make rational judgements, based on notions of the individual

subþt.s

*Jodge, Civilization and Menøl Retardation. 3; Lloyd DeMause, "The Evolution of Childhood', in

DeMause,ed.,@25-26.*Juli"tr Henriques, Cathy Urwin, Couze Venn and Valerie Walkerdine, Chanqine the Subiect.

Psycholoev. Social Reeulation and Subiectivitv (London: Methuen, 19M), 133-136.
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AIso prevalent in Europe from the Middle Ages to Enlightenment wÍrs the notion that an

abnormal child was a changeling.sl One of Grimm's fairy tales portrays a changeling as

having a big head and staring eyes and only able to eat and drink. Changelings were

described as having misshapen or wrong proportions with head too big for the bod¡ a

thick throat and neck and unable to stand, only creep a¡ound like an animal It is clea¡

that the mentally and physically handicapped children were taken for changelings -

especially those with hydrocephalus and cretinism.u2 Changeling children ìvere believed

to have been stolen by the fairies, who envied the beauty of human beings and wanted

children to marry with the fairies and "enoble their stock". This folk belief that such a

child was a supernatural substitute for the "real" child was later Christianised into the

idea of the changeling being a 'Temon-child" left by the Devil, who had stolen the

human child.s Advice on how to reverse the exchange was widespread and va¡ious -

including placing the child on a red-hot shovel and pressing it into red-hot ashes, giving

it poison to drink or feeding it leather and red-hot iron. Undoubtedl¡ retarded children

would have received some of this horrendous treatment.

As well as the practice of infanticide, the abandonment of children, (including 'hormaf'

children) was frequent in past eras. Abandonment was a common practise when a child

was born out of wedlock. Because of the social and moral issues involved, institutions

for such children were not accepted or encouraged, as this was seen as "tantamount to

condoning the alleged immorality which contributed to the birth of the child".s As there

is so little material which refers specifically to retarded children, one can only speculate

on their lives. In the violent times of the early centuries, when "normall' children were

ttcarl Haffter, "The Changeling: Histmy and Psychodynamics of Attitudes to llandicap@ Children in
Euroean Folklse," Journal of The Historv of the Behavioural Sciences (1968), 55.
*ruiå., so.
tbeMaose, The Histúv of Childhmd. 120.
*Jodge, Civilization and Mental Retardation. 16.
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subject to ha¡sh and brutal measures, retarded children, if not killed at birth, could be

expected to have been subject to inhumane treatment, less valued than some farm

animals.

The Renaissance era, with its concern for observation and scientific enquiry brought a

new interest in education and humanitarianism. As is well documented, it was in this

period that childhood became recognised as a special and distinct stage of development

and it was during this time that the first known education of the handicapped was

attempted.ss Gradually, says Winzer, vague repofts of miracles and legends gave way to

aulhenticated records. The first evidence of successful education of handicapped

children dates from the late 1500s in Spain. It was there the monk, Ponce de IJon,

apparently successfully taught the deaf sons of Spain's wealthy families to '3peak, read

and participate in the rituals of the Catholic church". Throughout the 1500s and 1600s

there were more substantianted reports of educational intervention with the handicapped

and the needy. Although conditions for the mentally reta¡ded did not greatly change,

there were some attempts to improve them. Overcrowding was common in institutions

in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, where inmates might be left naked and

chained in rat infested cellars.s Custodial ca¡e for the mentally handicapped was

undertaken by some people. St. Vincent de Paul and the Sisters of Charity, against much

opposition in the early seventeenth century gave shelter to, not only abandoned children,

but also adults suffering from leprosy, insanity, or who were 'Teeble-minded". The

Château which housed them was eventually to become the Bîcètre, the Pa¡isian

ttsr" Matgatet Winzer, Sally Rogow, Charlotte David, Exceptional Children in Canada (Ontario:

Prentice-Ilall, Canada Inc., 1987), Chapter 3.
*See H.I¿ne and M. Pillard, The \ilild Boy of Burundi (New York Randmr House, 1978), Chapter 4.
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asylum.sT In England, Sir Thomas Coram established the first home for foundlings in

1741. Unable to bea¡ the sight of babies "rotting in the gutters and on dung heaps" he

opened the Foundling Home in London.s He was overwhelmed by requests for

admission and eventually had to admit only very young children, by ballot.

Industrialisation brought families to the large town centres, resulting in a large increase

in the homeless population, who were unable to find employment. Retarded people,

jobless and no longer of any use to their families, could well have been among the

homeless. We can assume that some of the foundlings would have been mentally or

physically handicapped. The beginning of institutions for normal children was to become

a model for care of retarded children. Institutions such as exist today to c¿ue for the

mentally retarded were unknown until the late nineteenth century. The handicap of

mental retardation was differentiated from mental illness and the state of the poor,

epileptic or the old and inhrm, but, because communities did not know what to do with

such people, they were institutionalised along with the destitute and homeless. The most

famous example of such institutions were the Hospice of the Saltpetriere and the already

mentioned Bicêtre in Paris. The Bicêtre was founded by Louis IV in the seventeenth

century "to deal with 'indigents', the aged, the chronically ill, and the psychiatrically

ill".s The Saltpêtrière, originally a hospital for 4,000 \ryomen, housed 7,800'þatients"

by the end of the eighteenth century. Both institutions had special areas for retarded

people and through the work of the early reformers Pinel, Esquirel, Ítard, Bourneville

and Séguin, the world become aware of the unique needs of the handicapped.

ttDanid Gwyn Pritchar( Education and the llandicaooed 1760-1960 (I-or¡don: Routledge & Kegan
Paul, 1963), 175.
*Jodge, Civilization and Menøl Retardatiq¡. 16.
ttlbidl, i&
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Constructing the family

The changes in the concept of the family are important - the family has emerged as a

"web of symbols and ideas", pa¡tly created by themselves and partly by certain

professional interest groups, (teachers, doctors, social workers, etc.) with the suppon of

the mass media.æ Definitions and ideas about the family ¿¡re many and varied, ranging

from the image of the family ¿rs one with members of the same kin living under the one

roof, to whole communities living together constituting a family.6t Shotte. describes the

family as a "state of mind rather than a particular kind of structure or set of household

¿urangements", a solidarity separating the family from the outside world.62 Gilding

proposes that the concept of family is a "sociopolitical ordering of kinship and co-

residence in order to affix relations of obligation and dependence." I find this a useful

notion as it can include the dependent group of the mentally retarded.æ :

The family has always been represented by various forms and many different approaches

have been adopted by social historians researching family life. Anderson has put forward

three approaches, the Demographic Approach, the Household Economics Approach and

the Sentiments Approach. As briefly metioned ea¡lier in the chapter, the demographic

approach is based on the underlying methodologies of natural science and quantitative

social science. Literary sources, which formed the basis of most early attempts at family

history, are largely rejected by demographers on the grounds that such evidence is

diffrcult to interpret reliably, is often contradictory and, in particular, uncertain in its

relevance outside a small elite group, usually the upper classes. Those working in the

*See Michael Anderson, Approaches to Historv of the Vy'estern Familv. Chapter 3. Ar¡derson's book

offers a review of prevalent approaches to the ecmfrric and social histry of the family.
6tsee Michael Gilding, The Makine and Breåkine of the Australian Far¡ilv (Sydney Creage Allen &
Unwin Ltd., 1991), in particular, Chapter I fm constructive discussion on the cotcept and definitims of
the fanily.
æE<lward Shorter, The Makine of the Modern Familv (New York Basic Books Inc-, 1977),205.
*Gilding, The Makins ând Breaking of the Australian Fanilv. 5.
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convention ex¿rmine sources, for example, parish registers and census-tlpe listings for

tæration and other purposes, which can account for whole populations of some

communities. Admittedly, this method has a limited range of topics, but it can amass

huge data ba¡ks of internationally comparable information, covering long periods of

time. Examples of the demographical approach include collecting and examining data on

patterns of childbearing, size and membership of households, marriage age and rates and

extra marital conceptions. This has meant many traditional views of the past have been

challenged and shown to be false and, importantly, a solid data base has been established

as a framework for analysis for many historians.

Anderson has five main criticisms of the demographic approach. Firstly the quality of the

data. Critical diffrculities occur when interpreting and comparing pre-census listings and

earlier census returns. According to Anderson, listings were mostþ prepared for

administrative uses such as tæration or military recruitment, so that it is unclea¡ whether

the listings were even meant to be comprehensive, nor exactþ what any suMivisions in

the listing could mean. Such diffrculties with source interpretation pose major questiotls

about the validity and internal uniformity of some comparative studies which have relied

solely on household listings. The completeness or otherwise, of parish registers is

another problem. These are the main sources of data, (births, deaths and marriages)

derived from family records but are only useful if the the registers are reasonably

complete. Lastly there is the diffrculty of small numbers available for anaylsis arising as a

result of high rates of population mobility.

The second criticism concerns the atypicality of England, where Anderson based his

studies. As more research is done into previously unexamined areas and countries, the

depiction of household composition becomes increasingly more complex. In all

probability, it appears that very different principles influenced family formation in the
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rest of the pre-industrial West. Thirdly, community level statistics (for example, analysis

of mean household sizes f'or each community) give a misleading impression by obscuring

one of the essential features of family life, the changing composition of the household

over the life cycle. Anderson writes there is strong evidence to suggest that different

groups of populations were either operating within different rules regarding household

formation, or perhaps, more probably, that some were more able than others to achieve

particular obþctives.

The last two, very different, criticisms are those of the problem of meaning and theory.

Problems of meaning a¡ise at two levels. As mentioned, there is the problem of the

meaning of the behaviour of the recorder, for example, conclusions drawn from

discovering that one town has numerous households with lodgers, while another has

not, depends on how "lodger" was defined and how households were distinguished from

one another. Missing this point may lead to artilrcial comparisons. Further to this is the

danger of inferring from demographic behaviour attitudes which may or may not

underlie it. This can be highly misleading. Lastly, the problem of theory. This is the

problem of whether a knowledge of household composition always tells the same things,

or even anfhing very much, about familial behaviour. When considering many family

I
activities, the exact composition of the domestic uryn b irrelevant. Finally Anderson

makes the point that the

tendency to treat the family in isolation from the wider social structure and

ignore the very different ways in which the same pattern of household structure

or marriage rates or ages come about has been a central limitation of the whole

work of the school.ü

Although, as Anderson concludes, it is easy to criticise the demographers, one must

remember the 'hnsystematic and impressionistic" studies that preceded them and the

*Aoderson, 
Approaches to the Histcny of the Western Familv. 37.
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diffrculties still encountered by alternative approaches. In comparison, their work will

have a lasting eftèct on developments in family history. Proponents of the Household

Economics Approach are concerned with the social processes which underlie family

structure (and though less successfully, familial attitudes) in the past and, in particular, a

desire to explore the operation of these processes through their impact on the family as

a unit and on relationships between its members. This group "seek to interpret

households and families all in the context of the economic behaviour of their

members".uu Of the three approaches discussed, it is the most affected by the

methodology, (rather than purely techniques) of the social sciences, especially sociology

and anthropology. Consequently they are concerned with the 'þatterning of social

relationships and of change in relationships". Anderson continues:

[T]he main thrust ... involves attempts to isolate 'structural' constraints, arising
from pressures often quite outside the consciousness of the individuals involved.

Central among these factors are those which arise in economic or other
exchange relationships within the family and betwe¡n family members and

others. The main emphases are on the ways in which, and the conditions under
which, resources (including human resources) become available to the family and

to its members, on strategies which can be employed to generate and exploit
resources, and on the power relationships which a¡ise as a by-product of these

b
actlvrtres.

In order to demonstrate the action of these factors, resea¡chers in the field had led the

way in the use of new sources for family history, for example, documents describing

property holdings, property utilisation and property transmission, and such materials as

employment records, family budgets and descriptions of working practices. Examples of

this can be seen in work on consequences for family behaviour of different inheritance

practices. Although the areas overlap, it is the Sentiments Approach, or as Tyler

suggests, the romantic formulations, which are of most interest to me when considering

t1bid., 
65. For a more complete view, see Chapter 4.

*lbid., 65-6.
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I
childrens'iüves.ut Anderson claims that modern familial sentiments were absent in eady X

family life. In the early sixteenth century the husband held all the power, legally and

economically. The lack of affection in the period is widely documented; respect,

deference and obligation were expected and any sentimental behaviour seen ¿rs leading

to lawlessness. Marriage was seen solely as an economic, productive and reproductive

union for the purpose of transferring and perpetuating property and position between

generations. From this starting point, there is general agreement ¿rmong historians that

there was a move away from the emotionless patriachal unit to a more sentimental

family although the timing and causes of the changes cause some dissension.

Anderson expresses the belief that it is during the last few centuries that the permeability

of the family changed, by which he means that control changed from internal to external.

He cites three main reasons for this. Firstly the lessening of social controls when the

religious fervour to control family morality receded and community authorities obtained

stronger powers. Secondly, the increased migration to and from further away places

made peoples' behaviour more difficult to control and thirdly, added to this was the

increasing importance placed on domesticity.æ

The early twentieth century saw a change in childcare practices. Reiger tenns it the "age

of children". In The Disenchantment of the Home, she examines the problematic notion

of the family, relying upon qualitative evidence and examining demographic trends.

Reiger's research was primarily concerned with the ordering of the family at the

sociopolitical level, focusing, like Donzelot, on regulation from above. She was

concerned with attempts to transform the Australian family between the 1880s and

1930s by defining the components of family life and investþating the reform attempts of

ttlbid.. 
chaoter 3

"Iui¿.'
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an "emergent class of professionals, technocrats or experts in the a¡eas of production,

reproduction, socialisation, and sexuality in turn".æ Her point was that these efforts in

fact subverted the established construction of the family as untouched and private with

an ideal of the family as a "set of rational and manipulative social practices".7o

Prior to the twentieth century, parenting had been concerned with moral guidance and

economic support, rather than fostering any relationships between parent and child. A

new social concern in the management of mothering appeared and a "good home" came

to be regarded as one of the most valued social institutions in Australia. The new ideas

ahout children and child raising resulted from the traditional benevolent concern for

children of the working class and were a reflection of the broader social developments

of the time.7l By the end of the century, both overseas and in Australia, the perception

of children had changed, they became objects of sentiment, seen as vulnerable a¡rd

innocent. 7æhzer terms this change the "sacrilizationl' of children, in which they became

endowed with a religious meaning, a sentiment, which had the effect of providing them

with a new non-economic value.72

In the nineteenth century children were contributors to the family economy, both inside

and outside the home - rural and urban working class children helped to maintain the

family working on farms and in factories. In the emerging middle classes children were

becoming objects of sentiment and by 1930, saysTnlizer, the ideal child was totally non-

productive and expensive. As the child's usefulness declined, the sentimental value

increased. The child savers, the social reformers, worked for the same conditions to be

*Gildiog,
toKerreen

(Melbourne: Oxfud University Press, 1985), 1-3. Reiger presents a study of the rationalisation of
dmrestic life in Australia. She suggests that $romen lvere not the'l¡nwitting dupes" of the male ruling
class, but rather took the initiative in many issues.
ttrbid.
t'Viuiao" A.Znliznr, Pricins the Priceless Child (New Yøk Basic Books, 1985), 11.
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applied to the lives of working class children. According to them, every child deserved a

safe and protected childhood, regardless of the family circumstances. '?roperþ loved

children, regardless of social class, belonged in a domesticated, non-productive world of

lessons, games and token money''.73

In Australia, this period was an important one, a time when according to Reiger,

Australian society underwent a transition that brought changes in production and

technology into the public sphere and subsequent changes in the private sphere of home

and family. It was a time of social structuring of family and personal relationships.

Family relationships and the important wife-mother role in the training of children came

under scrutiny. The state became more and more involved with the daily life of its

citizens:

[A] multitude of laws and regulations affected working conditions and wages,

health, education and welfare, and legislation directly concerned with the family

was passed governing the age of sexual consent, divorce and prwisions for
children whether ¿e¡ne¿ as 'nãgbcted', 'feeble-minded', or 'normal'.74

This period also saw the flourishing of many organisations, established with the purpose

of reforming personal and family behaviour and offering advice and assistance. The

scope of these ranged from the temperance groups, concerned with social and moral

issues, to those with cha¡itable and educational concerns.tu Anthony Platt's The Child

Savers, examines the motives of reformers of the juvenile court system in Illinois at the

end of the nineteenth century. He presents a socio-historical analysis of his subþt and

reaches the conclusion that the social reformers, the doctors, civil servants, teachers,

psychologists and so on, have deliberately and overtly re-modelled the system in order

to control those in it. For Plått, child saving was due to factors other than a benevolent

ttu¡¿.
71^ .

Kerser-

"wrí.,i.
The DisenchanEnent of the Home. 1.
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and humanitarian concern for children. He argues it was the result of a middle class

desire to control the dangerous and distasteful classes and in doing so improve the status

of the middle-class professionals in the field, as well as widening their scope and

opening up new areas for resea¡ch. To Platt, the changes in child weHare around the

turn of the century could only be explained "in terms of the middle and upper classes

developing new forms of social control in a changing socioeconomic context, defined as

the emergence of monoply capitalism".T6

Platt's work looks particularly at child welfare, and although coming from a totally

different perspective, similar arguments can be found throughout post-modernist

literature dealing with state and family life. Christopher Lasch adopts one of the most

powerful social control positions in Haven in a Heartless World, his widely quoted book

on the family. Lasch briefly reviews the history of the American family in the last century

and explains what he calls the "socialization of reproduction". In his view, in the early

stages of the industrial revolution capitalists took production out of the household and

'tollectivized" it in the factory. They then appropriated workers' skills by "scientific

management", bringing them together under managerial direction. Lastly, they extended

their control over the workers' private lives as well, doctors, psychiatrists, teachers,

child guidance experts, offrcers of the juvenile courts, and other specielists began to

supervise the business of the family.z

Just as industrialisation stripped workers of control over their labour, so too social work

and child welfare made people incapable of providing children's needs without the

supervision of trained experts. Lasch relentlessly pursues this view of the construction of

Thobert Van Krieken,
Welfare (Svdn

Gtopú.t (New York Basic Books, Inc.,
1977'¡,xv.
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social control by capitalist inspired, middle-class social pathologists over the working-

class family. He sees their role in the development of working-class family life as

implemental and formative. Bourgeoise domesticity did not simply evolve among the

working families, he argues, it was imposed upon them by the 'Torces of organised

virtue, led by feminists, temperance advocates, educational reformers, Iiberal ministers,

penologists, doctors, and bureaucrats".Ts Following from this 'the state controls not

merely the individual's body, but as much of his spirit as it can pre-empt; not merely the

public realm but the da¡kest comers of private life".7e

But Lasch agrees with historians such as Stone on some principles. These a¡e that every

society has a single dominant family life, which expresses dominant beliefs and is best

demonstrated by its ruling classes. Changes that occur in family life exist first in the

ruling classes and trickle down from "top" to "bottom" and following from this, changes

in attitudes towa¡ds marriage, sex and family precede and cause va¡iations in family life.

Descriptions and prescriptions of family life, as opposed, for example, to such famity by-

products as registers of births, marriages and deaths, compose the best evidence of what

took place. Finally, Lasch concurs that the bourgeois nuclea¡ family, with its "mild

patriarch¡ its sentimentality, and its desire for privacy'', is the complete manifestation of

liberal-capitelist development.æ

Jacques Donzelot, another authoritative post-modernist, has both differing and simila¡

views of relations between state and family. Donzelot examines the family in France

since the eighteenth century, his main theme being the development of sophisticated

techniques of social management by covert means. He sees the family as having been

tIbid., 
169.

tnIbid., 
rB9.

*Titty 
and Tilly, "stalking the Bourgeoise Family'', 253
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'tolonised" and "policed" by outside agencies, since the French revolution. Donzelot

suggests the family was subjected to a 'tutelary complex", especially the poor, where

the neutreli"ation of patriarchal authority would permit a procedure of tutelage to be

established, joining sanitary and educative objectives with methods of economic and

social surveillance. This procedure involved the reduction of family autonomy, a

reduction that was facilitated by the appearance, in the closing years of the nineteenth

century, of a whole series of bridges and connections between public assistance, juvenile

law, medicine, and psychiatry.8l Rose describes the "tutelary complex" as the

technologies of government, a network of doctors, psychologists, probation officers and

social workers, enabling the "diffrculties posed by working class families and children to

be acted upon with a degree of force, universality, and certainty but without disabling

the family mechanism".82

Donzelot cites the increasing use of psychoanalysis by professionals with the family as

having the ability to guide people to acceptable behaviour - a subtle, non-coercive way

of maintaining conformity and order. He is less inclined than Lasch to identiS particular

groups as instigators of "moral campaigns", rejecting, as does Foucault, the idea of an

agent of power, particularly that of a capitalist class or bourgoisie state domination of

power relations in society. Instead he writes in the passive form, hence the family is

'þoliced", 'tolonised" and "transformed" without specifically naming the perpetrator of

these processes. The main theme is still that of the family as an object of surveillance,

t'Jacqo"r Donzelot, The Policins of Families, trans. Robert Hierle¡ (I-ondqr: Hutchinsor¡ & Co. Ltd.,
1980), 89, cited in Van Krieken, 19.
*Ros", 

Govemine the Soul. 129.
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penetration, supervision, policing, and so forth, and his ¿rssessment of the shift of power

from the family and the community to the state and the "sociaf'is a negative one.æ

The role of women in the family

In the late nineteenth century, there were two main options for women, dependence on

men, to some small or large degree, or domestic service. Women with independent

means were the exception and given the labour ma¡ket, marriage was seen as imperative

for economic survival. According to Van Krieken:

tTlhe ideological hegemony a¡ound the family and work which developed was,

as the word 'hegemony' should imply, part of a relation of alliance and

compromise, although an asyrnmetrical one, between the working class and the

bourgeoisie. If there was any villain in the piece it would have to be

respectability itself, the development of a certain famity ideal andcverything that
accbmpanied that, such as the impoverishment of women's work.e

In this romanticised construction, men and women were portrayed as having

complimentary characteristics and social roles. 'Women played the dependent, emotional

and moral role, while the men were depicted as more rational and capable of

"dispassionate judgement and leadership". This evolved in a largely dichotomous world,

where women were m¿¡rginalised. The home and family became the'þrivatd', the female

domain, and were seen as a retreat for the male breadwinner from the competitive

labour ma¡ket, the 'þublic", the world outside. Thus men and women resided in

"separate spheres". Given the rapid social and economic changes, motherhood was seen

as the site to instil spiritual and moral beliefs to guide young people in the world away

from home. Women were regarded as the "moral guardians" of society. According to

Allen and well documented by Mary Ryan and l-enore Davidoffand Catherine Hall, this

notion of the ideal woman ìvas originally a product of the middle-classes and is regarded

tui¿.,2t.
\an Krieken, Children and the Søæ. 29-30.
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as one of its cha¡acteristic features. Allen continues:

tTlhis ideotogy was seen as arising with the fa¡ reaching social and e¡onomic

changes which constituted the great transformation of industrialisation and the

new class formation of capitalism. ... Notably the unbridled competitiveness of
the early capitalist economy caused s^ome misgivings and concern for social

stability and iraditional religious values.s

Post-modern feminists argue that this notion of the ideal family was in fact "an

ideological mechanism for reproducing a docile labour force, for exploiting the domestic

labour of women under the guise of love and duty, for maintaining the patriarchal

authority of men over the household".* They debunk the belief that the family resulted

from a voluntary "love-match", made with the desire to have and cherish children, for

the fulfilment and self-reelìsation of women and the mutual regard and protection of

family members. Instead, they suggest that such an ideology camouflaged the

"oppressive relations within this intimate sphere, and the social and economic coercion

upon women to enter into family life and motherhood". To them:

[T]he function of this familial ideology wa.s to mask the realities of family life,

and to preserve a social institution that provided vital economic functions for
capitalism: reproduction of the labour force, seçialisation of children,

exploitation of the unpaid domestic labour of w_omen, compensation to men for

the alienating nature oi their work, and so forth.87

Discussing the public/private spheres, Rose states that critics have viewed the notion of

the'þrivate" as deliberately fashioned to

sustain a particular and oppressive set of relations between men and lvomen.

However, developments within capitalism in the nineteenth century reworked

this public/private divide to suit the interests of a ruling, property-owning, male

elite. This accounted for the emergence of the cult of domesticity with its

ttMatgatet Allen, "Three South Australian Women Writers, 1854-1923; Matilda Evans, Catherine

Spence And Catherine Ma¡tin" (Ph.D. Thesis, Flinders University of South Australia, l99l), 22.

Allen's work provides a useful analysis of discourses relating to domesticity and the creation of the

middle class in Ausrralia, Briøin and the United Søtes. See also I-eonme Davidoff and Catherine llall,
Fa¡nily Fortunes: Men and V/omen of the Enelish Middle Class 1780-1850 (London: Hutchism, 1987),

and Mary P. R nt,
(Cambridge, Mass.: Canrbridge University Press, 1981) and D. Dea@n, Managing Gender. The Staæ.

(Melbourne: Oxfmd University Press, 1989).

t'rbid.
Governins the Soul. 124.
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ideelization of motherhood. While allowing that this allotted certain powers to
women, it did so only in their status as mothers confined to the private sphere,

and hence failed fundamentally to challenge either the patriarchal separation of
realms, or the economic power that men wielded over the family unit.æ

The notion that the family could be private, as in free from outside public control, was,

these critics argue, a fabrication. They assert that state intervention in the shaping of

familial relations is unavoidable and happens in several ways. For instance, the state, by

means of public law, establishes complicated welfa¡e controls, especially involving the

'þroper" development of children. In care and custody c¿¡ses, division of property and

other family disputes, legal agents function according to

ideology and patriarchal beliefs as to morality, responsibility and family life and

what is best for the children. On the one hand, the state, representing dominant

male interests, chooses the nature and objectives of public regulation; on the

other, a domain is constituted outside legal regulation and designated 'ptrivate',

where welfa¡e agencies enforce the ideology of motherhood, and where male

po\iler is not even subject to limited protections of the rule of law.æ

But, according to Rose, by stipulating that the privateþublic separation was an ideology

camouflaging state intervention and the social control of women, these critics fail to

account for two key issues. Firstþ, the privacy of the family was a central component in

the technologies of government that "made liberal democratic rule possible, allowing a

fundamental transformation in the scope and responsibilities of the 'state' and the

organization of power". Secondly, these new rationales and technologies did not solely

control individuals through the family, but played a

constitutive role in the formation of citizens of such democracies, acting at the

level of subjectivity itself. 'Familialisation' was crucial to the means whereþ
personal capacities and conducts could be socialized, shaped and mæcimised in a
manner accorded with the moral and political principles of liberal society. The

languages of the regulatory strategies, the terms within which they thought

'tbio.,125.Fmsomeof1he..critics''RosecitesM.StaceyandM.Price,@
(London: Tavistock 1981), E. Ganarnikow et al., eds., @ (London:

Heinemann, 1983) and for much of tbe recent debate, M. Rosaldo and L. I:nphere, eds., !@9"
Culture and Societv (Stanford: Stanfsd University Press, 1974) and J.B. Elshtain, Public Man and

Private tllouoan (Brishton : Ilarvester, 198 I ).
%ã., 126. "
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themselves, the ways in which they formulated their problems and solutions,
were not merely ideological; they made it possible and legitimate to govern the
lives of citizens in new *ays.*

Rose suggests that the construction of subjective values was the aim of many

familiarising projects of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. He states it was an

"explicit rationale" of the ¡¡s¡alizin! philanthropy of the nineteenth century; family

autonomy, activated by its wishes and aspirations to conform to social nonns became

self-regulating, without coercive enforcement. "Normality'' was seen as a goal to be

achieved and empowered expert authority and discourses of scientific truth, Rose

continues:

[P]sychology has played a key role in establishing the norms of childhood, in
providing means for visu¡lizing childhood pathology and normality, in providing
vocabularies for speaking about childhood subjectivity and its problems, in
inventing technologies for cure a¡rd normalization. ... The soul of the young

citizenhas become the obþct of government through expertise.sl

In this chapter I have looked at the creation of notion of the 'hormall' child and family.

Establishing the "normal" is necessary before we are able to examine construction of its

antithesis, the "abnormal", the mentally retarded child and the terminology and resulting

discourses which linked the pyschological terms into government policies adopted for

these children. Two major approaches have been used to study the history of childhood,

the social history and the psychohistory approach. They document a change in the world

view of the family unit and a change in childcare practices, the early twentieth century

becoming the "age of children". This resulted in the emergence of the reformers known

as the 'thild savers". One view of this group is that they were benevolent caring people

and the opposing post-modernist view is that they deliberately re-modelled the system to

*Ibid.; 
See atso Peters, "Children's Cultu¡e and the State", 21, for a constructive explanation of

subjectivity as a particula¡ mode of conceptualisation formed by explicit discursive and institutional
straæsies.
ntrui¿], t¡t.
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control those in it. Critics such as Rose and Deacon also argue that state intervention

came to shape every facet of family life, public law, welfa¡e and ca¡e, custody and

division of property in family disputes and so on. The introduction of mass schooling

established the norm and conversely, the others, the deliquents, the mentally retarded

and so on, who were found to deviate from this nonn and therefore needed to be

segregated and controlled.



CHAPTER 2

scHooLrNG FoR MOST, BUT NOT ALL

Historical perspectives

The mentally reta¡ded ÍN a group have been well cared for or not well cared for,

according to different cultures and periods of history. Inextricably bound up with this

ca¡e is their position in relation to particular discourses and practices of a specific time.

As Henriques et al. state:

discourse itself is not an autonomous or originary domain of practices, but is
historically and materially constituted in the sense that its production is always-

already conditioned by existing discursive practices and what is materially and

socially at stake in them.æ

Before attempting any historical perspective of education for the 'hormaf' or the

mentally retarded child, mention must be made of the post-modern view of history.

Post-modernists, among others, challenge conventional views of history.st Th"y reþt

the "old" history as monolithic, unified, singular and therefore inadequate. Generally,

suggests Rosenau, they question:

eHenriques 
et al., Changine the SubjecL 151.

ntS"" iåì W¿u.[Glf'rlirt-V i" Crisis? The Others' Side of the Støy'', American Histuical
Review. 94:3, (1989), 680-92. Scott suggests that histøy is not purely referential, bnt is constructed by
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exclusion, measures of imporønce, and rules of evaluation are not objective crit€ria but politically
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about how histüy will be constituted fø the pres€nt." By politics, she refers to 'ttot only the fømaf
operations of government but coritests that involve power in Michel Fot¡cault's sense - power not only
as a relatimship of repression or domination but also a set of relationships or processes that produce

positive effects: social consensus about the neanings of truth, the hegemony of cerøin s¡atems of
lnowledge (science in the nineteenth century), the disciplinary regimes of academic fields such as

history. ... History is past politics and politics present histøy." See also Michel For¡cault, "Iruth and
Polve,Í", in Colin Gudon, ed.,
(Brightør: The llarvester Press Limite4 1980).
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(1) the idea that there is a real, knowable past, a record of evolutionary progress

of human ideas, institutions or actions, (2) the vþw that historians should be

objective, (3) that re¿rson enables historians to explain the past, and (4) that the

role of history is to interpret a1d transmit human cultural and intellectual

heritage from generation to generation.'

According to Rosenau, skeptical post-modernists delegate conventional history to a

'þripheral role in the larger scope of human affairs". They do not ascribe to the notion

of history as a 'þitness to continuity, as testimony to the idea of progress, as the sea¡ch

for origins, or as evidence of direct causal understanding".* Neither do they envisage

history as 'þeriods of time that unfold with regularity, that can be isolated, abstracted,

represented, and described in terms of essential cha¡acteristics". These post-modernists

disca¡d history as a rational analysis centering on the particular or the generaf because

both assume reality, identity, and the truth.so Moreover, they totally reþt the humanist

view of history, the notion that human agents form the individual and collective

experiences of societies and that human intervention can direct the course of history. To

skeptical post-modernists, history is "logocentric, a source of myth, ideology, and

prejudice, a method assuming closure" and has no reality. If it exists at all, it is a

"humble discipline, dependent on the present, without any integrity of its own". The

only role that some skeptics see for history is that in which previous notions (of history)

are selected and recycled, but they refuse to attribute any special value to the "ne\il".

Instead they could be said to be "recollecting".sT

Qnndm: Routledge, 1992). According o
Gellner, postrrodernists (his writing) replace objective truth with hermeneutic truth. "Tbis respects tbe

subjectivity both of the object of the inquiry and the inquirer, and even the reader and the lisæner. In
fact the practitiurers of the rrethod are so deeply, so largingly, imbued both by the difftculty and the

undesirability of transcending the meanings - of their objects, of themselves, of their readers, of anyme
- that in the end q¡e tends to be given poems and hmtilies on the locked circles of meaning in which

everyqle is imprisoned,ntsó Gi*ni ïattimo,
(I-ondon: Polity 1988), Chapter 6.
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Although the affrmative post-modernists a¡e almost as critical of conventional history as

the skeptics, they do seek to "revise and revitalise it, salvage it, re-draft, or re-invent it

rather than simply abolish it".s Their rendition is not to se¡k truth so much as to

"sto4ttelll'. As Ankersmit posits, there are 'ho longer ... any texts, any past, but just

interpretations of them".s According to Rosenau, post-modern historians do accept

contradictions, because they presume there will be many different na¡ratives about

history. In searching for an alternative to the more traditional versions of the discipline,

afErmatives are influenced by the'New Histoqt''which

employs deconstruction, subþtive interpretation, a¡rd a symbolic construction of
reality, rather than quantitative, structural, or functional methods. Like post-

modernism, it seeks to unravel texts, raise questions about meaning in the text,
and invent micro-narratives as alternatives to history.1æ

Post-modernists, particularly the afErmatives, a¡e inspired by Foucault's genealogy,

which they regard as a substitute for the more modern versions of history.1ol Foucault

insisted that genealogy is constantly changing, has no room for individual or collective

subþts and focuses on the excluded and the marginal.læ An essential distinction for

Foucault was that the genealogist/tristorian looks for beginnings, not origins. This is

*see Ros"n"u, b@!@!sEq, 66.
*See F. R. Ankersmit, "Histmiography and Posurodernism",

Philosoohv of Historv. xxviii, (November 1989), 137.fth_"**- "New Histøy'' as 'hot a singular invisible college with a specific set of ideas. It
includes feminist histøians, Black I[støy, social histuians, næMarxists, ¡rost-Marxists,
psychønalytical historians, discor¡¡se-riented histmians, and post-modernists. This makes fø a rather

conflict-ridden famil¡ which agrees on little other thar¡ discontent with the "old" histuy. Fm exarnple,

the neoMarxists criticis€ the post-modefliists fø eliminating class and state frdn hist6y. The

feminists say New History fmgets male dominance. The Black histmians argue it ovedooks the whiæ

oppressor". Rosenau, Post-modernism. Chapær 4, 66; Ibid. A micronarrative is a story that makes no

ruth claims and is therefore more accepøble to post-modernists. See also Hunt, ed., @!þg-1ft!gg4!
Histøv.
%n"o interprets genealogy as histry of the preænt that looks to the past fr insight into today.

Rosenau, Post-modernism. xi. Foucault's genealogy dismisses any possibility that histay cor¡ld be a

'trnitary body of theøy which wor¡ld ñlter, hiera¡chies, and øder ... in the nane of sdne true

tnowledge and some arbitrary idea of what cor¡stitutes a science and its objects". See M. For¡cault,

Power/Knowledse. 83.

@83,t17.
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because origins imply causes, whereas beginnings imply difference.l* For Foucault, it

was that a genealogy will "cultivate the details and accidents that accompany every

. .. fo¿l
Degmnrng...

O'Brien suggests that in practising the genealogical method, Foucault repeatedly used

the device of juxtaposition to introduce and support his histories and explained it in this

way:

(the genealogist) must be able to recognize the events of history, its jolts, its
surprises, its unsteady victories, and unpalatable defeats - the ba.sis of all
beg-innings, atavisms, and heredities.lG

To O'Brien, the method

appears deceptively simple: recognizing and juxtaposing differences in sea¡ch of
the manifestations of power that permeate all social relations. Power is a

complex phenomenon that challenges positivist ¿rssumptions. Foucault's method
allows us to perceive how societies function. Studying power through discourse

allows us to perceive the moments when new technologies of power æe

introduced.l6

O'Brien contends that Foucault believed that society was the reality to be studied and

suggests this alternative model for writing history has led to a troubled and contentious

reception by historians.

In another explanation, Fraser negatively approaches genealogy stating that it

does not concern itself with evaluating the contents of science or syste¡ns of
knowledge - or, for that matter with systems of belief at all Rather, it is

concerned with the processes, procedures, and apparatuses whereby truth,
knowledge, belief are produced, with what Foucault cells the 'þolitics of the

l%tricia O'Brien, 'Michel Foucault's Histøy of Cultu¡e," in Hunt, The New Cultural lüstrv. 254.
t*Micnd 

For¡cault, "Nietzsche, Genealog¡ Hist6y," in Donald Bouchar( ed., !44ggagg@.
Memorv- Èaetiee ûthaca: New Yuk, 1977),14/'.

t*O'Bri"n, 
'Foucault's Histmy of Culture", 38.
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discursive regime". ... it does not seek to ch¡onicþ the continuous -development
of discursive content or practices, ... it is oriented to discontinuities.loT

For Henriques et aL, however, genealogy does have a positive foundation in that it

reconstructs a history which accounts for how a discourse or practice emerged,

for the conditions of its emergence and constitution (discursive, material and

historical) and for how it comes to be what it is at the present. Foucault calls this

kind of history a genealogy: a trace that reconstitutes the present from its traces

in the past.log

According to Fraser, Foucault assumes the existence of a plurality of incommensurabb

discursive regimes that succeed one another historically, He also ¿lssumes that each of

these regimes is supported by its own correlated matrix of practices. Each includes its

own distinctive objects of inquiry; its own criteria of well-formedness for statements

admitted to candidacy for truth and falsity; its own procedures for generating, storing,

and arranging data; its own institutional sanctions and matrices.

It is the whole nexus of such obþts, criteria, practices, procedures, institutions,

apparatuses, and operations that Foucault means to designate by his term

'power/knowledge regime'. ... (W)hat Foucault is interested in when he claims

to be studþg the genealogy of power/lorowledge regimes should now be clear:

he concerns himself with the holistic and historically relative study of the

formation and functioning of incommensurable networls of so-cial practices

involving the mutual intenãhtionship of constraint and discourse.t*

It is the reconstruction of the history of the mentally retarded with specific discourses

and practices and the genealogy of the associated power/knowledge regimes which a¡e

of particular interest in the construction of this thesis. Mental retardation can be said to

be constituted in a similar way to Foucault's descriptions of madness. That is, that it

wa.s constituted by all that was said in all statements that named it, divided it up,

described it, explained it, traced its developments, indicated its va¡ious

totNancy Fraser, Unrulv Practices: Power. Discourse. and Cænder in Contemocarv Social Therv
(Minnea¡nlis: University of Minnesota Press, 1989), 20. Fraser cites Foucault '"Truth and Power", in

104.
er", 112-113, 131, 133.
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correlations, judged it, and possibly glfe it speech by a.niculating, in its name,

discourses thát were taken as its own.tlo

Simitü also to Wood's views on madness, we could say that mental reta¡dation was

constructed by alt those discourses religious, psychiatric, educational, legal, medical and

so on, which ctaimed merely to describe it.111

However, in order to trace the appearance of these discourses and position them within

the school setting, we need first to examine the historical emergence of education for the

'hormaf'child.

Ihe beginnings of education

Education originated as a social tool. What seems to have changed is the discourse

surrounding education and its perceived usefulness. Il as Henriques et aL suggest, an

individuat is a particular product of historically specific practices of social regulation,

then the discourses and practices involving education certainly affect this production.

"All theory is conditioned by historically specific circumstances and has defurite effects

on social existence".tt' For them, the concern is with the manner in which a theory is

produced and examination of its effects on practices. In general terms, knowledge about

education and schooling cannot be separated from the practices and behaviours in

institutions to which it refers.

Furthermore, discourses about schooling are also caught in this network of
practices so that often a discussion or description of, say, learning in a primary

school ... would involve the co-ordination of statements from a number of

ttoM. Fo,rcault, The Archâeologv of Knowledqe. trans. A.M. Sheridan Smith (I-ondq¡: Tavistoclç

1972\,32.
tttse" 

Nancy Wood, 'Foucault on the Histmy of Sexuality An InEoduction," in Veronica Beechey and

James Donald, eds., Sùbiectivitv and Social Relations (Canbnidge: Open University Press, 1985), 156
175.
trzItrenriques 

et al., ehanq¡rgjhgS!Þjeçg 12.
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discourses. the reality we comprehend is alwafs-{r;ady classified and

distributed according to a system of discursive differences."-

Donald takes up this notion, in the form of educational ideologies, which he terms as

specific statements in which 'tompeting sets of beliefs, perceptions, propositions,

values, grievances and aspirations a¡e a¡ticulated a¡ound the term 'education"'. He

contends that nineteenth century educational ideologies did not mirror reality, but rather

attempted to impose certain meanings on reality by defining the purposes, practices and

nature of education resulting in the word "education" becoming "an arena of struggle

and contestation".lla From this stance, he suggests it is possible to

study the systematic relationships between the terms, categories and propositions

within the ideologies; to extrapolate the shifting discursive freld defined by their
dialogue; and so to cha¡t the fluctuating battle of philanthropic, political arid

professional ideas within which the school in a recognisable modern form came

into being. ... What makes it possible to construct this field retrospectively is the
common usage of that term 'education' to denote an institutional process

capable of producing specifiable social and political outcomes. On what those

outcomes could and should be, the various participants in the dialogue differed
radically. ... Educational ideologies, in this context, might therefore be def,ured as

clusters of concepts, beliefs and values, organised in certain linguistic codes, and

circulating historically within particular discursive fields - government reports,
parliamentary debates, journalism, treatises on pedagogy and even popular

115ncnon.

Educational ideologies, such as described above, have surrounded and shaped education

for the mentally retarded for centuries. Analysis of the social context from which

ideologies emerge is important as a means of demonstrating ways in which the subþts

tttlbid., u3.
t'onor¡at¿ 

refers to the 'reality effect'. This occuned when a statement generated a strt of 'recognitim
effect' in the receiver and was taken ø 'read' as a simple empirical stat€ment, "a sort of cmñ¡natiqt
of the obvious, the taken-fø-grantedness of the wa}ß the discu¡rse was øganised and of the underlying
premises qr which the statement in fact depended. ... Discourse, in shorÇ had the effect of sustaining
certain 'closures', of establishing certain s)6tems of equivalence between what could be assumed about

the wofld and what cor¡ld be said to be true. 'True' means crediblg G at least capable of winning
credibility as a statement of fact. ... This 'reality effect' arose precisely from the circularit¡ the pre-

suppositiurless character, the self-cor¡firrring nature, of the process of representation itself'. See Stuart

Itrall, 'The rediscovery of ideology': return of the repressed in media studies', in Beechey and Dqtal(
Subiectivitv and Social Relations. 4142-
ffithe Future: Schooling, Subjectiur and Subjectification," in Beechey and
Donald, Subiectivitv and Social Relations. 216.
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have been corìstructed.ttt Si*ilarly, Smith suggests that subþts do not remain

consistent or coherent in the passage of time, but rather

both they and the discourses they inhabit have histories ... which alter in
constitution over time. Additionally, the interplay of differing subþt-positions
will make some appear pleasurable and others less so; thus a tension is produced

which compels a person to legislate ¿rmong them. So, in that light, it can be said

that a person is not simply determined and dominated by the ideological
pressures of any ove.ra¡ching discourse or ideology but is also the agent of a
certain dis c ernmenr. 

1 1 Tloriginal italics)

The construct of the 'thild" then, is positioned within va¡ied discourses, for example, a

child who is mentally retarded may be located within the discourses of eugenics, mental

measurement and cognitive development, among others. In line with Hall's way of

thinking, Henriques et aL assert that every discourse is the result of a practice of

production, at once material, discursive and complex, but always inscribed in relation to

other practices of production of discourse. They continue:

[E]very discourse is pa¡t of a discursive complex; it is locked in an intricate web

of practices, bearing in mind that every practice is by definition both discursive

and material The problem is to decide which discourses and practices in a

specific instance such as mental measurement constitut-e.jhe complex, what

effects different parts of the complex and for what reasons.tt'

tttsotith 
differentiates between the terms "individual'and "subject". The'individual" is that whic,h is

undivided and whole, and understood to be the source and agent of consciot¡s actiql or meaning which

is consistent with it. The "subþt " on the other hand, is not self containe{ as it were, but is
imnediately cast into conflict with føces that dørinaæ it in some \ilay ú another - social fcmations,
language, political apparatuses, and so qr. The "subject " then, is determined - the object of
determinant forces: whereas "the individual" is assumed to be detefriining. Thus the pbrase, "the

individual subject " often used in current theaetical discourse, construes a confadiction. See Paul

Smith, Discernine the Subiect (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1988), xxxiv.; The

"subject " sparks much debate within post-modernism and remains an unsettled questiur. Generally,

'þost-modernists reject the modern subjecÇ but the viability of a subjectless social science remains

contested. Skeptical post-modernists are anti-hunanist, and although they speak of the death of the

subject, some of them offer the post-modern individual as an appropriate substitute. The afürmative

post-modernists comprornise and suggest a number of wayt to re-position the subject. The'teturn of the

subject" movement both inside and or¡tside the ranks of the post-modernists signals that the elimination

is, possibl¡ unnecessary. It is a means of retaining the subject in new and novel fcms while at the

sa¡ne time avoiding those aspecs of the modern subject that the post-modernists find most

objectionable".
See also in particular Rosenau, Post-modernism. Chapter 3.
t ttlbid.
ttt{enriques 

et aI., Chaneine the Subieú 106.
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The analysis of the social context is based on Foucault's argument that our way of

knowing and understanding the world is an artefact of the specific time and culture in

which we live.1le A society's ideas of education ¿¡re formed by socia! economic,

political, religious and cultural changes and the development of education must be seen

in this broader context of interaction.

Education in medieval and early modern times was in the form of literacy, but not

necessarily literacy as expected today. The concept of literacy is a relative one, judged

by the expectations of a particular society, class or occupation. What is considered to be

functional literacy today, is very different from what had evolved as useful literacy by

the late nineteenth century in Britain.læ In the late sixteenth and seventeeth centurþs,

prior to the invention of the printing press, written material was much less readily

obtainable. People whose routines did not require any mastery of print saw no reason to

acquire literacy skills, regarding them as superfluous to their needs. To have a social

role, one did not need to be literate. Entertainment w¿rs provided by way of oral culture,

with traditions and stories, proverbs, jokes, customs and ceremonies. Face to face

communication, story sharing, and the spreading of news and gossip could have

provided a satisfying range of information and diversion for most people. The absence of

reading and writing did not necessarily mean being cut offfrom the mainstream.t"

According to Davey and Miller, when searching for evidence of the ea¡liest attempts to

build state school systems there is a neæd to focus not on the rising capitalist and

tttsee particularly M. Foucault, Tbe Archaeolosv of Knowledse. trans. A. Sheridan Smith, (mdan:
Tavistock, 1972) and M. Foucault" The o¡der of Thinss: An Archaeolos]' of Human Sciences. rans.
A. Sheridan Smith, (London: Tavistock, 1974).t'hø 

a more deøiled discussion, see Rosemary O'Da¡ Educatior and Society 150ù1800 The Social

For¡ndations of Education in Early Modern Briøin (New Ysk: I-ongman Inc., 1982), Chapter 2 and

W. B. Stephens, E<lucation, Literacy and Societ¡ 1830-70. The Geography of Diversity in Provincial
Ensland û-ondon:t"ó"uid 

Cressey,
(Ca¡nbridge U.S.A: Cambridge University Press, 1980), l'19.
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democratic countries of England and the United States, but rather on the state churches

of ihe Protestant reformation and the absolutist states of central Europe.læ

The lineage of modern school systems is not to be found in the need to produce

citizens and wage workers for democratic capitalist nation states in the

nineteenth century, but in the struggle to defend and extend a patriarchalist

social order, based fundamentally on the household, in the absolutist state and its

precursors. ... The early forms of state schooling were revolutionary in intent

insofa¡ as they were designed to transform the character of their subþts, but

they were essentially conservative in their determination to reassert traditional

patriarchalist forms óf authority within the household and the state.123

They contend that the earliest forms of state schooling took place in the small Lutheran

principalities of sixteenth century Europe, where 'the patriarchal authority of the state

was invoked to establish schools to bolster the authority of the heads of the household".

Luther and his followers realised that not all household heads were doing their Christian

duty, that is teaching their dependents appropriate Christian lessons in preparation for

adulthood. This was the catalyst for the beginnings of state schooling, which saw

reformers relying on schools to properþ educate a new generation of parents to put into

practice their "god-given duties".l24

This process w¿ts particularly interesting to Davey and Miller because during this period

the authority of the household head was seen to be under attack, considering the

sennons preached deploring the disobedience of children marrying partners against their

parents' wishes. To Strauss, this suggested that the reformers believed the very "bonds

of society'' were loosening and that 'the repairing of these ties must be accomplished

where they had their origin: in the family'', even if this was by way of state

t"S"" I. Davey and P. Miller, "Patriarc.hal Transfmmations, Schooling and State Fumation". Paper

oresented at the fuinual Social Science Histøy Conference, New Orleans, 1991.
LIui¿., tz.
t'osee G"trld Strauss, Luther's Hor¡se of læarning: Indoctrination of the Yor¡ng in German

Reførnation (New Yøk John Hopkins University Press, 1978).
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intervention.t" Davey and Miller assert this to be the first obvious example of the notion

of mass education as an instrument for state formation.

Significantly, it was a defensive strategy designed to prop up the patriarchal

authority of the household head at the same time that it aimed to transform the

social order and develop a literate and Christian community.læ

Such educational ideologies as ea¡lier defined, were openly articulating certain strategic

obþtives and thus rendering them inælligible. As Foucault signifies, strategic obþtives

do not need to be couched in an intentional form:

tTlhe logic is perfectþ clear, the aim decipherable, and yet it is often the case

that no one is there to have invented them, and few who can be said to have

formulated them.127

Davey and Miller see the early forms of state schooling as a strategy to transfer

authority and power from the household to male political rulers, giving rise to

new forms of (gendered) state organizations and the bureacratization of
previously familial functions. It was a strategy increasingly adopted by princes,

prelates, nobles and magistrates, both protestant and catholic, throughout central

Europe from the sixteenth century as they sought to maintain and extend their

authority by making religious education compulsory for their subþts.læ

By the mid-seventeenth century, according to Van Horn Melton, the pedagogical

momentum of the Protestant and Catholic reformations had begun to diminish and it was

the rise of Pietism in the late seventeenth century that provided a renewed drive for the

compulsory school movement. Van Horn Melton suggests that the same strategy was

worked over by reformers in the eighteenth century states of Prussia and Austria, when

confronted with widespread challenges to existing patriarchal challenges. He argues that

from Pietism came the ideology and educational institutions on which educational

reform was modelled in the rest of central Europe, including Catholic states like Austria

t'Ihid., 
123.

t'uDaneu 
and M

127M. Fóucault, : Allen l¡ne, 1979), 95.
t 

"Dauey and Miller, "Patria¡chal Transførrations", 14- I 5.
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where school supporters took on Pietist pedagogy to contend against internal challenges

to their authority.l2e'Western historians, states Van Horn Melton, sometimes overlook

the more diffuse mechanisms of control which operated in the early modern period,

perhaps, he suggests, "because we ourselves are products of societies with such

advanced technologies of social disciplines" and therefore tend to disregard the fact that

the less industrialised and egalitarian states of early modern Europe faced problems of

social control prima¡ily different from those of today.

[S]tudies of absolutism that collapse the preservation of social order into formal

bureaucratic structures or systems of thought ignore the degree to which ruþrs
of the eighteenth century lacked those instruments of control over which

governments today dispose, such as m¿¡ss communications, the electronic media,

m¿¡ss consumerism, mechanized systems of transport, police and armed forces

equipped with higtrly sophisticated technologY, or mass education.læ

In order to explain the reasons why schooling became such a central concern to

Frederickian and Thérèsian reformers, Van Horn Melton makes r number of

assumptions about the nature of authority which cha¡acterised the broad area of

absolutist social policy. t 3t

[A]bsolutist reformers in fields seemingly tangential to education - agrarian

relations, manufacturing, popular piety, and the theater, for example - shared

concenu strikingly simila¡ to those held by reformers of popular education. What
united these reformers w¿ts the conviction that the state, if it was to mÍrster

social, economic and cultural change, had to redefine the manner in which power

was displayed and exercised. Whether seeking to commute labor services,

restrict pilgrimages, foster industry, ban burlesques, or build schools, absolutist

social policy in Prussia and Austria sought to strengthen moral pillars of

t'nPietism 
was a late seventeenth and eighteenth century reførr movement within Lutheranism, first

esøblished in the Prussian city of llalle. "Pietist schooling sought to cultivate an inner spirituality
whose depth of conviction far exceeded the mere or¡twa¡d obs€rvance of Christian doctrine. ... The

systematic promotion of popular liæracy in Pietist schools was intirrately tied to the cult of
inwardness". Pietists were also "unrestrained in their advocacy of Bible reading amor¡g the laity''. Fr
discussion qr absolutism and tbe migins of schooling, see Janes Van lforn Melton, Absolutism and the

(Cambridge: Canbridge
Universitv Press. 1988t\an liorn Melton,
Prussia and Aust¡ia (Cambridge: Canrbridge University Press, 1988), xix.
t"tvao Hrn Meltqr focuses on the perid during the reigns of Frederick the Great of Prussia 1740-86

and Maria Theresa of Austria 1740-80, each of whom attempted to make elementary schooling

compulsry.
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authority by refining its exercise. Central to this refurement was a shift in the

technology of social discipline, whereby the locus of coercion was to be

transferred from inside to outside the individual Implicit in this attempted
transformation was the belief that the extraneous, visible, and obþtive forms
through which authority had traditionally been exercised were no longer

effrcacious.132

It was this search for more subjective and effective modes of coercion, freely given, that

Van Horn Melton regards as a "defining feature of absolutist social policy in eighteenth

century Prussia and Austria".læ

[I]n this way, rulers would exercise their authority through love rather than force
and subjects would submit themselves voluntarily and spontaneously. ... The new
Pietist schools were attractive because they aimed to bolster the traditional
exercise of authority by inculcating in their subjects attitudes of obedience based

on self-discipline.ld

Foucault also emphasizes the role of absolutism in promotion of social discipline.

According to him, absolutism fostered the shift from external coercion to self discipline

as the agent for regulating social behaviour. Quoting the ideologue Seryan, Foucault

writes:

[rW]hen you have formed the chain of ideas in the heads of your citizens, you will
then be able to pride yourselves on guiding ttrem and being their masters. A
stupid despot may constrain his slaves with iron chains; bul^_a true politician
binds them even more strongly by the cirain of their own ideas.ls

But as Van Horn Melton suggests, one must take ca¡e not to exaggerate this

'transformation" described by Foucault. For as he states, the exercise of authority in any

society, "primitive or modern", is surely a blend of "internal and external controls".

Minson also holds this view, posing the question, 'Does this ostensible focus on the soul

(of both criminal and the population), as opposed to the body, really signi$ a shift on

t*Vatr Horn Melton, xix.
tttui¿.
t*Davey 

and Miller, "@', 15, 16.
tthor 

Foucault's views on the subject, see Michel For¡caulÇ Discipline and Punish. The Birth of the

is r. trans. Alan Sheridan. (t ondon: The Penguin Group, 1977),103.
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the part of power away from its erstwhile focus on the body?' He thinks not and

continues:

or is it not rather a matter of educating the mind from the very first (ie. from
childhood) to be a steward of the body, a kind of mental overseer of gesture,

sensations, physical deportment, and more generally of.conduct? Has not the

soul become the correlative of a new technique of power?rs

Religion, politics, economics and technological advance alt helped to promote the

growth of literacy. Prior to the seventeenth century, a broad education had been mostly

the privilege of the wealthy. Religious ideas were dominant, pupils engaged in rote

learning and the Latin language and Aristotelian logic were essential for schola¡s. It was

Francis Bacon and the ideas of seventeenth century realism that were the first to shed

the light on how those of low intelligence might be assisted.ttt Bacon was one of the

first to understand the need for organised research and the systematic collection of data.

Although Bacon made little detailed contribution to general psychology, "he saw more

clearly than anyone of his time the nepd for, and the potentialities of, a psychology

founded on empirical data".ls

This wa.s the beginning of the scientific approach to education, which Ariés believed was

one cause of the interest in the study of the child as an individual.læ The advances in

science and education arose at the same time as new doctrines of religious and political

liberty and a far reaching optimism which distinguished the century.

I

t 
çLondur: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd.,

1987),55.
tolbid.; Fm a critique of Ariés, see Pollock, Forsotæn Children. ParençChild Relations ftür 150G
1900.
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Discourses of dtild study

It was John Locke who was the first to draw attention to the difference between mental

illness and mental retardation, "herein seems to lie the difference between the idiots and

madness, that madmen put wrong ideas together and reason from them, but idiots make

very few or no propositions and re¿¡son scarcely at alf'.1"0 However simplistic these

views may now seem, such discourses have ultimately a.ffected attitudes to retarded

people. Locke believed that all knowledge came through the senses and that a child's

natural curiosity should be used to enhance learning. It followed that if a retarded person

was exposed to the right sensations, then knowledge would be improved. Education

should not be merely book or rote learning, it should be based on the nature of the child,

not on 'the requirements of an a¡tificial society. The original capacities of each child

should be allowed unrestricted expression". 
al

These discursive practices led to the concept of child study and development and the

consideration of individual differences; for in an education based on a child's capacities

these must be considered. The most popula¡ educational discourse of the eighteenth

century suggests Green, was Rousseau's'Émile", which according to Green,'þt out a

programme of emancipatory and rational libenarian education for a middþ-class

child".142 These ideas were to have major effects on education for children, eventually

including the handicapped. Johann Pestalozzi a German-Swiss, w¿N one of the ñrst

followers of the new educational ideas. In 1774 he began a school on a farm, for fifty

abandoned children. The aim was to regenerate the children by providing domestic and

farm occupation training, coupled with moral training and instruction. He also took in

r¡¡ 30'
11 

10.
t*See L"o Rousseau, Émile (London: Penguin, 1974. First edition, 1762).
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children orphaned from the French invasion of Switzerland. Pestalozzi reþted the rote

learning of unrelated words and facts, instead concentrated on ideas he had about

natural ability, instinct, curiosity and natural growth.l4Íl But although there were "echoes

of Rousseausque ideas in Pestalozzian schools", these emancipatory educational theories

and practices were not to be found in the mainstream schools which were, conrments

Green, the very "antithesis" of the ideas of the Enlightenment philosophers.

[T]he gulf between theory and practice was widest in elementary education,
where rote learning, religious indoctrination, and authorita¡ian routine were as

likely to cr¿rmp the young mind as offer enlightenment and potential

emancipation. Whilst radical reformers preached human freedom and

intellectual development, dominant education ideologies, or at least those that
informed the actual development of schools, were often more concerned with
social control, moral conformity and political acquiescence than human

111
emanclpauon.

Along the same lines, Donald writes:

[T]he education Rousseau recommends thus involves the artifice and

manipulation of 'well-regulated liberty' rather than coercion or instruction. This
regulation requires the definition of an external authority to which_ the
child/citizen is subject, and yet which authorises him to act as a free agent.r'rs

Historians of education have questioned why comparatively simila¡ state education

systems were established in nineteenth century western society. Revisionists shifted the

debate from the church and state to the changing social relationships associated with the

rise of industrialisation and urbanisation. Manists such as Simon concentrated their

analysis on the class struggle during industrialisation.l6 The more radical revisionists in

particular Katz, highlighted the changing social structure and problems of social order,

t*See 
Johatrn Heinrich Pesùalozzi, How Gertrude Teachqs her Children. An Attempt to Help Mothers

to Teach their Own Children and an Account of the Method (I-or¡dan: Geuge Allen & Unwin Ild.,
fifth edirion, 1915. First edirion, 1801).
t*futdy 

G,reen,

the U.S.A. û¡n
%-"-oon¿

([ondon: Lawrence and Wisha¡t, 1960).
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proposing that state schooling was introduced as a means of social control by the newly

ascendant middle class.la7 By the 1970s historians on both sides of the Atlantic began to

question the urbanisation and industrialisation explanations of the origins of schooling.

While they generally accepted the view of the radical social control theorists, they

argued that the controlling interests of the capitalist class, particularly the nature of this

industry and society was the motive behind establishment of mass school systems.l€

Bowles and Gintis, in their influential work, Schooling in Capitalist America put forward

the view that public schooling was established to instil in students the roles and routines

necessary for a productive workforce under capit,li"m.las

I suggest that the advent of mass schooling created what Foucault terms the disciplinary

revolution, with techniques that produced disciplinary power, which both constructs

individuat subjectivities - regimented, isolated, and self-policing subþts or "docile

bodies" that "may be subjected, usei, transformed and improved" - and creates a vast

web of regulations and mechanisms for the supervision, administration, and discipline of

entire populationr.t* Foor.ult postulates that educational institutions are intrinsically

involved in the 'þropagation and selective dissemination of discourses, the 'social

appropriation' of discourses". In other words, educational sites control individuals'

access to va¡ious kinds of discourse:

[B]ut we know very well that, in its distribution, in what it permits and what it
prevents, it follows the lines laid down by social differences, conflicts and

struggles. Every educational system is a political means of maintaining or

totM. B. Kat ,

Massachusetts (Camb'ridge, Mass.: Ilarvard Univer
%I". D"*;y, "capiúlism, Patriarchy and the

Ali Rattânsi and David Reeder, eds.,

(L,ondon: I-awrence and rù/isha¡t, 1992>.
t*Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis, Schooline in Caoitatist America. Educational Refüm and the

1976\.
I-ancaster and the Psychology

of the Early Classroom system", (Fall 1989)' 391. tlogan cites

For¡cault, The Histøv of Sexualitv. 92-93, and Discipline and Punish. 30, 170, 215-16,222.
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modifying the appropriateness of discourses with the knowledge and porver they
bring with them.lsl

Following Foucault, Peters puts forward the view that the constructs of the "school',

"schooling" and "schoolchild" a¡e cmcial locations in mapping the transformation of one

set of power relations to another. She continues:

the organisation of the school has always been demonstrably anchored on two,
app¿¡rent, contradictions. The abolition of coercion and the encouragement of
self-expression which has to be a vehicle whereupon a profusion of individual
characters would be permitted to show themselves, and yet, simultaneousl¡ this
organisation would be deployed as a mechanism for subþting these characters

to ne\il general norms of development.rs2

In examining the growth of mass education it is possible to depict the ways in which the

'hormelising judgement" of the technologies of bio-power positioned the social and

linguistic construct of the school child (and from this the mentally retarded child)

'\vithin a formal juridical framework of laws and regulations whilst defining a range of

'natural' processes of biological and psychological development".ls Foucault was

interested in examining the "different modes, by which, in our culture, human beings are

made subþts". He wrote of three modes of obþctification which transform human

tttM. 
Fo,rcault, L'ordre du discours (Paris: Gallimar( lgTl),4, cited in Sæphen J. Ball, "Introducing

Mqrsieur Foucault"; See also Stephen J. Ball, "Introducing Monsieu¡ Foucault " in Sæphen J. Ball, ed.,

don: Routledge, 1990), 3.

toln nis analysis of modern society, Foucault diagnosed 'tÉGpower' as the føm of power/lnowledge
speciñc to our time. See Hubert L. Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow, 'lMhat Is Maturity? Ilabermas and
Foucault on 'What Is Enlightenment'," in David Couzens Hoy ed., Foucaulc A Critical Reader
(Oxfød: Basil Blackwell Ltd., 1986), 116.

For¡cault isolates and identifies the pervasive mganisatior¡ of our society as "biotechnicopower" u bio
ponrcf,, which is "the increasing ødering in all realms under the guise of improving the welfare of the

individual and the population. To the genealqgist this cder reveals itself to Þ a straægy, with no me
directing it and everyure increasingly enmeshed in iÇ whose only end is tbe increase of power and

uder itself'. See alsq Hubert L. Dreyfus and Paul Rabinow, Michel Foucaulc Bevond Structuralism
and Hermeneutics (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, Second edition 1983), xxvi.
Smart offers this explanation of biopower, "(I)n Foucault's wøk on relatior¡s of power and lnowledge
a significant historical transition contempüaneous with the emergence of industrial capiølism is
identified in which a shift of errpbasis occt¡rs ftmr the primacy of sovereignty, law, and cærcion c
face; that is from the deplo¡'rrent of juridical føms of power literally 'to take life', to the emergence of
new, mue effective and cmrplex technologies of power whic,h are positive ø productive and seeking to
foster life. The emergence of power exercised over life, notably the development of an anatmropolitics
of the human body ('discipline') and a biopolitics of the population('biopower') constitutes a
distinctive feature of modern societies". See Barry Smart" '"The Politics of Truth," in David Couzens
Hoy, Foucaulc A Critical Reader. 161; Peters, "Children's Culture and tbe Stâte", 199.
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beings into subjects.

The first is the modes of inquiry which try to give themselves the status of
sciences; for example, the obþtivising of the speaking subject in grammaire

generale, philology, and linguistics. ... In the second part of my work, I have

studied the obþtivizing of the subþt in what I shall call "dividing practices".

The subject is either divided inside himself or divided from others. This process

objectivizes him. Examples are the mad and the sane, the sick and the healthy,

the criminals and the "good boys". ... Finally, I have sought to study, ... the way
a human being turns him - or herself into a subþt. For example, I have chosen

the domain of sexuality - how men have learned to recognize themselves as

subþcts of "sexuality." t*

According to Foucault, the subþt not power, rv¿rs the general theme of his resea¡ch a¡rd

'\ve should try to discover how it is that subjects are gradually, progressivel¡ really and

materially constituted through a multþlicity of organisms, forces, energies, maûerials,

desires, thoughts etc".155 However, he asserted that the individual is not merely a sort of

'þrimitive atom" upon which power becomes attached arid in doing so suMues or

crushes the individual. For him

it is already one of the prime effects of power that certain bodies, certain
gestures, certain discourses, certain desires, come to be identified and

constituted as individuals. The individual, that is, is not the vis-a-vís of power; it
is, I believe, one of its prime effects.ls (original italics).

It is the objectification of the subþt by division, the "dividing practices", which are

patently central to the organisational processes of education in our society and have

been since its inception. Ball believes that these divisions and obþtifications are

effected either within the subþt or between the subject and others. He cites examples

of 'lividing practices" as the use of testing, examining, profiling and streaming in

education, 'the use of entry criteria for different t)?es of schooling, and the formation of

different types of intelligence, ability and scholastic identity in the processes of

schooling". He continues:

t*So Mi"hel Foucault, "Afterwtr4 The Subject and Power," in Dreyfis and Rabinow, M!çþ9!
208.

t*tbid.,98.
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[rln these ways, using these techniques and forms of organization, and the
creation of separate and different curricula, pedagogies, forms of teacher-student
relationships, identities and subþtivities are formed, learned and ca¡ried.
Through the creation of remedial and advanced groups, and the separation of the
educationally subnormal or those with special educational needs, abilities are
stigmatized and normalized. 1 s7

These dividing practices are critically interconnected with the formation, and

increasingly sophisticated elaborations of the educational sciences: educational

psychology, pedagogies, the sociology of education, cognitive and developmental

psychology. These are the arenas in which the 'truth games' about education are played

out.

What needs to be examined and is the intention of this thesis, is how these mechanisms

originated and became necessary discursive practices.ls We need to see why and how

and by what means of transformations they became economically advantageous and

politically useful. Foucault proposed that what society, or the bourgeoise, needed and

was, in fact, in the system's best interest was not the exclusion of the mad (and I add the

mentally retarded), for these could be tolerated, but rather, the techniques and

procedures involved in such an exclusion.

What in fact happened instead was that the mechanisms of the exclusion of
madness, ... began from a particular point in time, and for reasons which need to
be studied, to reveal their political useft¡lness and to lend themselves to
economic profit, and that as a natural consequence, all of a sudden, they came to
be colonised and maintained by global mechanisms and the entire State system. It
is only if we grasp these techniques of power and demonstrate the economic
advantages or political unity that derives from them in a given context for

]l]St"pn* J. Ball, "Inroducing Mor¡sieur For¡cault", 4.
'"Michel For¡cault" The Archaeology of Knowledge. trans. by A. M. Sherida¡r Smith, (f.nndon:
Tavistock Publications L¡d-, 1972), 117. For¡cault de.scribed the tenn 'discursive practice' as "a body of
anor¡ylnous, bistorical rules, always detennined in the time and space that have defined a given period"
and fm a given social, economic, geographical, m linguistic area, tbe cqrditions of operation of the
enunciative function".
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specific reasons, that we can understand how these mechanisms come to be

effectively incorporated into the social whole.ls

Foucault further suggested that, quite possibly major mechanisms of power were

accompanied by ideological productions.

There has, for example probably been an ideology of education, ... but basically I
do not believe what has taken place can be said to be ideological It is both more

and much less than ideology. It is the production of effective instruments for the

formation and accumulation of knowledge - methods of observation, techniques

of registration, procedures of investigation and reseatch, apparatuses of control
All this means that power, when it is exercised through these subtle mechanisms,

cannot but evolve, organise and put into circulation a know.ledge, or rather

apparatuses of knowledge, which are not ideological constructs.lm

It is how dividing practices operated within the auspices of the state education system

that is the concern of this thesis, which as indicated in the introductory discussion, seela

to interpret the intervention of the state in the education and subsequent construction of

the normal child and from this the mentally retarded child.

The State

The notion of the state is ha¡d to grasp. Held proposes that 'the state - or apparatus of

'government' - appears to be everywhere, regulating the conditions of our lives from

birth registration to death certificate". Held continues:

[I]n modern Western political thought, the idea of the state is often linked to the

notion of an impersonal and privileged legal or constitutional order with the

capability of administering and controlling a given territory.ttt

The state permeates public and private life and this is what makes it ha¡d to understand.

In fact, Held suggests 'the more one explores this context, the more tenuous appears

t hor¡cault" Power/Knowledge, 101.

'*Ibid., r02.
tutsee Dauid Held et al. eds., Søtes and Societies (Oxford: Martin Robertson, 1983) p. 49, fr an

examination of the emergence of the modern staæ through a number of approaches -political, econmig
philosophical and sociological; see Quentin Skinner, The Foundations of Modern Political Thor¡qht 2

vols., (Canb,ridge: Canbridge University Press, 1978), cited in Ibid., 1; Ibid., 47.
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the abstract idea of 'the state"'.162 To Foucault, the concept of the state $ras indeed

problematic. Snow proposes that his reluctance to depict the state as a distinct

conceptual unit was a 'theoretical response to the formidable body of Mar¡cist literature

which has tended to construe the state as the major source and mediator of power in

modern society''.1æ Foucault rejected the notion that all power is centralised in the state:

I don't want to say that the State isn't important; what I want to say is that

relations of power, and hence the analysis that must be made of them, necessarily

extend beyond the limits of the State. In two senses: first of all because the

State, for all the omnipotence of its apparatuses, is fa¡ from being able to occupy

the whole field of actual power relations, and fuither because the State can only
operate on the basis of other, already existing power relations. The State is
superstructural in relation to a whole series of power networks that invest the

body, sexuality, the family, kinship, knowledge, technology and so forth. ... I
would say that the State consists in the codification of a whole number of power

relations which render its functioning possible.lil

Foucault, in denying that power is power of the state, repeatedly asserted that he had no

"'theory', or 'schema', of the state". If we "step into Foucault's circle", says Hunt, we

must recognise nothing as given. "The state, the body, society, sex, the soul, the

economy are not stable objects, they are discourses".ls However, as Snow posits, this

explanation presents a concept of power so dif;fr¡se that it makes it diffrcult to identiff

any source of power in society.l* For as she continues, any book about the modern

state nation points out that a transformation of power relations within society was

central to its production and, moreover, that the production of the modern state

to lbid.,60.t*Di-t 
e S. Snow, '"The State, Yor¡th and Schooling: The Social Constructior¡ of Studenthood in New

South Wales 1788-1948". (Ph.D. thesis, University of rilollongong, 1989), 28.
l6¡f -foucaut
rtfuunted.
t*S"e 

"lro 
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involved the production of a new framework for understanding the relationship between

people and society.r6T

Snow suggests that the modern notion of the state '\vas conceived through an

antagonistic process which was grounded in liberalism and which aimed at transforming

power relations". According to her, "at the heart of this process lay the rethinking of

society in terms of "state" and 'tivil" arenas". Snow presents a conceptuali.sation of the

state and its role in society, which she asserts is accepted uncritically in literature on the

history of Australian education. She continues:

tTlhe 'state' was a public institutional arena of politics which had discernible

boundaries and limits, while it was in the 'civil' sphere of personal, family and

business life that the individual would be free from political interference. The
po\iler of the state was to be restrained and implemented for the public good

through a range of institutions such as parliament, the army and the courts.

Hence the state was conceived as both an abstract limited sphere of power and

¿N a range of concrete institutions which $'ere to implement this power. It wæ,

moreover, intended to create a particular relationship between the state and its

citiznnry; the state was to represent all people, it was to exist by consensus, it
v/as to act on behatf of the public good, and it was to refrain from impinging on
public life.læ (Original emphasis)

Bannister puts forward the view that the literature on Australian education derived from

the Whig interpretations in which the state unequivocally acted for the public good.l6e

Within this discourse, the history of education becomes the history of the school as a

'bentral institution in the progress of Australia towa¡ds democracy and national unity'',

the state being portrayed as a "neutral arbiter of this history of progress".l7o Related to

this, suggests Snow, is a tendency in the histories of Australian state schooling to

equate the notion of 'the state' with 'the government', which is often reduced

even further to 'parliament', From this vantage point the nineteenth century is
analysed as a process of impartial parliamentary arbitration of religious conflict

tttsoow, 
"The Sûate, Youth and Schooling", 29.

t*Ibid.,30.
toso H. Bannister, '"The Centralization ProblematiC', 24:3,
(1980), 2ß-2&.
ttolbid-
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over the control of schooling, followed by the battles for the control of schooling

between the government and churches in the parliamentary arena. Since the

government emerged victorious, the history of twentieth century education is

typically presented as the togical expansion, tidyrng up and professionalisation of
the state system of schooling. ... The Australian landscape has not been

punctuated with many challengãs to this tradition.171

It is clear then that the state cannot be regarded as a'tnified entity'', but rather as a

"multi-dimensional phenomenon across time". Certainly, for the period of time covered

by this thesis, the functions and activities of the state underwent enormous changes.

However, the underlying perception of the state is that it

was forged and continues to be perceived as a site of power within society.

Indeed, the process of forging the modern state involved a reconceptualisation of
society itself; a reconceptuali^sation in which the state and society have been, and

continue to be, inextricably linked. As such, the state has been influential in the

shaping and restructuring of social relations far beyond the simple reproduction

of class relations. But the state has also been a site of struggle, where individuals

and groups have attempted to res!3pe the social world by altering the power

relations expressed within and by it, "'

The growth of education

The history of mass schooling in Australia is inextricably linked with that of Britain, as

its beginnings were heavily influenced by its English heritage. Nineteenth century in

Britain saw increased interest in educational ideologies, or as Donald tenns them:

the beliefs, values, grievances and aspirations articulated a¡ound the term

'education', and to be found in government reports, parliamentary debates,

journelism, treatises on pedagogy and even popular detective fiction. It was

during the nineteenth century that 'education' took on its metaphoric currency in

political debate, and a profusion of schemes bear witness to competing visions of
how best to school children (however perceived) in order to achieve the good

society (however imagined): from the fuiglican Dr Bell's 'Madras system' for
the effrcient indoctrination of religious and patriotic beliefs among the poor in
the first decades of the century to the communitarian socialist schooling

provided by Robert Owen at New Lana¡k; from the attempts to create a rational,

secular society by Chartist autodidacts like V/illiam Lovett to the elitist social

engineering of public school advocates like Dr Arnold; from the anti-reformist

Robert Lowe's reluctant acknowledgement that the extension of franchise in the

tttsoo*, 
"The State, Youth and Schooling", 31.

tttlbid., 
67.
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1860s meant that 'it will be absolutely necessary to compel our future masters to
learn their letters' to the Fabian Sydney Webb's meritocratic vision at the turn of
the twentieth century of_an educational ladder enabling clever children to escape

from the working class.173

Whilst briefly examining the rise of schooling in Australie, juxtaposed with that in

Britain, my interest is also in what part the human sciences played in 'the emerging

routines of schooling" - for example, the theories of child development, or changing

pedagogical techniques such as testing and examinations and, following Foucault, how

the pedagogic sphere of power/knowledge 'lnade a particular organisation of life

normative for a whole population, and did so through the manner in which they formed

a corrective knowledge of each individual member". As Donald posits, '\ve a¡e dealing

less with the political than with operations of power and knowledge, power through

knowledge".lTa

The nineteenth century in Britain saw the spread of education from small ventures,

mainly run by voluntary bodies, to a largely state run affair across the whole country.

Yet, this was during a period when political beliefs disfavoured state interference; when

the idea of education brought into contention bitter religious differences and

importantly, when child labour was still favoured by powerful groups in the

community.ttt So how then did this come about? Green offers the popular explanations

of the development of mass education.

Positivist theory, from Durkheim to the American structural functionalisß, has
provided the traditional explanation of educational origins and functions, linking
education with the rise of industrial society, the need for skilled labour and the
general mechanisms of social integration. Mandst and Weberian theory has

offered alternative explanations linking educational development, a¡nongst other

tttOorr¿¿, 
Sentimental Education. 18.

ttÞeûers, lc-[il"nt culture and the State", 236; Ibid., 19.tth- 
J. 'W. Selleck, The New Education. The English background 1870-1914 (Melbourne: Si¡ Isaac

Pitman & Sqrs Ltd., 1968), 2. For ounments on child labour, Selleck ciûqs F. Smith, A Histrv of
Enelish ElementarvEducation 1760-1902 (U.L.P., 1931), 106-13, 140ó, 193-5.
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things, the proletarianization of labour and the extension of bureaucracy and ...

liberat, or'Whig' explanations.lTo

He acknowledges the 'Whig' or liberal view as another influential factor in the

development of schooling, concurring with Van Horn Melton:

[1]lhe educational version of this is ... [that] mass education developed first and

fastest in Protestant countries of Northern Europe, and in the Puritan states of
north-eastern United States. The primary impetus for this development came

from the early recognition of Protestants, from the Reformation onwards, of the
powers of education as a vehicle of proselytizatíon. The enormous educational

advances of the nineteenth century rvere a product of this early impulse, coupled

with the intellectual thrust of the Enlightenment, and of the gradual secular

movement towa¡ds political democracy, under the banner of liberal capitelism,

during the nineteentli century.lz

By the late 1830s in England, people such as Kay Shuttleworth and other reformers

were agitating for education of the working classes. They saw education as a significant

social instrument, a means of teaching the Christian and patriotic virtues of respect for

authority and acceptance of one's place in life. The production of God fearing and law

abiding citizens was seen as a way to avoid the violent upheavals which occurred in

France during the revolution at the end of the eighteenth century. During this time the

middle classes were gradually gaining power over the established aristocracy. The initial

attacks on traditional education in the early part of the century were ¿¡ssociated with the

growing political challenge of the middle-class.ttt Bot they had a simila¡ agenda when

involving themselves with legislation and administration of state schooling.

In keeping with the attitudes of the time, it was clea¡ that education was to be for the

poor, to help rid society of the criminal element and to improve the morals of its

recipients, which would have included the mentally retarded. Although the existence of

ttucre"o, Education and State Formation. 27; w, also fuidy Green, "Education And StatÊ Fonnatiql
Revisited", Historv of Education Review. 3 (1994), 1-18.tz lbid.; See, fm another view, H. Butterfield, The Whig Interoretation of Histøy (Imdon: G. Bell &
Sons, 1931).tttc"."o, 

Rlucation and Søte Formation. 33.
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"handicapping" conditions was re¡orded in ancient cultures ¿N mentioned earlier, it was

not until the mid-1700s that Europeans began to "systematically train and educate the

handicappe¿rr.r7e Winzer et al. attribute this to the "new humanitarian impulse", the

ideas of the French philosophers that "altered public perception and sowed the roots of

special education in Europe". In other words, as part of the changing attitudes, there

developed a differentiation in the public discourses and notions sunounding the

reta¡ded.

In 1820, Johann Traugott, a German disciple of Pestalozzi, published a pampilet

"advocating teaching as a means of ameriolation of mental defectiveness". He suggested

as "major objectives", the training of sense perception as well as the awakening of

reasoning. Kanner cites the translated title as "Thoughts about feebleminded children,

with regard to varieties, basic causes, manifestations, and ways of getting at them easily

by means of education".l80 According to Kanner, this is probably the ea¡liest example of

a document offering any definite plan for the instruction of mentally deficient children.

Such a document might also be regarded as one of the earliest examples of specifrc

discourses constructing the notion of the retarded child. However, Kanner goes on to

report that the document initially seemed to have received scant attention, but was

rediscoverd and reproduced by Kirmsse, ninety-one years later.

Prevailing attitudes were minored in legislation of the period, in effons for betær

housing, working conditions and public health. A wide range of social reforms was

proposed but, as Green states, while educational reform may have been influenced by

democratic ideas and the demands of working class organisations, it was implemented

ttnsee win"ertt 
o Kanner (Springfield, Illinois: Chartes

C. Thomas, 1964), 110.
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with the main intention of confining and controlling the working class.181 Or, as Miller

suggests, education w¿ìs p¿rrt of a move to produce 'fuell-tempered, manageable cultural

subþts formed and governed through institutions and discourses". He continues:

these institutions and discourses work by inscribing ethical incompleteness on to
subþts in a process of two way shifts between the subþt as singular, private
person and the subþt as collective public citizen. These shifts, which can be
discerned in the political technology of the subþt known as policy, operate to
produce loyal citizens who learn to govern themselves in the interests of the
cultural-capitalist polity. This outcome is not, however, inevitable or
unidirectional.ls2

Yet there were other re¿¡sons posed for the spread of education. Histories often assume

that educational development was a result of industrial growth, due to the perceived

need for more technical skills training to boost economic development.læ Seleck

comments that it was hoped that education would increase industrial prosperity. There

was the fea¡ that Prussia was outstripping England in its advances in industry, commerce

and the military.re A better educated workforce was seen ¿ìs one answer to this. Green,

however, disputes this view, asserting that new educational developments during this

period did not, overall, play a major part in economic growth. In his opinion it is not

clea¡ that educational change was motivated in any overt way by skills requirements

emerging from industrialisation. Comparatively few technical skills were required

initially and Green states that, on the whole, these did not need or have much assistance

from educational insitiutions. However, the situation changed as industrialisation

developed and there were demands for scientific and technical skills.ls

tttlbid., 
34.t*Toby Miller, The Well-Tempered Self: Citizenshio. Culture. and the Posunodern Subject @altinme:

The John Hopkins University Press, 1993), ix.tos.", fm instance, E. G. West, Education and the Industrial Revolution. 256 and IL G. BantocJç
quoted in M. Archer and M. Vaughan, Social Cor¡flict and Educational Chanee. 206. Both cited in
Green, Education and State Fømation. 39, q.
'Isos@chapært.tttIbid., 404í.-
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If the link between industrial development and education is seen as a tenuous one,

another explanation has been offered by American sociologists Michael Katz and

Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis in their examinations of American nineteenth century

education.l* They examine further the connection between education and the social

aspects of industrialisation, putting forward the view that public schools set out to

induct children into the new set of roles and routines required of a productive workforce

under industrial capitelism. This is simila¡ to the Manrist perspective of the capitalist

industrialisation, but it

involves not simply changes in the relations between capital and labour, in the
generaliz.a¡ion of waged labour and the development of new forms of labour
discipline, but also the social conditions necessary for the reproduction of
capitalist relations. We are thus referring to new forms of labour socialization for
work and new modes of class control in the community.rsT

Their premise is that industrialisation brought about changes in family life and economy,

changing and disrupting the traditional 'Tamilial and community forms of education".

For the working class family, rural or artisan, this meant relinquishing comparative

working independence for routine and discipline of factory labour and the decay of

established family life. Children going out to work and separation of labour from

domestic sphere meant breakdown of the traditional patriarchal family control and,

educational reformers feared, would place children at risk of neglect and effects of lack

of discipline. The family could no longer be relied upon to educate and socialise

children, education had to take on the role. Added to this, they suggest, the resulting

expansion of factory production and urban living, simila¡ to that occurring in the United

Kingdom, caused new problems of labour control and social order, seen in the spread of

class unrest, crime and destitution. The way to curb these in North American societ¡ as

lsBowles
1A7 

ûfeen,
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in Britain, was again believed to be public education, with the school as the instrument

by which the dominant class imposed its interests, thereby reproducing social inequality.

Bruce Curtis in his analysis of the origins of state schooling in mid-nineteenth century

Ontario, draws upon Foucault's analysis of power and subjectivity. He argues that the

building of state education systems was also a process of building the state and

moulding its citizens. Educational reforms associated with the rise of state schooling,

Curtis suggests, were about consolidation of class power and the building of state

knowledge. Educating the population involved "the construction of routines and rituals

of obedience". This, he continues

involved the creation of institutions which would structure the conditions of rule
into the selves of the ruled. Practice in a range of institutions - schools, prisons,

asylums, Mechanics' Institutes, libraries and others - aimed the moral discipline
ofthe working class.ls

Immigrants to Australia had specific educational beliefs, an example of the Foucauldian

notion of discourses on schooling. A discourse is described by Luke as 'h group of

statements which have a regularity in the form of practice."læ She assens that the

statements within a discourse derive their meaning from discursive practice. For

Foucault, unless the statements within a discourse a¡e considered in relation to a field of

practice, such statements ¿¡re meaningless, or "empty'.t* A discursive history then, is

one which looks at:

interplay between a 'code' which rules ways of doing things (how people are to
be graded and examined, things and signs classified, individuals trained, etc.) and

t*Btuce Curtis, Buildinq the Educational Søte: Canada V/esr 1836-1871 Gafmer and The Altbor¡se
Press: Iæwes, Sussex and l-ondon, Ontario, 1988), 365.
t*R. D'A-ico, "What is Discou¡se?' Humanities in Societ]r. 5 (3 and 4), 1982,210, cited in Luke,
Pedasoev. S.
190- . -tÞrc., ð
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a production of true discourses which serve to found justi$, and provide reasons
and principles for these ways of doing things.lei

In this way educational history examines 'Tormalized pedagogical discourse, and

provides a sense of the discursive practices transmitæd by schools to youtn-'.le

Education in Australia

In early Australia, as in Britain, education was seen as the means of saving lower class

children from the immoral life of their, in many cases, convict parents. Despite this, at

the beginning of the nineteenth century, there were very few children receiving any

formal education and of those that were offrcially enrolled, few attended on a regular

basis.ls Until the middle of that century there was little change in the tlpe of education

being offered in Australia. Education was still regarded by the ruling classes as being for

the good of the masses. The inflow of settlers had changed the need to separate children

from immoral convict parents; instead the emphasis was upon preparing the working

class child for his/her allotted position in life. According to Hyams and Bessant,

Australian schools, because of theh insular nature, were at this time largely unaware of

important educational ideas from overseas. Cherryholmes substantiates this view:

[D]iscourses dominant in a historical period and geographical location determine
what counts as true, important, or relevant, what gets spoken, what remains

unsaid. Discourses are generated and governed by rules and power.ls

The main models the states had were the British parliamentary Select Committees on

education. These were the

'n'M.FoucaolÇ.QuestionsofMethod:AnIntervief',@8,(1981),8,cited
in Luke. Pedasoev. 8.t*tui¿.,g]F
tnb.X. Hpns and B. Bessant, Scbools fm the Peoole? An Inroduction to the histøv of Staæ

Education in Aust¡alia (irF Ch.rr),h"1"*,' (New Yak:
Teachers College Press, 1988), 35.
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instruments through which the British govemment had brought to bear the
technical expertise and the political force that made the education of the
population thinkable as a State obþtive.1s

The states too were faced with the problem of establishing an infrastructure of 'tivil

governance in a settler society'', having to solve problems something like those that had

'tonfronted the emerging States of Western Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries".ls Conveniently, the Australian colonists had at their disposal the ready-made

'þolitical and intellectual technologies that European States had devised to overcome

such problems", so it is not surprising that school systems developed in Australia were

copies of their British counteqparts.lsT

The colonists also inherited a particular way of thinking about education. Henry Hughes

wrote in 1870, "it must be recognized as the interest of every government, to advance

the State by promoting the education of the people".le8 Hunter positions together the

seemingly incongruous views of the "born democratic" fissf¡¡lian colony-state with

those of Joha¡n von Justi, a bureaucratic adviser to the absolute States of Prussia and

Austria, asserting that both had the 'tommon govemmental rationale for State

schooling". Justi expounded his beliefs on education at university level

[I]t will be enough if we attend to lthe universities'] ultimate purpose. This, in so
far as they are public foundations of the state, can be no other that that of
affording to youth properly prepared in the lower schools adequate instruction in
all intelligence and science which will be needful for them, in order that they may
some time, ¿rs servants of the state and upright citizens, render useful services to

lelan Hunær, "Assembling the school", in Andrew Barry, Thøras Osborne, Nikolas Rose, eds.,
(Chicago:

The University of Chicago Press, 1996), 150.
t*tui¿.
tntrbid., 

15r.
t*Heory Kent Hughes, 'Resolutiørs and address on the anend¡nent of the education s)4stem of Sor¡th
AusEalia", Adelaide, 1870, 4. Cited in Berna¡d H¡anns, Lynne Trethewe¡ Briar¡ Condqr, Malcolm
Vick, Denis Grund¡ Iæarnine and Other Thines: Sources fu a Social lûstcr}¡ of Education in South
Australia (Adelaide: South Australian Government Printer, 1988), 95.
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the common-wealth
discharge their duties.

ldem getrcínen Wesenl, and be in a position fully to
t*(Original italics)

According to Hunter, despite the differences of ideology, both the "liberal clergyman

and the statist administratot'' held a "common governmental rationale for State

schooling", the outcome being state schooling. He continues:

[B]oth of them think of education as a cultural transformation of the population
ca¡ried out in the interests of the Søte. They argue that the State should
intervene in education as a means of enhancing its corporate wealth and

prosperity, and thereby the wellbeing of its citizens.* (Original italics)

It is this 'þolitical mentality'' that Foucault terms "governmentality''. Following from

this, Hunt rejects the notion that the emergence of 'þopular" education can be attributed

to either liberal's individuatism or the Mandst's dialogue of opposed classes. He

contends that:

state schooling emerged from particular historical exigencies confronting
administrative States, and from the intellectual and political technologies that
these States happened to have at their disposal for addressing such exigencies.
While the exigencies varied - ... civil war and rural backwardness in Prussia, the
chaotic populations of industrial cities in England, the untutored colonial
population of Australia - the technology of statistical survey and social
inten¡ention tended to be portable across different States, imposing a common
"statist" intelligibility on education no matter what the state-form. Popular
education was not an attempt to realize the individual's inner self but a means of
enclosing populations in a purpose-built pedagogical milieu capable of creating
socially discþlined persons.tt

It was the use of statistics that transformed the meaning of popular education, for using

this method of information collection provided access to a 'hew obþt of political

perception and action" - population. From as early as 1832 in England, Kay-

Shuttleworth's statistics enabled the population to emerge as 'the bearer of an array of

conducts and capacities that had been rendered problematic through the application of

t*4. W. Small, The Cameralists: The Pioneers of Gerrran Social Polity (Chicago: University of
Ç^þicago Press, 1909), 299. Cired in Hunter, "Assembling the school", 1.50.

=-Ibid., 15r.
totlbid., 
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statistically determined norms or standa¡ds of living".z Thus poverty, criminalit¡

morbidity, alcolohism and immorality linked the working classes, to their illiteracy and I

suggest, in some cases, to mental retardation.

South Australia

By the middle of the nineteenth century South Australia was seized by the reform

movement as the state began its transition to an urban-industrial society. Nineteenth

century middle-class concerns of about morality and social order v/ere rampant, but the

reforms were not reliant upon aid from church and voluntary philanthropic societies.

They were spearheaded by a new generation of scientists and experts and

featured increasing state intervention in socielization practices. The form this

intervention assumed revealed the new professionals' faith in the reforming
power of large scale institutions. According to the ideology of social
management they espoused, the specialization and division of l¿bour these

institutions allowed provided the most efEcient and rational form of
n3

organ$atlon.

The 1875 Education Act in South Australia which compelled children between the ages

of seven and thirteen to attend school !vÍts, suggests Davey, the state intervention which

"set the scene" for the remaking of childhood experience. Children were required to

spend increasing amounts of time in specifically planned institutions under supervision of

trained operators.e In today's Foucauldian terms, this Act empowered the authorities,

(the state), "de facto and de jure to code and interpret knowledge". Foucault describes

the controllers of knowledge within institutions as 'huthorities of delimination." These

he sees as the individual, or individuals of importance within institutions and also the

(bureaucratic) institutions themselves.

t*fbid., 
154. Søtistics will be more fully discussed in the later chapter about testing.

t*Ian Daue¡ "Growing Up In South Australia", in Eric Richards, ed., @
Australia. Social History (Adelaide: Wakefield Press, 1986), 385.
zrEiã.,3se.
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rWithin such institutions as the penal system, the school, the church or
govemment, individuals such as lawyers and judges, teachers, clerics and
administrators control and oversee the practices derived from and rationalized by
the institutional discourse. These professionals are the s¿rme authorities who have
the "righl to speak" - the authority to construct meaning, to interpret, and to

,, æ5
Juoge'.

Of course, as Davey notes, this was not the first example of state intervention. In 1852,

in South Australia, the state had subsidised the building of schoolhouses in local

communities and licensed teachers who met approved standa¡ds. The difficulty with the

Act was that the teachers who operated the schools in a way sanctioned by the

authorities were more likely to be found in the middle-class areas where attendance was

regular and parents could afford to pay fees. Founding schools in the poorer areas was

not such an appealing undertaking when teachers' salAriés were partly dependent on

children's fees.m In working-class a¡eas small privately-run schools were popular,

usually run by women at home, providing child minding and basic education. It was

these children, viewed as needing a quality education who were the targets of reformers.

The 1875 Act saw the creation of grandiose new public institutions in suburbia,

towering above and the antithesis of, the cottages and church halls in working class

districts which had formerly been the schoolrooms.

Their legislative a¡chitects made it clea¡ that they were established to school
more than to educate; to serve social purposes more than cognitive needs of
individuals. The new school system was to provide a basic education in reading,
writing and a¡ithmetic - with some needlework for the girls - and a thorough
training in the duties of responsible citizenship. Compulsory schooling, it was
argued, would reduce crime and vice and make future generations of South
Australian children more productive and politically responsible adults.æ7

'otuk". Pedasosv.42.

'*ftf. ¡.lffi-ñn" Central Boa¡d of Rlucation in South Ausralia 1852-1875' (M.E<l. thesis,
University of Adelaide, 1981), Chapter 4. Pavla Miller, Long Division. State Schooline in South
Ausralian Societv (Adelaide: V/akefield Press, 1986), Chapters 1-3. Cited in Davey, "Growing Up In
Sor¡th Australia", 389.

'otIbid.; See also Miller, Lone DivisioNr. Chapter 3 and D. Grund¡ 'Free Schooling and the Staæ in
South Australia 1875-98," in I. Palmer, ed., Melbourne Studies In Education. (Melbourne: Melbourne
University Press, 1983), 169-202.
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According to Luke, the school was one of the first institutions of morality, combining

civil law with moral obligation, the administration of knowledge with the administration

of children. Following the Foucaudian view it can be said that

the bi¡th of a school" then, like the binh of the prison, arose out of practical
needs to cure (ignorance and moral depravity), to reform, to discipline, and to
educate the social body. To institutionalize and secularize learning provided legal
sanction for the state to control, train, punish and rewa¡d children who, hitherto,
had been the private property of families, ând not pa¡t of the public, civil

ã)8
orscourse.

The 1875 Education Act had considerable success in reshaping childhood discourse and

practices, with those students who conformed to the rigidly enforced school routines

and discipline being categorised a.s the most accomplished. Peters describes this Act as

In the late nineteenth century the processes of testing and categorisittg students were

accelerated in a bid to further streamline the expanding educational bureaucracy. At this

time, suggests Walkerdine, writing of the British experience, "significant new discourses

and practices of population" were being produced. She continues:

the term 'class' first emerges in the demographic sense in this discourse,
particularly in the isolation of the 'dangerous classes' as the obþt of study.
What we have here is the change in the object of study and therefore the
consequent discussion and operatiôn of the mode of instruction. Ttþ
identification of the dangerous classes as units in themselves is therefore of
paramount importance. A central feature of the production of scientific forms of
regulation was the development of population statistics. It is ttrese which
provided the basis of classifrcation of the normal in the many domains relating to
the social regulation of the population, scientific rationalism; regulation
according to the nature of the individual was covert.zlo

not merely a means of socialisation or social control, ... but as a way of securing
public morality and preventing crime in order to establish and form a population
with good habits through the instrument of useful discursive principles in an

effort to secure a moral foundation for government authority.'--

'Tnt". Pedasosv. 145-14F..

'*p"terr,affiæ-"o's cultu¡e and tbe state", 200.
zl\ilalkerdine in Henriques et al., Chaneing the Subiect 167.
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To best achieve the realisation of each child's potential" children would need to be

grouped by age, with lessons fitted to certain age groups. Later other aspects of child

development would be included and the child would become an obþt of medicalisation

and hygienisation. Feeding into this professional, child-centred pedagogy were two

other discourses concerned with the scientific classification of children, child study and

mental mquurement. For the first time the child was singled out ¿rs a category for

scientific study. However, the mental mer¡surement was not concerned with any overall

development of the child, rather the sole concern was with the intellectual capacity or

intelligence and its distribution across the general population.

Cherryholmes asserts that such educational practices were supported by power

arrangements:

[P]ractices, as with discourses are constituted by connected and overlapping sets
of rules that organize and give them coherence. They vary from legal rules, such
as state laws concerning educational assessment, to those that a¡e simply written
down, such as ... policies concerning grading systems and final exams, to those
that a¡e not in writing at aII, such as beliefs that teachers use to guide their
testing procedures within a cla"sroom.21'

The population had become the obþt of knowledge and discourses emerged based on

the analysis of the population and categories within it. Peters funher suggests

the problem for South Australian educators, at the turn of the century, and
others similarly concerned with child 'rescue', was how to exert the maximum
'educational' influence, as rapidly as possible, with long term efficacy, over the
greatest number of children, with the most efficient machinery of instnrction, in
order to produce 'useful' habits and an absence of 'false' principles, whilst
simultaneolrsly securing the support of the population for the mechanisms
involved-212

The 1915 Education Act enforcing compulsory school attendance finalised the "massive

reordering of children's lives" in South Australia. According to Hunter, across the

western world, compulsory attendance, when it was legislated created

't 
tCh"r4ùol,req 

Power and Criticism. 4.

"'Peter., 'Childreiltutture anã t¡e state", 203.
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an instrument through which the government could problematise and manage a

whole series of situations: the social and economic backwa¡dness of rural
peasantries; the political and welfa¡e chaos of urban proletariats; the social
gorn **r" of coionial societies.2l3

Not only were working class parents "surveilled according to new educative and

hygienic norrns, but bourgeois families were also encompassed within

discourse/practices of the education/career prospects of their children".2la

Probably the most significant modifications made by the 1915 Act in South Australia

were in the organisation and administration functions of the education system. Looking

at the wider picture, Hunter explains, '\ve must understand the fact that all Western

states developed mass education systems through bureaucratic adaptation of Christian

pastoral pedagogy to the needs of social training".2ls In South Australia, the state

system expanded to cover primary, secondary, technical and agricultural education and

more responsibility was delegated to Superintendents who were each charged with

management of a division of education, the Director retaining overall jurisdiction. Thus,

postulates Ball, we see the emergence of the school and the classroom as

particular organizations of space and persons experienced by virtually all people,

at one and the same time totalising the power of the state and producing and

speciffing particular individualities.2lo

Wimshurst argues that compulsory schooling in South fiust¡alie was introduced with

more leniency for the rural than the urban population. He suggests this was because of

the concern about the visibility on the streets of the urban working class children. He

concludes that compulsory schooling was introduced ¿N a way of trying to implement a

bourgeois childhood for working class children, with initial pressure from the Staæ

2rtan Hunter, (Sydnefr Creuge Allen &
Unwin Ltd.,1994),173.
"þeþrs, "Children's Cultu¡e and the State", 205.

"1{ooær, Rethinkine the Schml. 173.
ttuBall, 

Foucault and Education. 5.
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Children's Council.2l7 As happened overseas, in this state too there was little or no

community involvement in schools and any social or educational problenu were

disregarded, unless they became so obvious or troublesome that they demanded

attention. But this was for'hormal'children. Lack of state finances due to droughts and

poor harvests were common re¡rsons for delaying any special education initiatives for the

mentally retarded.2t'

Educating the "Sub-Normal Ch¡|d".

Prior to the turn of the century in Australia the education of "sub-normaf' children was

generally ignored by the states, with voluntary organisations taking the major role in

providing for children with major disabilities. In 1860 the Institution for Deaf, Dumb

and Blind opened a school for deaf children in Sydney, with a similar school being

established in Victoria in 1867. The first school for the mentally retarded was

incorporated within Minda Home in Adelaide, South Australia, in 1898.21s According to

Dekker, this was the case in the Netherlands and elsewhere in Europe:

[T]he breakthrough of the special school movement only took place around
1900, during the introduction of compulsory education. This was also true for
Britain and France. In the words of Rose: 'In France, just as much as in England,
the imposition of universal and compulsory education filled schools with
numbers of recalcitrant children who were ill suited to ttre rigors and disciplines
of the school, and unable to fill the role of subþt in the pedagogic subþt in the
normal classroom'. ... Their situation became manifest as a consequence of the
Compulsory Education Act. They became a burden for the school, and this
stimulated the development of special conditions for the children.a

The position in North America was also similar, according to Lazerson:

Î11S." Grundy, 'Free Schooling and the State in South Australia 1875-1898", 169-202.ttts"e Miriam Voskulen, "The Battle fm Special E<lucatiqr in Sor¡th Australia, 192G1955".

!.4publisbed paper, (Murray Park C.A.E., 1974).

"'See John Elkins, "Disability and Disadvanøge: Special Rlucation in Australia Past, Ftsserit and
Future," in Imelda Palmer, ed., Melbourne Studies in &lucation (Melbourne: Melbourne University
Press, 1985), 163-184.
ttoJe"oen J. H. Delfter, "An educational regime; medical doctcs, schmlmasters, jurists and the
education of reta¡ded and deprived c,hildren in the Netherlands around 1900", Histcy of Educatiq¡.
25:3, (1996),263-264; Rose, The Psvcholoqical Comolex. 126.
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[T]throughout the nineteenth century, ... responsibility for handicapped children
was private and familial Only where parents were perceived or perceived
themselves as incapable of caring for their child was he or she likely to become
an obþt of public attention. At the turn of the century these assumptions
changed, in part as a result of complaints about the custodial and retrogressive
nature of public residential institutions, but more importantþ due to the creation
of a mass public education system and the expansion of notions of public
responsibility. Schools which all were compelled to attend converted the
problem of how to educate dependent and deviant children from a familial to a
school concern. ... With compulsion, those issues were brought directþ into the

, ,21
scnoo$.

However, in South Australia the 1915 Act set out the requirements for the education of

mentally retarded children and others previously not educated by the state:

[I]t shall be the duty of every parent of a blind, deaf, mute or mentally defective
child, from the time such child attains the age of six years until he attains the age

of sixteen years, to provide efficient and suitable education for such child. If the
parent having the actual custody of any such child is unable to provide such
education he shall give notice in writing to the minister of such inability, and
shall, from such date as is specified by the minister, send the child to such (if
any) institution as the minister directs, and shall pay such sum or sums towards
the cost of maintenance of the child as is or are agreed between such parent and

the minister.z

Although it was assumed that parents would pay for their ca¡e in private institutions,

from the tenor of Parliamentary debates at the time it seems there was some uncertainty

about whether the state was prepared to provide the education for these children. For

cla¡ification, Mr- T. Ryan, who had been chairman of the Education Commission put

forward an amendment, proposing that parents should not be asked to meet the cost of

education for their subnormal children, but only the physical care, with Speciat Schools

being set up by the state. The Treasurer responded that it was the intention of the

t"Mrtuio 
LâzÆf,son, "The Origins of Special Education 1890-1940", draft prepared fa Special

Educatiqr Collabmative Project Cor¡ference, Institute fu Research on Educatior¡al Frnance and
Government, Stanfmd Universit¡ 1980. See also, Se¡mour B. Sarasur and John Doris, Educatimal

(New
Yck The Free Press, 1979).tt'S*th Australian Education Act, 1915, No. 1223, 14; Sor¡th Australian Parlianentary Papers
(hereafter cired as wÐ, I (1915), 1525, tsn.
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govenrment to pay for such education, thus providing educational opportunities for

these students.23

The foregoing discussion has shown that construction of the notion of the 'hormal"

school child as a subþt and similarly the mentally reta¡ded child is inextricably bound

up with educational ideologies and varied discourses at a given time. For instance, the

mentally reta¡ded child may be positioned within discourses of eugenics, mental

me¿Nurement and cognitive development, among others. Before a regulated school

system, the mentally retarded person \ilas more able to adapt to his/her surroundings as

literacy in that historical placement was regarded as relative only to one's needs and not

essential for survival. It was not until the inception of state education that the mentally

retarded student was 'bfficially'' identified, ¿rs contrary to the nonn. The advent of a

system which standardised pupils into formal categories highlighted the presence of the

mentally retarded pupil, whose subþtivity could not "nomalised" in this way.

Revisionist historians assert that the earliest attempts to set up a state school system

took place in the sixteenth century in small Lutheran principalities where reformers

relied upon schools to teach children their godly duty, in order to maintain th¡eatened

patriarchal authority in households and transfer this power to male political rulers. The

search for effective modes of coercion continued in eighteenth century Prussia and

Austria, couched in emancipatory educational theories and practices.

Historians of education have questioned why relatively similar state education systems

became established in the nineteenth century western world. Revisionists shift the issue

from church and state to the changing social relationships associated with

industrialisation and urbanization, while some Manrists identiff the emerging class

*tui¿.
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struggle of that time. By the 1970s there was agreement that controlling the interests of

the capitalist class was the motive behind the establishment of mass school systems.

However, Jones and Williamson writing n 1979 reþted both the traditional lVhig

account of state schooling as an conveyance of social enlightenment and the more recent

critical account of schooling as an instrument of social control In their 'þath-breaking"

reconstruction of the British elementary school system they

Post-modernists such as Hunter agree, arguing that the school system emerged through

locate the emergence of the elementary school in terms of the governmental

construction of a series of problematic "moral topographies" - statistical profiles

of dangerous and endangered populations - and the disciplinary technology of
the school itself, improvised ¿¡s a means of moral management."*

piecemeal series of exchanges between a State that conceived of the sçhool as a

bureaucratic instrument for the social governance of citizens, and a Christian
pastorate that saw it as a me¿lns of disciplining of souls.zs

a

Post-modernists further assert that the school location is the site controlling individuals'

access to various kinds of discourse, which in effect merely transforms one set of power

relations to another, subþting the child to general nonns of development within a

framework of laws and regulations, biological and psychological; thus producing the

'hormal' child and conversely, the "sub-normal child". With the creation of these

subþts evolved the associated discourses and practices, for example, the theories of

child development and the pedagogical techniques of testing and examinations.

The education of the "sub-normall' child had been largely ignored in Australia prior to

the turn of the century, ¿N w¿rs the case overseas. In South Australia, the l9l5

,,oseeK.JonesandK.riliuianson,.,Thebirthoftheschool¡oom'',@6,58-
110, cited in Hunter, "Assembling lie scbool", 143.
ttlbi¿., to¿.
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Education Act was the first to set out requirements for the education of mentally

reta¡ded children and shortly after this the Psychology Branch of the Education

Department was created and Special Classes were eventually set up here and inærstaæ.



CHAPTER 3

EUGENICS . CREATING A "CLEANER'' BREED

The change in discourses surrounding children as innately depraved individuals requiring

formal and moral education to malleable innocents in need of nurturing and active

experiences happened by degree. But it is generally agreed that the latter perspective on

children's nature emerged with the Enlightenment.n6 To understand how knowledges

for the retarded underwent changes from the goals postulated by Safford of "making the

deviant undeviant, to sheltering the deviant from society, to protection of society from

the deviant", and to the ideals of eugenics - "procreative regulation" to prevent the

increase of deviance or retardation we need to look at the beginnings of education for

the retarded.æ7 To understand the problematising of the mentally retarded population

and the particular narratives through which they became constituted as an obþt and

part of the "dangerous classes" we need first to position them within an historical

context.

It was the ideas of the Englishman John Locke in the seventeenth century that are

purported to have opened the way for advances in special education, As a physician, he

influenced many attitudes and practices concerning childbirth and child-rearing. He

advocated the rights of individuals and believed that children should be treated with

thought and care. His philosophy of sensationali^sm, that every child is a "bla¡k slate"

tttsee Philip L. Safford and Elizabeth J. Safford, A History of Childhmd and Disabilitv (New Yck:
Teachers College Press, 1996), Chapter 3.

"ttuio.,83.
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upon which every experience and sensation systematically made impressions, \il¿rs

enthusiastically taken up by major thinkers of the Enlightenment, Rousseau, Diderot and

Condillac. Locke was also interested in the development of language. He believed that

language was a¡bitrary, that the words we use to signi$ a thing have no intrinsic

connection with the thing itself. This notion had a profound influence on the education

of the handicapped, especially when combined with the use of such alternate sensory

stimulation as sign language for the deaf and raised print for the blind. Winzer et aL state

that Locke's philosophy precipated much of the thought of the broad intellectual

movement known as the French Enlightenment. "The pioneer French educators adopted

the concepts of sensationalism, arbitrary language, and alternate sensory stimuli, and

joined them to new concepts of social equality and individual rights".ä According to

Winzer, the French educators took seriously the special needs of the handicapped and

were founders of special education as we know it today.

Pritcha¡d suggests that many people were labelled mentally reta¡ded who were not so,

but such labelling was not necessarily with the worst intentions. In early times,

remaining in a family might mean starvation and abuse, when admission to an institution

could mean the difference between surviving and not surviving. Undoubtedly some

families and communities did use the large institutions to rid themselves of diffrcult and

dependent people, but there is no way of knowing what percentage did or did not

benefit from admission to an institution.æ Such actions may be interpreted as an

example of what Foucault tenns "a principle of exclusion, not another prohibition but a

division and a rejection", and 'the opposition between re¿rson and madness". Although

Foucault is describing the discourse of the madman, the position is equally valid for that

""e[{inzeretal.,@?4.2zePritcharq Education and the }landicapped- 48.
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of the mentally retarded. Such discourses can be said not to have the same 'turrency'' as

others and "may be considered null and void, having neither truth nor importance,

worthless ¿ts evidence in law, inadmissable in the authentification of deeds or

contracts".'* Fooc"olt talks of three great systems of exclusion which forged discourse,

"forbidden speech, the division of madness and the will to truth". Again I point to the

similarity between exclusion of the mad and the mentally retarded. Foucault contends

that the discourse surrounding the madman" did not exist, it was 'þlaced where the

division between reason and madness was exercised", it was "null and void, ... on the

other side of the divide". So too for the mentally retarded and the surrounding discourse

and ideology.

Henriques et al. posit the condition of the subject, not Írs a unitary, non-contradictory

subþct but combining u ¿ooirJlou¡rctwity

on the one the subject of science and reason born with modern science

(and the new social order which replaces feudalism) and, on the other, the

abstract legal subject, the subject of general rights and of possessive

individualism. The first is ideally represented in Decartes' dictum: 'I thfuik,

therefore I am'; the second refers to the new concept of the individual, which, in
theory, equalizes and generalizes the subject with respect to law, to contractual

obligations and to property.'"'

However, they continue

[I]t must be said, though, that not all members of the community stand in that
relation with respect to the law and to rights. Thus, for a considerable time
rilomen, children and the propertyless were excluded. It is important to make the

point that this was mainly done on the basis of the supposed ability to make

rational judgement, demonstrating a clea¡ relationship between the two notions

of the individual subject. Locke, for example, excludes the propertyless from
politicat participation using the argument that only those who have property ate

able to make rational calculations about wealth, or could be hetd to be

'*Mi"h"l Foucault" '"The Order Of Discor¡¡se', in Robert Young, ed., @
Kegan Paul Ltd., 1981), 53.
33.
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responsible or moral Blacls and women were excluded on the claim that they
were naturally less endowed with reason than (white) men.2æ

With the birth of the subject tied to the specific rationality of reason, it can be said that

those excluded in this privileging were "denied access to the discourse of power and the

ability to speak in their own name, though they do not cease to be caught in the play of

power". I suggest that the mentally retarded were and are positioned in this manner.

How can one be surprised, suggest Henrique et a1., 'that such a system of exclusion

should require a whole series of apparatuses of normaliz¿¡ion and discipline both for the

positive production of a specific 'hormal" subjectivity and the policing of the systems of

exclusion?", which is again what eventuated with the institutionalisation and schooling

of mentally reta¡ded people.

Problems of population have always provided an important arena for the transference of

ideas between the scientific and political areas. Over time the excluded became

differentiated in terms of distinct technologies of intervention and distinct discourses - of

psychiatry, of asylums, of criminality, of prisons, of psychology, of schools. "The

scientific discourses and the practices of differentiation and the formation are

coextensive, one relaying the other".ru The "novelty'' of these scientific evolutionary

discourses and practices had a social effect on the population. But the knowledge and

language produced by these discourses, \üere, suggests Webster, pan of the "deeper

historical roots of ideas concerning the relevance of evolution to scientific thought".

With the advent of eugenics it became possible to pronounce on specific cases of

'*Ibid.2æHenriques 
et al., Chaneine the Subiect, 140.
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conscience, such as the feeble-minded. In this way the discourses of evolutionary theory

were able to "justify mutually incompatible objectives".s

Eugenics

It was the ideas of the British philosophers of the nineteenth century that resulted in the

theory of individual differences and this is seen as the beginning of modern special

education. The application of psychology to education enabled the education of mentally

retarded children to move from a 'trial and error" endeavour to a legitimate scientific

study of child behaviour.'* The last thirty years of the nineteenth century saw the

shaping of the defrcit model that has characterised the field of mental testing and

individual differences. Simmons calls this the era of the 'myth of the menace of the

feeble-mind?Å".2æ This "m¡h" came about as a result of the British and American

studies which implied feeble-mindedness was inherited and developed as part of the

general attempt to apply ideas of biological evolution to the problems of human

237
socrctres.

The British philosopher, Herbert Spencer was the first person to present the theory of

Social Darwinism, derived from some of the then recent concepts of Charles Darwin.

Darwin had proposed his theory of individual differences as an explanation of the

evolutionary process. He believed evolution to be a series of biological adaptations from

generation to generation of plants and animals, ensuring their survival Spencer applied

Da¡win's concepts of biological evolution to the human species by assuming that human

beings differed from one another in amount of general intelligence. He described

'* webster, ed.
235Brian Preen, a: University of Queensland Press, 1976),
68.

'*See llarvev
""7fteftey L.
Controversv (New York/London: MonthlyReview Press, 1978), 2542.
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intelligence ¿¡s the biological ability of human organisms to adapt to their

environment.2s This notion of survival of the fittest was used by Spencer to explain and

justiS the inequalities that existed in nineteenth century British society.

According to his ideas those already privileged in human society were so because by the

process of natural selection they had evolved as a higher form of humanity. Similarl¡

the less privileged were placed in society where nature intended them. Spencer's ideas

Iegitimated the unequal distribution of power and resources that existed in British

society at the time.23s Spencer's theory of biological inheritance þd him to believe that

the Caucasian race was the dominant race and following from this, that white males

were clearly superior to others. 'oo Spen."r further proposed that there were necessary

inverse relations between intellectual capacity and fertility. He asserted that, in human

beings, the reproductive and nervous systems had to compete for the body's supply of

phosphorous and other nutrients. Because of this inverse relationship an increase in

intellectual status can only take place with a change in procreation rates.

Spencer proposed that the logical outcome of such events would be the "dwindling" in

proportion of the "relatively intelligent" and the flourishing of the least intelligent,

leading to the replacement of social progress by "decay''. Fortunately, Spencer was able

to explain that the status quo of the hiera¡chical society was maintained by his theory of

survival of the fittest. Since the least intelligent people were nearly always the poor,

their higher fertility rate was kept in check by their greater susceptibility to 'þlagues"

and "sta¡vation", inadequate housing conditions and food, thus preserving and ensuring

continuation of the desirable qualities of the human race. Not surprisingly, Spencer was

tttui¿.

'*See J. Iæwis, "The Development of Remedial Education in Victoria.l9l0-1940". (M.Ed. Thesis,

I¿Trobe Universit¡ 1983), Chapter 2.
tooHerbe"t 

Spencer, Princioles of Ps],choloev, Vol. 1. (New Ymk: D. Appleton, 1897), 581, cited in
Blum, Pseudoscience and Menøl Abilitv. 31.
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against any attempts to better conditions for the poor, believing social reform would

have disastrous consequences and lessen the quality of mankind.2al

The name given to the resea¡ch which claimed to discover hereditary biological

certainties was eugenics. Eugenics philosophy consisted of a social theory and a set of

social philosophies, claiming scientific foundation. It reflected social attitudes and

discourses of the nineteenth century about race and gender, rather than discovering new

scientific facts. The movement w¿rs supported by arguments based on believed common

sense, underpinned with knowledge of heredity, Darwinian biology and scientific

research.2a2 Post-modernists assert that the development of knowledge or expertise is

always combined with the exercise of power. Foucault argues that

the government of biological needs, in both its individual and its composite
forms, constitutes the defining feature of our society. Methods of power in their
modern forms have assumed responsibility for life processes: births, deaths,

sexual relations, sickness, disease, bodily hygiene, and so on.2ß

According to eugenists, social position was mainly the result of inherited qualities, such

as mental ability, moral disposition a¡rd inclination to sickness and health. There was an

emphasis on the innate qualities, which were believed to be established at birth as a

result of heredity, âDd entirely divorced from environmental influences. Genetic

inheritance decided one's total potential; external factors were only able to modi$ pre-

existing qualities.2e Eugenists advocated a system of detention and segregation to

control reproduction of the feeble-minded.

This kind of argument formed the ideological background of the custodial
movement. Based on a doctrine which linked theories on the etiology and nature

of mental reta¡dation to social problems and thence to the correct methods of

2

' 32.

" (Melbourne:

Melbourne University Press, 1993), 61.

"*J^yrre Woodhouse, 'Eugenics and the feeble-minded: the Parliamentary debates of 1912-1914',
Histmy of Education. ll:.2, 128.
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prevention or amelioration, the movement tvas composed of specialized

organisations, mainly pressure groups or professional associations. ... It was this

movement that plucked mental retardation from obscurity where it had

languished for half.a ceå*try, and made it, temporarily at least, a major point of
controversy ano oeDarc.

In Foucauldian terms, these discourses developed of a body of knowledge that:

underpinned a practice and institutional power which ... allowed for the

regulatory surveillance of patients and their moralization through the regulatory

¡rcrnetization of ruling-class values and attitudes.26

The work of Francis Galton v/as one of the major factors in the growth of the eugenic

movement. He was the first to take Spencer's ideas and attempt to construct a science of

eugenics, as his work in the study of heredity.'nt Galton's first interest was in the

inheritance of ability, or "genius", but later he became interested in the inheritance of

lack of ability, or mental reta¡dation. He concluded that mental abilities followed the

normal bell-shaped curve of distribution, grouped such that persons of average ability

were found in the middle, while persons of greater and lesser ability ranged in nearly

equal numbers to each side. Galton's research on the measurement of individual

differences was in a new field of enquiry. He theorised that the differences occurring

between individuals and consequentþ the cha¡acteristics of genius or imbecility, were

"biolo gically conditioned".2€

Galton studied human population applyrng statistical theory to the problems of heredity,

using Darwinian principles of natural selection, variation and adaptation.2æ In his work

Hereditary Genius. Galton set out to prove that inteltigence w¿¡s hereditary. He did this

2ossimmons, From Asvlum to Welfa¡e. 51.
t€¡vg' C."d.* and Ian Dowbiggen, "Docile bodies. Cmrmonalities in the histøy of psychiatry and

schooling", in Ball, Foucault and Education. 125.
zaTWackenzie, "Eugenics in Britain", 8-9.

'*Preeo, Schooline fu The Menta[y Retarded- 6ó.

'*F uncis-Galtoo, ftrøiørv Genius. An Inqu (I-ondor¡: Macmillan,

1869); Francis Galton, Natural Inheritance (Lmdon: Macurillan, 1889)'
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by tracing the relatives of 997 prominent men of British society, examining their

'þdigrees". His findings substantiated his theory, and reproduced the judgements and

beliefs of his upper middle class, male - dominated, background. Galton's work, coupbd

with the growing fear of physical and moral deærioration of the English race and

compounded with the work of the Royal Commission, helped to spread eugenic ideas

among the English upper classes. This resulted in the formation of the Eugenics

Education Society 1907 and is an example of what Rose and Miller term the

prograrnmes of government, or the programmatic.

The programmatic is the realm of designs put forward by philosophers, ...

philanthropists, government reports, committees of enquiry White Papers,
proposals and counterproposals by organisations of business, labour, finance,
charities and professionaþ, that seek to configure specific locales and relations in
ways thought desirable. 

2s

Realising the importance of obtaining accurate measurements of individual differences,

Galton set up an Anthropometric Laboratory and devised a number of tests to

demonstrate the "wide range of physical and psychological traits among men".2sl He

constructed ways of measuring vision, hearing, muscular strength and the sensitivity to

touch and weight. He then developed statistical techniques to process and interpret tle

abundance of data gained from the tests. "When, in 1883 he published the results of his

investigations, he became the founder of psychology of human differences".ã2

Such ideas were also prominent in ltaly, which saw the development of the first maþr

group associated with the development of "biological predestination".2s Cesare

Lomboro, Professor of legal medicine at the University of Turin, established the field of

2sfte Ropl Cmrmission on the Care and Cqrtrol of the Feeble-Minded was appointed in 19O4 and
reported in 1908. It for¡nd that menølly defective people had an abnumally high nunber of children,
cørpared to the numd population; 7.3 as cmtpared to 4. See also Simmms, @
55-59; Nikolas Rose and Peter Miller, 'Political power beymd the State: problematics of government",

Britisb Journal of Socioloev 2, no. 432 (June 1992): 181.
2ttHauer, Eusenics. lo.
'*Ibid.
"bluoL Pseudoscience and Menøl Abilitv. 35.
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criminal anthropology. Using the eugenics model, it was believed that criminality was

hereditary and that different sorts of criminals, for example, thieves or murders, had

individual traits which differentiated them physically from other kinds of criminâls, âs

well as other people.2s

Although the influence of the eugenics movement was most felt in the United States and

Britain, by 1910 it had followers world wide.2s In Canada, J. P. Downey,

Superintendent of the Hospital for Feeble-Minded in O'rillia, Onta¡io, fuelled by the

alarmist essays and speeches of the mental hygienists, was adamant that society 'Should

be.directed against the procreation of those doomed to be diseased and defective".2s

The worsening social problems at the end of the nineteenth century both in the United

States and England, \ilere a reason for the shift which saw eugenic ideas become

eugenics movements. In America, the la¡ge influx of immigrants and rapid

industrialisation produced cities with slum dwellers and high crime rates. Reforms were

urgentþ needed and eugenics, favoured by the respectable white, Protestant, middle

class, was seen as a solution. As a form of social control it was believed to be a way of

reducing, by scientific breeding, the ills of society - crime, poverty and labour unrest.2sT

The eugenics movement in Britain \tras a class issue rather than a racial issue - a social

programme aimed at improving the quality of the population, thus eliminating the lower

classes; thought to be the breeders of the feeble-minded. At that time, British society

was mainly divided into two classes - the ruling class (capitalists and aristocracy) and the

working class. To be one of the 'fit" in eugenics terms, one had to adhere to a certain

"tui¿.
"ïaller, Eueenics.20.
zsNeil Sutherlan4
(Tco¡rto and Buffalo: University of Tmonto Press, 1976), 72, øang "Heredity as a Cause of Mental

Defectiveness," in hÞ.ligl&d!il[9@ iv, (March l9l3>, 126-

"tBlum, Pseudoscience and Mental Abiliw. 39'
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set of values and belong to a certain social class. Supporters of the movement believed it

could solve the major social problems of British society. It was thought that those with

"good" hereditary qualities should marry with care and have large numbers of children,

(an idea later known as positive eugenics) while those with hereditary disabilities should

be discouraged from parenting.

Deviants from this norrn tvere the 'hnfit" of society, with its connotations of evil, vice

and crime; all needing to be eliminated. Mental retardation was a form of 'hnfitness" and

the unfit do not prosper and should not survive, according to eugenic ideas. If mental

reta¡dation was inheritable and unchangeable, then to protect society from these

deviants they needed to be put into custodial care and prevented from reproducing"

These extreme views were fairly prevalent until the 1930s when the popularity of the

movement waned because of its association with Hitler and Fascism.2s

However, the science of eugenics did have a considerable impact on the scientific and

intellectual development of twentieth century Britain. Eugenists Francis Galton and Ka¡l

Pearson and their colleagues played an important role in the development of

mathematical statistics and it was men with eugenic convictions who were responsible

for the development of psychological testing and psychometric theories.zs

I.Q. testing

'Mental" testing and theories of individual differences were the first means of identifying

children needing special education. For as long as mental testing has been developed, the

hereditary/environment debate has been an issue, on both sides of the Atlantic. Galton's

toMillo, Lqrg Division. 179; Charles W. Selford and James M. Sawrey, Tbe Exceotional Individual
(New Jersey Prentice-ÍIall, Inc., 1977\, 94'95.
t*Mackeoiie, 

'Eugenics in Britain", 510.
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dogmatic claims of inherited intelligence caused concern among educators, biologists,

neurologists and others in the freld. The importance to those interested in mental

retardation was the redirection of emphasis brought to the subþt. Mental retardation

came under the scrutiny of the sciences as it had at no other time in history. Galton's

findings, regardless of their accuracy, led to the development of an interdisciplinary

approach to the study of retardation and advanced the understanding of the subþt.æ

Spearman, a friend and disciple of Galton, was the one to funher take up the use of

correlation in mental testing. In 1904 he proposed that intelligence comprised "specific

abilities underlain by a general factor - ug".*t He introduced statistical methods into

psychological theory to try and isolate "g".

It was not until the beginning of the twentieth century that a test was designed to

me¿Nure mental ability. Alfred Binet is generally regarded as developing the first useable

intelligence test. The French Minister of Public Instruction commissioned Binet to

develop a testing procedure "that could help identiff students whose academic aptitudes

were so low as to necessitate their placement in Special Schools".æ' By deuising a

diagnostic heterogeneous collection of short tasks related to every day problems, (e.9.

counting coins or assessing which face is prettieÐ Binet graded a child's performance,

according to age and the teachers' independent assessment of an average child's

performance. The tests were to involve such basic processes as direction (ordering),

comprehension, invention and censure correction. Binet's aim in devising his scale was

to identify in order to help and improve not to label in order to limit. The result of

Binet's original work is the fixing of the intelligence quota, or I.Q., from minimum 0, to

2*Preen, Schooline for the Mentally Retârded" 72.
251I{ârry Ttrrance, "The Origins and Development of Mental Testing in England and the United

Statqs", British Journal of Educatiqr 2:1, (1981)' 45-59.
2æL. !. Karnin, The Science and Politics of I.O. (Ila¡rrondswøth: Penguin, 1977), 5.
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200, the norïn being 100.æ Binet and Victor Simon, revised, redesigned and adjusted

the tests, trying them out on hundreds of Parisian school children, again relating the

results to what the teachers told them about normal and abnormal performances. The

response outside France was extremely enthusiastic, as those working with mentally

reta¡ded children realised the help these tests could give them. Post-modernists would

argue this came about because

their measure of abnormality depended'upon a notion of normality which

attempted to synthesise and systemise the collective experience of psychologists,

doctors and teachers, which was not simply the product of one physician's ski[
empathy and experien "e.*

In this manner "tylly"."-1tU-içqt!g: of the administrative state, in this case social order

and welfare via educational testing emerged as an "authentic moral and political

response to the 'political situation' and they remained quite irreducible to the conscience

of the 'reflective person"'.æt Ag"in combining the exercise of power with the

development of lnowledge, it became possible to

think of the tasks and scope of government in a new way because new

'Tacilities" of governmental reflection had been improvised. These facilities were

neither housed in the "human subject", nor were they expressions of historical

evolution. They comprised instead an archipelago of calculative institutions -

statistical societies, administrative bureaux, university depanments - where

government analysis and decision \ilere the product of particula¡ kinds of
expen$e.

By 1905 Binet and Simon were able to publish, for the French Ministerial Commission

on the Abnormal, the first formalised scale. This was a series of tests with an age-related

scale of results. Further revisions followed in 1908 and 1911. Binet's work was the

beginning of the modern era of research in the behavioural sciences. It was an important

step in the education of reta¡ded children as educators now had a way of categorising

263 York: Norton, 1981), ChaPter 3'
2& xford: Cla¡endon,1984),126'
26hunter, "Assembling the school", 153.

'*Ibid.
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these children on the basis of cognitive ability, an area not previously investigated.

publication of Binet's work resulted in mental reta¡dation being studied from the

perspective of intellectual ability, finally it would be distinguished from other forms of

handicap. Another important effect of Binet's research was the first demands for Special

Schools and classes, to meet the educational needs of children identified as mentally

retarded using Binet's tests.

Intelligence tests were eagerþ adopted in Britain and the united States for a completely

different function. The 'trailblazers" of mental testing -Terman, Goddard and Yerkes in

America and Burt and Spearman in Britain, were committed eugenists. Cyril Burt'

England's first educational psychologist, imported Binet's tests into Britain and brought

out the first of his handbooks, Mental and Scholastic Tests inlg2t.æ7 Burt, sure of his

beliefs and the results he assumed would be produced, fabricated much of his later

scientifrc data.æ

Burt generally agreed with Galton's preoccupation with the inheritance of intelligence.

He was of the opinion that the higher mental test scores were usually gained by the

children of middle-and upper class parents, showing real differences in innate ability

between them and the low-scaling children of working and lower-middle-class parents;

differences which could be attributed to differences in heredity. Burt concluded that

human intelligence is "determined largely though not wholly by multifactorial

inheritance."æe Thus the distribution of ability as represented by mental test scores \il¡ls

no th¡eat to the existing social structure; rather, it tended to endorse it. Mental testing

soon became "a staple of educational policy discussions" in Britain and by the mid-

"'Cr,ril Burt, Mental and Scholastic Tests (I-ondon: I-urdon County Council, l92l)'

'\,iill.t, Lone Division. 164.

'oBott, Menøl and Scholastic Tess. 176.
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twenties the term "general intelligence" \pas a catch phrase.z7o Foucault asserts that

[Tlo investigate the dividing line between the 'normal' and the 'abnormal' is

crucial in a iocial organisation dedicated to the administration of life- --- This

form of study harnessãs general knowtedge about any individual'7l

O'Neill further proposes that the social sciences might be thought of as

strategies of power designed to minimise the cost of power, to maximise its

coverage and io link 'e¡onomic' power with the educational, military, industrial

penal *¿ *øi"ut institutions within which the docility and utility of populations

òan be mæcimised.272

In the United States the major importers and translators of the Binet test were l-ewis

Terman at Stanford University, Henry Goddard at the Vineland Training School in New

Jersey and Robert yerkes at Haçvard. These pioneers of the American testing movement

held in cornmon some basic sociopolitical views. Their "brutal pessimism took a specific

pottical form, manifested by their enthusiastic memberships in various eugenic societþs

and organisations".2Ts They arrived at the conclusion that the questions asked of

children by the Binet test provided a fxed measure of "innate intelligencd'. To them,

this meant the test could be used to detect the "genetically inferior, whose reproduction

\ilas a menace to the future of the State".274 In 1916 Professor Terman published the

Americanised Stanford-Binet test. Terman envisaged that the test would in the nea¡

future ..bring tens of thousands of .... high grade defectives under the surveillance and

protection of society. This will result in curtailing the reproduction of feeble-mindedness

and in the elimination of an enonnous a¡nount of crime, pauperism and i¡rdustrial

inefficiency''."t This argument was in keeping with some of the major beliefs of the time

"olbid., l4B.
2tlMcHoul and Grace, AFoucault Primer. 68'
,t John O'Neill, ,Tne disciptinary societ¡ ftom Weber to Foucault", @
)OO(VII: 1, (March, 1986),53.
2tkamin, The Science and Politics of I.O.,6-\2.
ttolbid.
,tL. M. Terman, The Measurement of Intellieence (Bostqr: Houghton Mifflin, 1916)' 6.
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first, that social problems were mainly caused by social problem people, second,

that environment may have played a role in triggering anti-social responses but

that social problem people had certain mental, moral or physical characteristics

which differentiated them from normal people; third, that children who were

likely ro become social problem adults could be identified, and sometimes

eduiated or trained to prevent appearance of such behaviour; fourth, that social

problem people comprise a certain percentage of every population .-. on whom

itr" utt"ntiorr and effort of social sen'ice agencies should be focused, and fifth,

that in every group there were two subgroups, those who were redeemable and

those who were not.276

Henry Goddard, who had simila¡ views to those of Terman, began to use the test in

1908. He too believed the test data could be used to substantiate, with statistical

support, the already demonstrated proposition that normal intelligence and '\veak-

mindedness" were the products of Mendelian inheritance. Godda¡d conducted his

..hereditary'' study of a 'Tegenerate" family, a study very similar in design and

conclusion to Galton's research frfty years earlier, demonstrating Galton's persisting

international influence."" In his well documented book, The Kallikaks, (a fictitious

name) Godda¡d traced the family line descended from a Martin Kallikak.278 His results

once more confirmed the belief that ment¿l ability and social standing were indefinably

linked and genetically determined and that feeble-mindedness w¿ts liriked with sexual

promiscuity, alcoholism and criminality.

By 1917 mental ability had become the basis for labelling social deviants - very different

from Binet and Simon's original intentions when devising their tests. In 1921 revised

versions of Burt's group tests lvere published in Mental and Scholastic Tests, together

"tsim-ons, From Asvlum toWelfa¡e- 94-95-

"Iæo,ir, '"The Development of Remedial Education",l32'
ttbr*,'f¿likak's union with a "feeble-minded" wøtan,486 descendants were produced. One

bundred and forty three of these were lmown to be feeble-minde4 36 were illegitimate, 33 were

sexually i¡¡ø¿, 24 confirmed alcoholics and I kept hor¡ses of ill -fame'. Beside.s these many others

were of dubious mentality. After returning hørc frør the war, Martin Kalliløk ma¡ried a "respectabld'

girl of a good family and 496 descenda¡lts were traced ftur this uniq¡. Not surprisingly, this branc'h of

ãescendants were found to ftee of feeble mindedness. It was cmrposed of doctøs, law¡crs, judges'

educatGs, traders and landholders. Amurg thase only two $,ere cqrfirmed alcoholics, there were no

illegitimaæ children, no immmal w(xnen, no keepers of houses of "ill-repute" and only (xle man \il¿ls

deemed "sexually loose".
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\Ã¡ith his adjustment of the Binet-Simon individual tests and a serbs of educational

attainment tests, including American tests, bibliograhy and critical comments. In post-

modern terms, 'hormelis¿lisn" became one of the great instruments of power.27n

Mental testing also had an important effect in the American schools and resulted in the

development of special education classes.m The initial direction of testing had now

been established and continuation of research and development was ensured by vast

funding from corporate foundations and from some of the richest and most powerful

industrialists in America.e.g. the John D. Rockefeller General Education Board (1903),

the Carnegie Institute of Washington (19M) and the Carnegie Foundation for the

Advancement of Teaching ( 1906).281

At the turn of the twentieth century the leaders in American education were moving

away from the one school, one class system of education and were advocating

development of a ma¡agement-oriented public school system. They looked to business -

the factories and offices - as suitable models of centrelised efficient practice to run their

schools. These values of order, effrciency and uniformity can be seen as part of the push

for law and order. Along with mental testing this was another attempt to "socialize" the

working classes to behaviour that would "decrease crime, prompt safety on the streets,

and contribute to industrial productivitf'.* Hewitt suggests that

2Ttçror¡ld" The Mismeasure of Man. 142 Marun Hewitt "Biopolitics and Social Policy Foucault's

Account of Welfa¡e", Sociolosical Inquirv 2:1, (1983)' 69-

"*n 19Ze a sanple taken of 262 ø¡es with populatiurs in excess of 10,000 showed tbat over 90Vo ú
students in elementary schools had been placed into smre kind of høtogenous group. Tests used o
gro¡p tbe children almost universally included inælligance testing. Provisiur was made fs those in the

lower streasrs and the years 1912-1918 sbowed a five-fold increase in the number of Special Schools

catering fø "feeble-minded" children and tbe nunber of enrolments in the'se schools almost trebled.
281Tmrance, '"The Origins and Develçment of Mental Testing", 45.
2æMichael B. Katz, Class. Bureaucracy. and Schools: The Illusion of Educational Chanse in Am€rica

(New York: Praeger h¡blishers. Inc., 1971), 108.
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in an industrialising society po\ryer had to maximise human potential and not

merely to threaten, punish or eliminate. Sociat policy in particular became one of
the main apparatuses of the state for harnessing and circulating power.'"

Education \Ãras seen as the "immediate and effective" solution to social problems.

Marrdan educational sociologists such as Katz write that in the early twentieth century it

was believed that channelling children into appropriate education and providing them

with relevant skills and attitudes would cause the ills of society to disappear.e

progressive education advocated an education based on the neæds of the child, with a

curriculum tailored to his/lrer background experiences and prospects in later life.Æ Thus

children of working class families learnt from special adapted curricul¿, the academic

strand being taken up by those whose background would encourage furttrer study.m At

a time of eugenic beliefs in inherited intelligence and a rapidly developing corporate

division of labour, what eventuated was curriculum stratification and bureaucracy in

schools, rather than equality and democracy; perhaps not the intention of many

- 287
relofrners.

By 1917 the reform movement received widespread support among employers, as they

saw it as a way of limiting the power of skilled workers and the unions. Any decisions

made for the students' futures came from tests which had a culturally specific and class-

based bias of the notion of the ideal American society of the present and the future.

British businessmen too, \ryere of the same belief, as demonstrated by Alderman George

z8I{ewitt, "Biopolitics and Social Policy'', 69.

"uKa¡z,Class, Bureaucracy and Schools, Chapter 3.
2ahogressiveeducation used the schml curricul r as an impctant vehicle in the drive towards social

efñcieicy and utility, concenrating on the basic subjects of reading, uniting and arithmetic and

disregarãing ,,antiquated" subject matt€r (such as I¿tin) and methodology. See, fq exartple, G. }V.

Rodwell,
@arwin,: Willian Michael Press, 1992), Chapter 1'
zsBowles and Gintis, ¡g 190.
tttlbid.



Cadbury to the Annual Conference of the Association for Education in

Commerce -'Intelligence is of the utmost importance in promoting

The Australian scene

In Australia at that time, educational change or reform was largely the result of imitation

of overseas schemes. Educational reform was a "lively'' issue and businessmen here

were also calling for an education to meet the nation's industrial needs.2æ In Australia,

as in Britain and the United States, the eugenics movement played a major role in the

transference of

a science and social strategy for the detection of mental defectives into a science

appropriate to the measurement of differences amongst the mass of the 'normal'

population.æ

The influence of the eugenics philosophy on the treatment of handicapped children,

particularly the mentally reta¡ded, was greatest in the early part of the twentieth century,

both in Austrelia and overseas. It had an influence on the tlpe and provision of

education services for all handicapped children. Governmental concern was shifting to

focus upon those who could not be reformed simply by changing their life conditions.

These discourses became lhked to a eugenics strategy where the problems of crime,

unemployment and madness (equated with mental retardation) were explained through

evolutionary narratives. 'oThe concept of character or hereditary taint began to enter

discussions of social problems".ot In South Australia, Constance Dave¡ reporting to

the Committee Enquiring Into The Educational System Of South Australia, noted that

t*Soth.tl-d, Ability. Merit 134.
2æJ. 

Cleverly -O l. f"*y eds., Australian Education in the Twentieth Centurv (Melbor¡rne: Longman'

1972\,4.

'*Só D. McCallum, *The themy of educational inequality in Aust¡alia" (Ph.D. thesis, University of

Melbourne, 1985), ChaPters 2-4.

'ntlisa M. Blaclcnan, 'Tne Dangerous Classes: Reteiling the Psychiatric Støy'', Feminism and

Psvcholoq]¡ 6:3,371.
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'the problem of the deliquent is mainly a psychological one. There is need then for early

clincal psychological examination of every child showing anti-social behaviour."M As

was discussed ea¡lier, the concerns of eugenists of the late nineteenth century were

scientifrc breeding of nations and efificient schooling. The 'hard-line" eugenists overseas

believed that sterilisation of mental defectives and "moral imbeciles" was the answer to

the problem of ill - balanced breeding, but the opinion of the Australian medical

profession was that segregated education was "an appropriate solution to mental

defectiveness and the threat it posed to social ordeC'.æ3

professional and political groups had an interest in selecting mental defectives out of

state schooling. Detection of the "dull and troublesome" children \ilas not always

necessarily for their own "good" or a recognition of their needs. It was essentially to

ensure smoother running of the schools.s Development of special education services in

the past and present can þ seen as the result ofparticular vested interests in society' In

whose real interests was the development of special education services? Certainly, there

were those who believed that education was a right for all individuals and not for merely

a select minority and would produce a better society.
295

Foucault makes the point that both Marxian and liberal theories of education a¡e based

on a certain image of the person. This is one of the person as a "self developing subþt,

who "learns" through fre¡dom, and for whom the school is thus only an instrument of

the person'S own tslf-¡salisation". Foucault's argument SuggestS that

GRG

lgllT2t4Educatiqr Enquiry Committee, Evidence Book 4, 139, Mortlock Library of Sot¡th Australia.

"tuid., 18.
*0S." Sally Tørlinsur, A Sociologv of Soecial Education (t-qrdon: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd.'

It'i1'¡iåiltrrif;1;, ru. , rhemies and Assumprions in Australian Education", quoted in cleverly

and lawry, Australian Education in the Twentieth Centurv, Chapter 2'
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both the formation of the person carried in modern education, and the social uses

to which education can be put, are inseparable from the actual historical

assemblage of the school as a moral and physical milþu dedicated to the mass

training olchildren.Æ

The influence of the dominant groups, medical, psychological and educational, in this

process cannot be ignored. Given the assumed links between defect, crime and

unemployment, the interests of the ruling groups was certainly served by placement in

separate schools and institutions of children who might eventually prove troubþsome to

society. Speaking of the situation in The Netherlands, which was simila¡ to Australia,

Del¡ker suggests that when the compulsory schooling was introduced

the status of the medical profession was elevated considerably, and the problem

of reta¡dation was now seen from both sides, on the one hand from the point of
view of support for the retarded children themselves, on the other from the point

of view of the 'purification of the classes"'.ã' 
ii

At a time when education for retarded children was virtually an undeveloped terrain

without established positions or discourses, medical interests were almost omnipotent,

doctors had control of selection and assessment procedures for special education and

accordingly, they "recognized that the school could be used as a laboratory in which ...

they... hoped to produce 'scientific' ... surveys of the Pupils".2sg

However, the interests of educationalists were also served by the removal of

troublesome children.æ The problems in the regular classroom were the ba^sis of early

demands for special education services for mentaþ retarded children and it was

convenient to be able to justify this with eugenic philosophies. The environmentalist

'þeak" line approach of treating and regulating defect by education, that is, preventative

2sHunter, "Assembling the school", 14f. 148.

'ntDekker, "fui educational regime", 265.
2eharry Hendrick, 'Child labor¡r, medical capital, and the school medical service," in Roger Cooter,

(London: Routledge, 1992), 46; lbid.
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medicine on a social scale, formed the critical link between the problem of defect and the

psychological problem of difference.* The environmentalist wing of the eugenics

movement was consistent with other strands of thought in the late nineteenth century

which called in unison upon the institution of mass schooling to handle the problems of

social control and order.æ1

In 1918, the South Australian Education Department Medical Inspector, in his annual

report, rema¡ked upon the "problem of what to do with mental defectives and backward

and troublesome children of a class who are truants, often sexuat deviants".@ The

assumption that the lower social classes were most likely to produce defective children

became prominent with the influence of the eugenics movement in South Austrelia,

leading to political anxiety that defective children were a danger to society. Here too,

'tefect" was lir¡ked to moral depravity, crime, pauperism, unemployment and

prostitution.æ3

In order to identiff the children who should be separated from the normal classrooms an

accurate "psychosocial" measurement was needed. Sterilisation w¿N also proposed. In

Australia, as overseas, many people were anxious because the birth rate ¿Imongst the

*seeG.R.Sea¡le,.Eugenicsat¡dClass,',inCha¡les.Webster,ed',@
l84O-194O (Ca¡bridge: Canb,ridge University Press, 1981),217-242- Searle makes the distinction

between different kinds ar¡d levels of commiEnent to eugenics. The "sEong eugenists" or eugenicists

proper, believed eugenics provided a total explanation of human history and social prÓlems and was

the urly means of escape from national collapse and decay. The 'Veak" eugenicists were attracted !o

eugenics, or aspects of it, without feeling any compulsion to abandon their raditional politicâl ideology.

Fø exanple, to so[ne, eugenics was a refteshing departure ftom bourgeois conventionality and becane

linked to such things as vegetarianism, socialism, proposals fm abolition of the fanily and so m. A
third grogp, the 'tredicat eugenicists", did not see eugenics as a set of political beliefs, but as a bnancå

of medicine or of public hygiene whicb, if subaidised m supported by government could greatly reduce

human suffering and misery ."Career eugenicists" were ac¿demics who welcwted eugenics because of

interest in the study of heredity and population problems, with which they were professimally

cor¡cerned. Lastly were the opportunists ready to "employ rhetorically'' certain eugenic phrases and

ideas.
*tDauid McCallum, 'Eugenics, Psychology and Education in Aust¡alia" in Ricba¡d Tees and Gary

Wickhan, eds., @ 41982183, Papers in Contemporarv Australian Education.

Culture and Politics (University of Melbourne: Departrnent of Education, 1983), 19'

%-, n"pott oite tr,tøical Inspector, 36.
*Irio.
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..least fit" was rising, whilst declining amongst the "best type of citizens"; supposedly

because they were able to exercise self restraint - the sign of responsible parenting.

Because criminality was believed to be the result of feeble-mindedness, it was also

believed to be preventable by early detection and segregation of the '\rnfit". It was a

popular theory among the medical profession that specific areas of the brain were

responsible for "moral nature" and volition and when these failed to develop normally or

came into disuse, the result was arrested moral development of the individual Such

children, who seemed intellectually perfectly normal, but were thought to have defective

moral natures, became scientifically known as "moral imbeciles", requiring special

treatment and control This line of thought, that many criminals suffered degenerative

changes in certain brain centres, caused considerable pressure in the fi¡st decade of the

century for information to be gathered of the incidence of this t¡pe of feeble-

mindedness. Ga¡ton writes that for Australian eugenicists the most problematic group

were the feebte-minded and the "moral-imbeciles". He continues:

idiots and imbeciles were easily diagnosed, but the feebleminded wete

considered to be intelligent enough to breed without necessarily coming under

the scrutiny of the state. Since it was thought essential that these people be

identified early, it was argued that widespread use ?f 
I9 testsåol,articulady on

schoolchildren, w¿ls necess¿ìry to the success of eugenic reforms.*-

It was seen ¿rs imperative to be able to identify the least fit children and to stop the

expansion of their class. In 1895, the Australasian Association for the Advancement of

Science (AAA.S.) set up a committee to report on the "best means of encouraging

t*sæph"o 
Garton,

tq,f0 isydnela New Sor¡th Wales University Press, 1988), 59. Garton reports that "the most popular

ffi- of-grading us€d in Australia involved the division of the defective into three classes - idiots'

imbecileJ and the feebleminded. In this classifrcation there were imptrtant differences between these

three classes. Idiots were those whose mental age was less than three and who were cmtpleæly

dependent on others fø elementary needs. They were difficult to fee4 clothe and kee'p clean. Imbeciles'

ø'tl a mental age of less than seven yeÍ¡rs, could perform basic tasks but were incapable of 'the wider

adjustments necessary for independent existence and maintenance'. The feebleminded were those who

required ca¡e for their own protection, and the protection of others, but cottld be trained to perfønt

more corrptex tasks". Ibid., 58. Garton cites H. Sutton, "The Feebleminded: Their Classification and

Impøønce", Australasian Medical congress Transactions 2, (1911), 894-905.
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psychological and psychometrical investigations in Australia".æs The committee

recommended the founding of an endowed chair in Mental Science, acknowledged

Francis Galton as the world's leading authority on psychometrics and recommended that

the discipline maintain close institutional lir¡ks with physiology and physics. A further

proposal lvas a scheme to measure the mental capacþ of all school children in the

govemment schools of all the colonies.

The first form of measurement was physiological At the A.A.AS. Conference in 1901,

J. H. Betheras spoke of the new department of the science of 'thild study'' - a scþnce

whirch showed that "all genuine stupidity and dullness on the part of children can be

traced to an abnormal condition of the body''.* Reporting to the same conference,

Christian Bjelke-Peterson presented findings from a study investigating the growth of

Hobart school boys. Rodwell points out that this work in Tasmania confirmed the

findings of studies in Europe, that the "measurement of the body preceded the

measurement of the mind. When you compare boys of the same age in suffrcientþ large

numbers, you find that mental ability is in direct proportion to their weight".æ7 That is,

children who were undernourished did not do well at school Another survey which

gathered a large amount of anthropometrical testing was conducted by Elkington in

1906, surveying 1200 Hobart school children. The importance of such data was that it

could be used to compare the physical development of town and country Tasmanian

children and children from mainland Australia and oversers.*

æ1,Iiiler, Long Division. 165.*J. tL Betheras, 'Child Study - A New Departnrent of Sciencd', A.A.A.S. Repst of the 8th Meetine.

Sectior¡ J, Melbourng 1901,374, cited in McCallum,'Eugenics",24.
*tC. B¡elke-Peterson, 'Growth and development of Hobaft schoolboys, with smre notes <xl

anthropology'', Section J, Melbourne, McCallum,'Eugenics",25.
æRodwell, With Zealous Effrciencv. 191.
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By 1910 the popularity of anthropometrical tests was waning - they were thought to

lack the reliability attributed to measures dealing solely with the mind. Tests were

wanted which would give judgement on the educability of a child and more exact

measurement of the "mental capacity''. By 1911, Harvey Sutton was able to report to

the Australasian Medical Congress on his work with testing about one hundred N-S.W.

school children. Having used the Binet-Simon tests and questions and techniques of

Henry Goddard of Vineland, New Jersey; Sutton pronounced that, used with

,Judgement and discretion" the tests were "almost mathematically exact in their

., 309
finomgs.'.

In L9I2 a national survey of schoolchildren was conducted to furd out the extensiveness

of feeble-mindedness amongst Australian schoolchildren. The Australasian Medical

Congress was responsible for the planning and a central committee was set up with the

role of supervision of the survey and education of the public about the dangers of feeble-

mindedness. "The objective lvas to institute different tpes of education for those found

to be unfitted to the contemporary content and organisation of school".3ro This survey

illustrated the agreement amongst doctors on the importance of early detection of

mental defectiveness and the potential of treatment through education. It was also an

example of the 'þowerful coalition" between the medical profession and educationalists

and it set out to confirm certain basic categories to be used in measuring children's

abilities. Rose and Miller suggest that although such "alliarrcas" were forged in a domain

outside politics, they were nevertheless ways of regulating conduct.

Liberal mentalities of government do not conceive of the regulation of conduct

as dependent only upon political actions: the imposition of law; the activities of

state functiona¡ies or publicly controlled bureaucracies; surveillance and

discipline by an all seeing police. Liberat government identifies a domain outside

*Millet, Lonq Division. 16ó.
ttoMacallurrr,'Eugenics", 27.
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'politics' and seeks to manage it without destroying its existence and its

autonomy. This is made possible through the activities and calculations of a

proliferation of independent agents including philanthropists, doctors, hygienists,

managers, planners, pafents and social workers. fuid it is dependent upon the

forging of alliances. This takes place on one hand between political strategies

and the activities of these authorities and, on the other, between these authorities

and free citizens, in attempts to modulate events, decisions and actions in the

economy, the family, the private firm and the conduct of the individual person.ttt

The concepts of normal performance, division of children into grades according to age

and knowledge into grade 'þackages" enabled calculation of average performances to be

used in the normal classroom. Although the main point was the differentiation between

normal and abnormal, it is worth noting the abnormal categories which were set out in a

memorandum accompanyng the survey:

In making an estimate of the mental capacity of school children, the age of the

child should be compared with the average of the class. A mentally dull child is

one having only the intelligence of a child two or more years younger - for
instance, a child of ten years in a class of which the average age is eight years

may be considered dull, provided no accidental retarding cause as given is

present. The class teacher should make a list of all children two or more years

older than the average age of the class, and classiff them on the schedule

according to the following categories:-

1. Backward through accidental causes in early life - e.g. ill health, physical

defect, bad environment, late arrival at school, employment out of school

hours, inegular attendance

2. Backwa¡d through defective intelligence, or who may be:-

i Mentally dull
ü Feeble-minded
üi Imbecile
iv Idiot 312

The enterprise met with some "considerable resistance" from some State Education

Departments. Queensland and 'Western Australia refused to take part and New South

Wales wittrheld results of its independent assessment - on the grounds that they would

be misleading. However, South Australia and Victoria were keen to participate. In

South Australian State schools, from the 77 ,476 children surveyed, 75 were declared to

tttRose 
and Miller, 'Political power beyond the State", 180.

t"Millet, 
Lone Division. 167.
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be of "extremely low mentalitf',765 were said to be "mentally defective" and 1,525

were "borderline cases".3tt RoSe and Miller term such information as

the goventmental technologies, the complex of mundane programmes'

calculations, techniques, appafatuses, documents and procedures through which

authorities seek to embody and give effect to governmental

ambitions.st 
oloriginal italics).

Out of a claimed total of 300,000 children surveyed, about 2,000 were reckoned to be in

the category of feeble-minded, imbecile or idiot. This was the information sought by the

committee, and during the next few years Special Schools \ilere set up to cater for these

groups. There was, however, some confusion with the survey fuidings. The committee

of medical practitioners cautioned against placing too much importance on the

classification of children by non-experts, that is, teachers. It would seem from the results

that the teachers were unsure about what they were measuring and had a great deal of

difficulty in identiffing students in the "mentally dull" category. In fact a separate

category ma¡ked "mentally dull-doubtfuI' was revealed on the returns.sls The returns

showed large fluctuations in estimates of mental-dullness þtween states. Given the

influence of the eugenics movement and the "linkages made between low social class,

dullnes and social vice", it would be interesting to know how many of these children

were from low socio-economic familieS with "undesirable attitudes".3l6

Despite the problems encountered, the central committee still claimed the results

showed that feeble-mindedness was an urgent problem demanding immediate legislative

action by the State. As McCallum notes, the survey in fact uncovered precisely the

problem which doctors had assumed in the first place. A memorandum to schools stated

tttbid.
tthos" 

and Miller, 'Political power beyond the Søte", 175-
tttMæ"llu,'Eugenics", 30.
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that 'Very few people outside the medical profession realise the gravity of the problem

of the mentally deficient, its relation to crime, and to the multiplication of the unfrt in the

community''.317 Such beliefs had become "both expert view and commonsense opinion"

and undoubtedly influenced perceptions of mental dullness.318 Thus state Rose and

Miller:

problematics of government can be analyz,ed, first of all, in tenns of their
politícal rationalities, the changing discursive frelds within which the exercise of
power is conceptuelissfl, the moral justifications for particular ways of exercising
power by diverse authorities, notions of the appropriate forms, obþts and limits
of politics, and conceptions of the proper distribution of such tasks among

,."ular, spiritual, military and familial sectors.ttn (Original italics).

As with overseas findings, the committee recommended control through detention,

thought to be in the best interests of both the community and the feeble-minded

themselves. The setting up of day and residential schools for the various grades of

mental defectives would enable the state to ensure their wellbeing as well as the

protection of its citizens. Equally important, future generations of human stock would

be improved by preventing the mentally unfit from reproducing themselves.

The role of the A.A.A.S. Committee seemed to have broadened a great deal since its

inception. The wider scope taken on by the committee indicates perhaps the importance

and power which it and the community believed it held. The idea of mental testing was

taken up with enthusiasm by industrialists as well as educationalists. Like their overseas

counterparts, Australian industrialists saw mental testing as a way of channelling

students into employment areas which suited their interests. Mental testing and ideas of

individual innate difference soon "formed the central underpinning of certain institutional

practices". In the education system, teachers training at universities were required to

317 
Australian Medical Consress. Transactions of the 10th Session. Auckland, New Zealan4 February,

1914,7U. Cited in McCallum, 'Bugenics", 30.
31 erørlinsry¡, 
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read texts on mental testing and the ideas were influential in the fields of vocational

guidance and in industrial organisations. They were "powerful and authoritative because

they were organised by the educated elites in the professions and the state bureaucracy

and because they were represented as objective scientific research".ø Foucault believes

we should consider the fact that

the exercise of power itself creates and causes to emerge new obþts of
knowledge. Conversely, knowledge induces effects of power. It is not possible

for power to be exercised without knowledge, it is impossible for knowledge not

to engender power.'

Using their knowledge, professionals, (school medical officers) by testing students

would be able to 'fueed out" the number of children on whom education wa.s wasted.

From an economical and humanitarian point of view, it was considered a waste of public

money trying to educate such children in the "ordinary'' school subjects. However, there

\ilere some sceptics who were not convinced by the new "scientific creed". John

Anderson, the Sydney philosopher, expressed doubts about the basic assumptions of the

heredita¡ian theory - relating eugenist thinkingi;irf, tf,. Ku Klux Klan. He derided
'.',.

attempts to ensure the survival of the fittest and seriously questioned the linking of

intelligence with social worth. fuiderson's doubts were shared by others, but they were

outnumbered by the zeakots.sz

By 1910 texts on mental testing were becoming required reading in Teacher Training

Institutions. As these philosophies became more and more entrenched in the daily

practices of institutions, the more difficult they were to dispute and the more powerful

they became. From a Foucauldian perspective it could be postulated that the

introduction of such knowledge (made up of discourses to do with education of the

*oMcc"uu-,'Eu
*tMadan Sarap, (Athens: The

Uliversity of Geugia Press, 1989), 82.
*'McCallum, 

"The themy of educational inequality in Australia",ll4-117.
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handicapped) into teaching methodologies was the momentum that replaced repression

with the concept of [ormali"ation, or ¿N O'Brien puts it "studying pourer through

discourse allows us to perceive the moment when new technologies of power are

introduced".32s This notion, says O'Brien, is 'þrhaps a concept more satisSing in

explaining an enduring (functioning) system".æa It could also be supposed that tlre

founding of special education meant the construction of the mentally reta¡ded child as a

"subject" produced by:

the practices of surveillance, observation and classification, all legitimate
practices and all historically constituted in relation to existing conditions and

.. 325practrces.

As Foucauldians would emphasise, the exercise of power combined with the

development of knowledge or expertise, results in the emergence of particular

discourses and function..t* However, financial backing was imperative to ensure

continuation of the research and the dissemination of ideas. The founding of the

Australian Council for Educational Research (ACER) in 1930 was the "most significant

institutional development in Austrelia in the early part of the twentieth centuqy''.æ7

fames Russell, Emeritus Dean of Teachers College, Columbia University, New York,

visited Australia in 1928 to assess the Australian education scene for the Carnegie

Corporation. In his report he stated that '1he one greatest need in Australia - a need

voiced by every leader that I have met - is for some means of checking impartially the

work of the school and supplying reliable information for continuous development".s

In its first thirty years the Council was wholly funded by the Carnegie Institution, a

*tO'Brien, Foucault's Historv of Cultu¡e. 38.
*orbid.
*tsee Valerie Walkerdine, "Developmental psycbology and the child-cenfed pedagogla the insertiqr

of Piaget into early education", in Henriques et al., Changins the Subiecl 163.
æ1[Iunter, "Assembling the school", 153; Sarap, An Inroductøy Guide to Post-structura]ism and

Postmodernism. 73.
*TMcCalluo¡ 

"Eugenics", 28.*\il. f. Connell, The Australian Cor¡ncil fø Educational Resea¡ch. 1930-1980 (Ilawthsn, Viasia:
The Australian Cor¡ncil fm Educational Research, 1980), 47.
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Corporation which heavily financed the growth of the eugenics movement in the United

States and was eager to aid scientific development of the United States' customers and

allies. The major focus of the Council's activities was on intelligence testing - here was a

powerful ally for the testing movement, which was already beginning to exert an

influence on public policy.

In this chapter I have discussed the rise of eugenics, the ideas proposed by the

philosopher Herbert Spencer in nineteenth century Britain. Spencer applied Darwin's

concepts of biological evolution to the human species, assuming that the difference

between human beings was their amount of general intelligence. In other words the

privileged of society were so because they had evolved as a higher form of humanity by

a period of natural selection and following from that, the less privileged were therefore

occupying their rightful ptace in society. This notion convenientþ explained the

inequalities of power and wealth present in British society at the time. The resea¡ch

which claimed to discover these hereditary biological certainties u/Íls eugenics.

However, this research although substantiating the beliefs of the time about the

"menace" of the feeble-minded, is also regarded as the beginning of modern special

education, for it enabled the mentally reta¡ded adult and child to become a legitimate

"subþt" of study.

From this knowledge developed a new set of discourses and expertise surrounding the

mentally retarded. In order to stop the breeding of the 'l¡nftt" or feeble-minded,

eugenists advocated a system of detention and sterilisation, providing an ideology of

sunreillance and control, on acceptable moral grounds. Eugenic ideas spread to the rest

of Europe and to North America and it was men with eugenic convictions who first

developed psychological testing and psychometric theories. AIfred Binet uras

commissioned by the French Ministry of Public Instruction to develop testing
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procedures to help identiff students needing special schooling and the first I.Q. test, a

formalised scale of tests with an age - related scale of results, was published in 1905.

For educators, it meant that there \yas no\il a way to categorise students on the basis of

cognitive ability, an area of knowledge previously uncharted and without existing

discursive practices. Intelligence tests were eagerþ adopted in Britain and the United

States and later Australia, but for a completely different function than envisaged by

Binet. They were used to validate eugenic beliefs about class and race and about the

higher innate intelligence of upper and middle-class children and parents and following

from this, the lower innate intelligence of lower-middle and working class children and

pafents.

Australian eugenists too, were concerned about scientific breeding of nations and

effrcient schooling and both political and professional groups had an interest in

excluding mental defectives from state schooling. The influence and dominance of the

medical profession in these developments is of importance. Of particular interest to

Foucault is the changes in certain empirical forms of knowledge, such as medicine. He

posits that in a period of about twenty-five years within the discipline, there arose a

"completely new way of speaking and seeing". The same could be said for the

knowledge base surrounding the mentally reta¡ded. Foucault asks the question:

how is it that at certain moments and in certain knowledges there ate these

sudden transformations? There seems to be changes in the rules of formation of
statements which are accepted as scientifically true. There is a whole new
'regime' of discourse which makes possible the separation not of the true from
the false but of what may be cha¡acterised as scientific form what may not be

characterised as scientific.æ

What he is talking about is a consideration of the effects of power and lnowledge.

Atthough Foucault avoids any totalising form of analysis, there is nevertheless some

*tsat"p, An Intoductmv Guide to Post-structuralism and Postmodernism. 71.
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underlying similarity and coherence (which Foucault would acknowledge) in analysing

the growth of eugenics and testing within this framework. In his later work he is more

inclined to talk about "apparatuses", which are part of these transformations. A¡t

"apparatus" he describes as

a structure of heterogeneous elements such as discourses, laws, institutions, in

short, the said as much as the unsaid. The apparatus contains strategies of
relations of forces supporting, and supported by, tlpes of knowledge.*

The question of how the human sciences and in this case eugenics became historically

possible and what the resultVconsequences of their existence a¡e has been approached in

this chapter. In such a way, eugenics, testing and the new forms of powerlknowledge

and the discourses and practices generated came into the school system. What followed

wa.s the development of the psychology branch and its forms of knowledge and support

systems.

*olbid.



CHAPTER 4

PSYCHOLOGY . CONSTRUCTING THE SUBJECT

Educational Psycltology

It was at the beginning of the twentieth century that education and as a result, what was

to be educational psychology, was undergoing significant changes. In Britain, reformers

such a.s Samuel Wilderspin, David and James Kay-Shuttleworth had long

advocated a pedagogy which would develop children's moral, intellectual and practical

understanding..*t Such a transformation in pedagogic regulation was according to

Peters:

simultaneously a discursive transformation and a transformation of practices and

apparatus. Within this new form of scientifically produced regulation, with its
emergent twin foci of child development and mental measurement, the 'new'

education, both in its English origins and Australian derivation, took its fust
tentative steps. Children were established ¿N proper objects of scientific gaze

and, with the development of educational apparatuses which distinguished

between those of 'normal' and 'sub-normal' intelligence, were to be educated

accordingly. Such objectification of the child allowed for the possibility of a

science and a pedagogy based on a model natura-ll¡ occurring development,

which could be observeã, normalised and regulated.s2

The outcome of these discourses which emphasised the psychological capacities of

individuat children was, suggests Donald:

*tS"", fø exanple, Sa¡ruel Wilderspin, Infant Education (.ondon: Simpkin æd Marshal, 1825, 3rd

edition), 2Ol-202. Cited in Carolyn Steedman, Cathy Urwin and Valerie Walkerdine, eds., t¿4gg4gg,
Gender and Childhood Iüstorv Wmkshop Series (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1980),7677;

David Stow, The Trainine Svstem. the Mmal Training School and the Nonnal Seminary flnndon:
l,ongman, Brown and Green, 1850) cited in Peters, "Children's Culture and the StatrC', 210; James

Kay-Shuttleworth, 1868 (reprinted I-ondm: Woburn Books,

1969).
otPeters, 

"Children's Culture and the State", 215.
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r system based on segregation. Bright children, as identified by mental
measurement, were to be separated from other children diagnosed as potentially
dangerous or in danger, and therefore in need of care and controls

Importantly, the routine testing of children established a "hieratchical order among them

and allowed an identity to be constructed a¡ound their development, their aptitude and

their qualifrcations".s Foucault terms this the 'bbþtification of the subþt by

processes of classification and division".s The latter, the dividing practices, Ball

believes to be 'tlearly central to the organisational processes of education in our

society''.ffi He continues:

these divisions and obþtifications are achieved either within the subþt or
between the subject and others. The use of testing, ex¿tmining, profiling, and

streaming in education, the use of entry criteria for different types of schooling,
and the formation of different tlpes of intelligence, ability, and scholastic identity
in the processes of schooling are all examples of such 'dividing practices'. In
these ways, using these techniques and forms of organisation, and the creation of
separate and different curricula¡, pedagogies, forms of teacher'student
relationships, identities and subjectivities are formed, learned and carried.
Through the creation of remedial and advanced groups, and the separation of the
educationally subnormal or those with special education needs, abilities a¡e

stigmatized and normalised.sÁ|7

Walkerdine points out that there was 'ho easy and simple flow from the form of one

pedagogy to the other". She suggests that changes took place in conjunction with

struggles and political battles as well as other conditions. Snow tenns the introduction

of compulsory schooling in Australia as a "major turning point in state-civil relâtions"

with the question of rights and responsibilities of state and parents being central to the

debate, which was certainly the case with the development of special education in South

Australia.ffi Walkerdine asserts that significantly:

*bmau" Sentimenøl Education. 29.
*lvrd., +2.
olui¿.

tgatl Foucault and Education. 4, 5.
otrbid.,4.
ssee Cnundy, "Free Schooling and the State in Sor¡th Ausralia 1875-1898",169-202i Snow,'"The
Søæ Youth and Schooling",52.
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transformation in the form of pedagogic regulation was simultaneously a

discursive transformation and a transformation of apparatuses and practices: a

new regime of truth included in a freld of administration.æ

It was in relation to this new form of scientifically produced regulation that psychology

first "entered the stage" and special education was "born". As I have noted, the interest

in study of the population at the beginning of the twentieth century led to children being

singled out and classified as an individual group. Characteristics were charted with a

view to determining what might produce physical illness, immoral and criminal

behaviour. This, Walkerdine states, was directly related to the discourses of the time

concerning eugenics and social engineering. In England, France and North America, the

problem was mooted in almost identical terms, administrators "sought a scientific and

rational solution to the problem of individualizing the feeble-minded", so that they could

be separated from the school population and segregated in specialised institutions that

would "seek to awaken their moral sensibilities and increase their resistance to the

temptations of vice and crime".m Such discourses saw a shift of emphasis in population

control from 'habits to degeneracy'', giving credence to a 'bentral and strategic

production of the norm(al)". Once again, states Donald:

we are confronted with that sea-change in the modes of understanding and

political action in the decades a¡ound the turn of the century, in which the

capacities of individual chilllren, as defined by the new psychological sciences,

feed into a ne\il pedagogy al9 ever more pervasive forms of social welfa¡e,

investigation and **.i[-ce.*t

The rise of Psychology

Discursive practices such as psychology act upon those who cannot or will not

self-manage and act responsibly. The conditions which made possible the

formation of the modern psychological enterprise were established in all those

\alter¿ine, "Develqmental psychology and tbe c,hild-centred pe<lagogy," in Henriques et al.,

Chaneing tbe Subiecr 168.
*hose, Governins the Soul. 137.
stDonald, Beacons of the Future. 233.
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fields where psychological expertise coqþ be deployed in relation to problems of
the abnormal functioning of individuab.sn'

By making this statement, Rose refutes the view of historians who claim psychology is

essentially the science of normal mental functioning of human beings.ffi They claim the

discipline stems from the age-old practice of reflecting on the human psyche and that

social deployment of psychological expertise can only be seen ¿¡s a by-product,

often unexpected and unintended, of the advances of our knowledge of the

functioningof the normal mind and its role in behaviour.s

For them, the practical issues with which psychology involves itself originated only as

application to specific problems of knowledge acquired in the examination of the normal

mind. Hence, psychology is concerned with the practical issues of problems of

pathology. Those who for some reason do not function normally are able to be

recognised and diagnosed because of the lcnowledge already held of the normal mind.

This is problematic for Rose who suggests

the practical issues with which psychology is bound up are thus pertinent only to

this penumbra of applied psychology; the central core of psychological discourse

has a history which is indifferent to them. ... Thus ... A knowbdge of normal

mental;'þrocesses ... appears to be the condition and basis {o; the application of
scienti¡Ë techniques to tt 

" 
problems caused by abnormality.*s

Rose asserts that modern psychology was not the result of musings in a quiet reflective

atmosphere and its position today within the practices of soci¿l administration and

regulation has not been created through application of established psychological

doctrines to pressing practical problems. Neither was the knowledge of the normal mind

*'Nikolas Roæ,
(I-ondon: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1985), 3. Rose's wøk exarnines the factors that made it
possible to think psychologically about individual differences and how these were cqmected to other

social, politicål and theøetical events.
*See fø exa¡ple, Hearnshaw, The Shapins of Modem Psycholoey. Hearnshaw sets <xtt to provide a

survey of the entire histmical development of tbe development of psychology, ftøÌ the dawn of
civilisatiqr to the present day. See also, Gecges Canguilhem, What is psvcholosv? trans. IL Davies,

(I & C: 1980), cited in Rose, 141.
sRose, Psvcholoeical Complex. 2.
*1ui¿.
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used to explain the pathological one. He unequivocally states that

psychological knowledge of the individual was constituted a¡ound the pole of
ãbnormality ... psychological normality was conceived of as merely a lack of
socially disturbing sympt^o.ms, an absence of social inefficiency: that whích did

not need to be regulated-* (Original italics).

There were specific discursive conditions for the ways in which social problems were

conceived at particular times, the measures directed towards them and the evidence

accumulated about the consequences of the measures and the conclusions drawn.

The scientific discourse of individual psychology did not form in a pure space of
knowledge, but neither w¿N it calted into existence through the force of social

exigencies. It was made possible by the existence of certain ways of thinking

about population, statistics, evolution and heredity, by certain theories of the

nature, origin and treatment of mental pathology, and by certain conceptions of
the role and obþtives of good govemment and the laws of economic and social
..- g7
lrre-

According to Rose, scientific discourses endeavour to produce explanations that are

true and demonstrable and assign and assess statements in terms of division between

true and false. Therefore psychology of the individual could only become an effective

sphere of knowledge to the extent that it defined and defended a particular regime of

truth. Which is to say that scientific discourses not only seek truth, they also claim truth.

Rose continues, Íìsserting that

the extent to which a scientific discourse can establish its claims to truth, can

command acceptance of the veracity of its explanations of certain phenomena, is

crucial for the relations which can obtain between that discourse and the various

social practices within which it circulates. Firstly, within the field of scientific

practices. But funhermore within the various other practices - technical, judicial,

pedagogic, govemmental and so forth - within which that discourse or the

óxphna-tions which it produces may be deployed. The social furrctioning and

"onseqoenres 
of the psychology of the individual were conditioned by the ways

in which its explanations laid claim to truthfulness and the extent to which their

veracity was accepted.æ

*tlbid., 5,6.
*tlbid., 

z.*tlbid., 
8.
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But the psychotogy of the individual was more than arguments and explanations of

problems incorporated in books, a¡ticles and so on. It was also made up of a series of

practical instruments and techniques which comprised the explanations proposed and

allocated them in relation to the practical problems which had brought them about. This

meant construction of a whole teÆhnology of manuals of instruction, testing and

assessment procedures, rules of diagnostic practice and classification and techniques of

therapy. It also meant the formation of professional bodies, which nominated those

believed competent to speak and practice as psychologists and controlled teaching,

training and admission to the ranks of the professionally qualified, as well as regulating

standa¡ds of professional conduct. These psychologists sought to locate problems of

individual conduct within the jurisdiction of the psychology of the individual, and hence

to claim the right to adjudicate upon them.w Psychologists laid claim to a particular

expertise in the

disciplining of the uniqueness and idiosyncrasies of childhood, individualizng

children by categorizing them, calibrating their aptitudes, inscribing their

peculiarities in an ordered form, managing their variability coriceptually, and

ioverning it practically.m

Foucault argues that such simple technical procedures are ones which determine or

,'make" individuals.*t Itt factories, schools, hospitals and other institutions, people

gathered en masse a¡e able to be observed "as entities both simila¡ to and different from

one another". Functioning in sorne $rays lfte scientific instruments, microscopes or

telescopes, the institutions "established a regime of visibility in which the observed was

distributed within a single corrrmon plane of sight".s2 These institutions operated on a

*Ibid.,9.
31Roee, Governine the Soul. 132-
sslFoucault, Discioline and Punish Q,urdon: Allen I¿ne, 1979), 191. In postmodernist terurs, tbe

individual ,,is not a given or fixed entit¡ but rather a particular product of histaically specific practices

of social regulation". See, in particular, Henriques et al., Chaneine the Subiect 12-
3olbid.
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,.regulation of detaill', involving evaluation of conduct, manners and so on, leading to

the establishment of a "grid of codeability of personal attributes". They acted as

noffns, enabling the previously aleatory and unpredictable complexities of human

nature to be cha¡ted and judged in terms of conformity and deviation, to be

coded and compared, ranked and measured. ... In this perceptual process the

phenomenal *ortd was normalized - that is to say, thought of in terms of its

õoincidences and differences from values deemed normal - in the very process of

making it visible to science.ffi

McCallum makes the point that the introduction of psychology into social and school

administration meant that individuals were produced as obþts of enquiry and reform

and that this production affected the structures of educational provisions. This assumes,

he suggests, that the effeæts of psychology afe not governed only by rules and

propositions internal to scientific discovery, but result from certain applications of

psychology to social management - of the effects of psychology as a 'technology of the

sociaf'.s According to McCallum, the power/knowledge couplet is critical to

understanding the way psychology operates, 'the individual produced by psychology

and the individuatizing techniques in schools establish a system of mutual support and

reinforcement".ffi

For Rose, the crucial period which saw the emergence of psychology of the individual as

a scientific discourse and a body of social practices was in England from 1869 to 1939,

leading up to the second world wa¡. As the rise of psychology in South Australia was

heavily influenced by developments in England, I use the time span as a rough guide for

.slbid., l3z-133.

.to-Hr*iques et al., the notion of how society socialises the individual is crucial. The individual' as a

concept, -,ri¿ oot exist withor¡t its Wposite number, society. They are mutually indispensable. In the

social sciences this relatiqr is almost universally theüised as s(me sm of antithetical interactim,

exclusive (though interacting), as separable and pulling in qposiæ directions. Itrenriques et al' posit

this as typical conc€pt of forrrulations about the develqment of socialisation, but whicù they ñnd

190O1950 (London: Burgess Science Press, 1990), xi'
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my discussions on the rise of psychology in this state. Events of that time provided the

basis for the generalisation and development of applied and clinical psychology during

and after the war. This psychology existed as a culture of discourses, practices, agents

and techniques, dispersed within schools, clinics, the judicial and penal processes.

Because of this, suggests Rose, it became possible to

think scientifically about the mental capacities and attributes of human

individuals, to understand their conduct in these terms, to conceive of their
problems and potentials in-lqt s of regulation and reformation with reference to

itris psycholo gical domain.ffi

Psyctrology of the individual

It was the problem of feeble-mindedness and the discourses it generated in England at

the end of the nineteenth century that precipitated the formation of psychology of the

individual. The concern was not for the predicament of those "afflicted", but rather the

effects of feeble-mindedness for the population as a whole. Three eugenic discourses of

social and political argument in the mid nineteenth century were linked when putting

forwa¡d the problem of the feeble-minded.

Firstly, the doctrine that the regulation of the quality of the population was a

proper and important issue for government and action. Secondly, the argument

that the conditions of urban life were deleterious to the habits and abilities of the

labouring classes, and that the effect was a cumulative demorali.sation of the

population, Thirdly, the theory that pathological physical and moral states were

the expression of a constitutional predisposition which was transmitted by

heredity and which tended to become more marked with each generation, thus

forming a process of degeneracy. When these themes were linked up around the

problem oi ttt" feeble-minded, each was transformed.sT

These same discourses were present in the Australian scene, where, according to

McCallum, during the period 1880 to L920 "a psychological framework was applied to

the Australian school systern". This framework was part of the discourse advocating

t*Ibid.
tttni¿. q.
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measurement of what was believed to be differences between individuals in terms of

behaviour, or performance and abilities.w It developed partly from medical concerns

with mental defectiveness and with the population considered mentally abnormal

McCatlum asserts that the eugenics movement in Australia played a major role in

transposing a science and social strategy for ttre detection and segregation of
mental defectives into a science appropriate !_o^ ttte measurenrcnt of differences

amongst the mass of the'hormaf'population.*

As discussed in detail elsewhere in this thesis, the eugenic question of controlling the

mentally abnormal and their reproduction was taken up by intellectual and scientific

groups. "Eugenics sought a link between the biological, heritable, variabþ basis of

mental cha¡acteristics and the criteria of social worth". It was psychology that forged

this link, measuring the senses and relating the measurements with social worth.m It

was the psychologists who

reformulated the medical and physical orientation of mental abnormality in terms

of a scale or series of grades, corresponding to the mental developnrent and

capacity of the whole of the normal populiation. The significance of the

psychological framework, in tenns of its eugenist roots, lay in its appropriation

of the school system, both as a social laboratory and an important tool of social
- 361

relorTn.

The prevailing eugenicist discourse of the mid nineteenth century in Europe and

America was concerned with racial purity. Its connection with psychology and the

growth of mental testing has been well documented in a number of studies.æ It would

seem, a.s Rose suggests that

in the debates at the turn of the century, mental defectives progressively became

the archetlpal representation of the race. In them were conjoined all those

behaviours in which degenerate stock might manifest itself: immorality,

t*See McCallum, 'Eugenics", 17.
ttrui¿.

%ose, Governing the Soul. 138.
*tlbid.
*tS*, fgr example, Blum, Pseudoscience and Mental Abilitlt Kanin, The Science and Politics of I.O.

and Gould" The Mismeasure of Man-
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criminality, indigence, ineb^riety, vagrancy' unemployability and, cruciall¡
prostitutiðn and fromiscuity.s

The feeble-minded had become simultaneously the object of a theoretical knowledge and

the target of an administratve apparatus. But

this object/target was not the drooling idiot with s¡iphilitic teeth and degenerate

ea¡s, but a problem both more direct - concerning the details of behaviour in

relation to the norrns of pedagogy - and more remote - having iA origin in an

invisible parhology of intelbct. ... Mental condition had become a new obþt of
judgement and of legitimate and compulsory social action. ... Feeble-mindedness

w¿¡s a psychological state ytúch was knowable only on the basis of social

behaviours wtricñ it induced.s

From the mid to late nineteenth century, in Austrelia and elsewhere, these reæurring

questions of the nature of feeble-mindedness became transposed from more general

statements within philosophical debate to the sphere of positive knowledge in relation to

mental cha¡acteristics of individuals and individual differences.

Problems of a highly generalized nature, such as the nature of mind and the

relation of human psyche and sensation, increasingly came to sha¡e ground with

the problem of mental capacity and the range of mental fltness in the population.

The-shift lilas a marked event in the development of psychological theory. With

its greater autonomy in respect of formal philosophy, the science of psycholOgy

olavø the historical role demanded of it in strategies to regulate and rank the
. 365

populauon.

The Australian scene

The fields of medicine and philosophy were largely responsible for the psychological

interest in education in Australia in the late nineteenth century. In the disciplines of

philosophy and psychology the interest was in the nature of the mind and the function of

the intellect. Prior to the creation of separate departments and chairs, Philosophy was

linked with Classics, as at Sydney University, or attached to English departments in the

form of Mental and Moral Philosophy, as at the University of Adelaide. The professors

sh.ose, Psvcholoeical Complex- 92-
*Ibid., 106, 1og.
*1r,tcc¿tom, Social Production. 14.
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of Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide departments were said to have comprised a

..Scottish triumvirate". All had studied in Scotland and formed an affiliation with the

idealist directions in Scottish philosophy. In Sydney, Professor Anderson pursued the

aspects of personality and the psychological and ethical features of social progress.

professor Laurie in Melbourne was committed to the idea of a science of measurement

and investigating the social significance of theories of heredity, while in Adelaide'

professor Mitchell pursued his interest in mental processes.* Professor Laurie was

twice appointed to chair committees set up by the Australian Association for the

Advancement of Science (AAAS) and the Victorian Chapter of the British Medical

Association, to survey the extent of feeble-mindedness in Australia. Having a

philosopher on a committee of medical practitioners helped "straddle the institutional

sepÍrateness of the roots of mental measurement"-s7

Examining the physical dimensions of abnormality was the concern of medical science,

in particular anatomy, physiology and psychiatry. In Victoria, Professor Berry of the

Anatomy Department at Melbourne University pressed the importance of a medical and

therefore scientific diagnosis of mental cha¡acteristics, rather than what he termed as the

more speculative psychological approach. By 1910 the anthropometric tests were

becoming less popular, as they were thought to lack the reliability of criteria dealing

solely with the mind. A measure of the educability and mental capacity were wanted and

it was becoming clear that the enquiry into mental differences should not be

confined to defectiveness in the medical understanding of the term, but rather

should be extended to include the whole school population. ... The mental

testing of school children in Australian elementary schools took place after

ffiprofessor Mitchell, described as a "ve,Íy all round person" by Miss Mary Smith, was Hughes

professm of philosophy at the University of Adelaide but "vitally interested in psychology''.

Unpublished interview bY J. D- C.

Department. Professm Mitchell's
regarded as "a significant AusÚal

Sdat-noùsËou, 
tS.
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strenuous efforts by a small group of medical and professional enthusiasts to

convince educational authorities of the threat posed by feeble-mindedness, and

of the contribution which their scientific expertise could make to understanding

and treating the problem. ... They brought the state school teaching profession

under their auspices in an effort to arrest what they believed was a growing army

of unskilled labourers, vagrants, habitual inebriates, criminals and lunatics, all

largely recruited from the ranks of the mentally deficient and presumabl¡ of the

state schools (there was almost no communication of the new psychological

theory to the private gra¡nmar schools).w

McCallum cites the L9I2 survey of feeble-mindedness ¿ts the "moment of this

transformation from mental defectiveness to mental difference, ... insofar as it was part

of the consolidation of a specifically psychological problematic of educational

differences".se Following the British Royal Commission in 1904 to investigate the

problem of feeble-mindedness, pressure was brought to bear for simila¡ resea¡ch in

Australia, culminating in the survey. As detailed in the previous chapter, it was this

survey that led to the categorisation of normal children, as well as abnormat This

category of normal was based on actual behaviour and school performance, while the

1912 survey was represented as an attempt to deal with the medical problem of mental

defectiveness. It nevertheless affrrmed specific ways of thiriking about normal

performance and specific practices of school organization (divisions into grades roughly

according to age, division of knowledge into yearly packages) which allowed measures

of average performance to be calculated-

Clearly the Australian resea¡chers and teachers were reliant on British and American

source material. The small number of psychologists who were working in the testing

field travelled abroad to study with the experts. Some went to Columbia Teachers'

College to work with Edwa¡d Thorndike and others such as Constance Davey from

South Australia, went to the London Psychological Clinic, run by Cyril Burt, to study

*mi¿.,22.
*nMccallulrr, "Eugenics", 17.
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with Charles Spearman.tto It was the technique of the intelligence test that was the

most important contribution of the psychological sciences to the human

technologies in the fust half of the twentieth century. The test routinises the

complex ensemble of social judgement on individ¡al variability into an automatic

device that makes difference visible and notable.""

The advent of the intelligence test meant that what could now be judged and

administered w¿rs not what one did but what one was. "The enquiries and the

judgements are psychological They are not made in terms of a rule and its

transgressions, but in terms of a norm and an assessment of normalitf'."" The intellect

had now become manageable, with the image of a normal curve and a concept of

intelligence that lvas unitary, va¡iable, assessable and summable into a simple score.

South Australia

In South Australia the Schools' Medical Offrcer, Dr. Gertrude Halley, realised that ttrc

individual attention needed by "subnormaf'children was not available in the schools and

wanted a centre built similar to one she had seen in Mittagong, New South Wales,

where feeble-minded children were taught by the Montessori method.373 She reported

special schools for feeble-minded children should be under the Medical Bra¡rch

of the Education Department. Special care would be taken to scientifically

classify the cases and work given suitable for each individuat child. ... In New

South Wales the Medical branch of the department of Public Instruction have

undertaken the testing of these children. I would strongly urge that such work be

37Tn the 1920s the Carnegie Cmpøation financed study trips to the U.S.A. fu psychologists and ñ¡lly
funded the Australian Cor¡ncil fc Educational Research fm its fnst thirteen years. See McCallum,

Social Production. Chapter 2; Cmsøncy Davey was financed by a Catherine Itrelen Spence scholarship

to pursue post graduate studies in I-ondon.
tttRose, Governine the SCI¡l. 140.

""Fc amue detailed discussiqr of this concept, see Rose, Psychological Complex. Chapter 4.
373çrertrude [lalley was appointed as the Education Department's first medical offrcer in 1913. fler
duties included exanining schools frøt a medical point of view and exa¡nining individual children and

repcting any serious defects. Ilalley was influential in hinging atæntion to the needs of menAlly

retarded children. She gave evidence to the Sor¡th Australian Education Cørmission, which in its final

report in 1913, recognised the unsuiøbility of having mentally defective children in school classes and

aclnowledged the need fc special classes. See Constance Davey, Children and their l¿wmakers: A

relatine to Children (Adelaide: Grifün Press, 1956), 76.
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undertaken in this State; not only from a humanitarian, but from an economic

standpoint, it is to be commended.3to

From 1916 Halley continued to press the department to recruit a school psychologist,

using the eugenic discourses of the time.

During the year the question of dealing with the mental defectives has frequentþ

been bought under my notice. The parents are anxious to know what can be

done with their children. A mental asylum is hardly the place for them.

Something must be done for these unfortunate children. Expenditure now would

probably save many thousands of pounds subsequentþ to the State. These

defective children will later on, unless some steps be taken, be parents of other

defective or criminal children who in their turn will become an extra burden to

the State.37s

Rose describes such discourses as "a double movement in both a moralisatíon artd a

medicalisation", the conversion of a moral problem into a scientific one. For, as

Walkerdine suggests, "once certain forms of social problem were located as an obþt of

science, methods of detection and cure were also implicated".376

In 1920 and again n 1922, Halley lvas an instigator in a move to establish a child study

clinic at the University of Adelaide. It proposed to study problems of social inefficiency

and mental deficiency. However, the state had no frm policy regarding these children

and the movement received no support. But by 1922 William McCoy, the Director of

Fducation, was expressing concern for the education of mentally handicapped children.

He felt that the classification methods for these children were'l¡ndamentally unsound,

yet for want of a better plan ... had been universally adopted".st Ho*"uer he was aware

that teachers needed a way to determine accurately a child's mental age.

In 1924 after a nine month trip abroad to observe education in the United Kingdom and

Europe, McCoy proposed the establishment of a clinic, simila¡ to Child Guidance Clinics

D. Reput of the 36.
F. Report of the 38.

13; Walkerdine sYchology'', 170.
ttSAPB 2:44, (1922\, Appendix 4,. Reput of the Minister of Education, 21.
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overseas and controlled by the Education Department. He stated that South Australia

was 'hot making adequate provision for medical and dental inspection, and for the

training and education of mentally defective and backward children".37t Ha[ey was

asked to conduct a preliminary survey of the children in classes I and II at practising

schools in the metropolitan area. Teachers were asked to select students thought to be

"subnormaf' or 'lrnduly retarded" and headm¿¡sters and infant mistresses were asked to

list children whose chronological age was two or more years above their grade average.

From a roll count of 21,098, 527 children were given the revised Binet-Simon

intelligence test and the Porteus Maze test. Of these, 202 werc found to have I.Qs of

between 80 -90 and were classed as "dull and backward", unable to keep up with

children of 'hormal" ability; 161 were found to have an I.Q. of between 70-80 and these

were labelled the borderline or doubtful cases, who, although education could not

restore to 'hormality'', could be trained for manual labour. It was recommended that

these groups needed teaching in small classes, with a special curriculum to train them to

become labourers. The highest proportion of subnormal children was found in the

working class district of Port Adelaide, which produced 98 high grade morons, with

LQ. below 70 and 66 low grade morons, with I.Q. below 60, reinforcing the dominant

discourse of the time, that "lower classed-ness and a dearth of innate intelligence went

hand in hand".37e These students were thought to be "feeble-minded", incapable of

managing themselves, which prompted the comment from Halley:

all these children for their own good, as well as other pupils and the teacher,

should not be taught in the regular classes. For the last groups special schools

a¡e needed with teachers specially trained for the work. Many of these should be

sent to some institution. ... The number of morons in the schools of Port

Adelaide district would arnply justi$ the establishment so situated that the

378SAPB 4, (1924>, Reput of ril. T. McCo¡ Director of Education, 32.
ttnfiã-ard Nmton, "Psychologists and Class" in Webster, ed., Biolosv. Medicine and Societv 1840-

1940.303-304.
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children could be collected from Port Adelaide, Iæ Fewe's Peninsula, Alberton

and Ethelton schools.m

According to Walkerdine, such a shift to a pedagogy of normalization was permitted by

scientific discourses and practices which transposed habits to a medico-behavioural

model which could then be normalized. At the same time there were "significant new

discourses and practices of population-management being produced". These

related particularly to the science of topography in which a¡eas or districts of
cities were surueyed in terms of housing conditions, amount of crime and family

histories in order to attempt to account for those conditions which produced

crime and pauperism.sl

'Good" or normalised behaviour w¿rs the aim and in 1924 conformity to these nonns

was finally assisted by the appointment of Constance Davey as the South Australian

Education Department's first psychologist. Her position overtly and formally established

the link between schooling and psychology.

With respect to schooling, Davey's responsibilities were written as:

tll (T)o examine and recommend to teachers the treatment of:-
( 1) Children reta¡ded educationally:-

(a) Dull and backward
(b) Mentally defective

(2) Problem children, i.e. the nervous, unstable, stammers, etc.
(3) Delinquent children i.e. truants, etc., co-operating with the Children's

Court and State Children's Department.

t2l (T)o organise Special Classes in the schools for:-
(1) Supernormal children
(2) Subnormal children

(a) Dull and backward
(b) Moron
(c) Occupational classes for lower grades.382

The subnormal group, after testing was classified into two groups, those believed

capable of learning a limited amount of school work and those incapable of learning to

read and write. The first group was designated as Opportunity Class level and the

*SAPP, 
2:44, (1925),Report of the Medical Inspector, 36.

*t 
W"lkerdioe, "Developmental psychology'', 165.

*SAPp. 2:44, (2), (1925),Report of the Minister of Education, 25.
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second as Special School level. Nineteen twenty hve, the initial year of Davey's

appointment saw the establishment of Opportunity Classes in five metropolitan schools,

the first being at Currie Street Practising School, whose Master of Method,

Mr. F. Garter, had expressed an interest in establishing a class for backward children at

the school McCoy named them Opportunity Classes, as they were meant to give

mentally reta¡ded children the 'bpportunity to adjust themselves to school, life and

work".ß They were viewed as classes for the "dull and baclova¡d", with emphasis

being placed on good 'habit training, rather than scholastic attainments".ß Each class

would take up to twenty children, each of whom would receive the individual treatment

and training recommended by the psychologist.

In this manner was developed a professional discourse that endorsed and justified the

constructions of paficular kinds of knowledge and practices. Following Foucault,

Goodson and Dowbiggin suggest:

knowledge in the service of the modern nation state with its various interest

groups and power brokers produces lrelds or 'disciplines' whose authorities

exercise an increasingly thorough and meticulous control over the body. ... the

'disciplines' become 'general forms of domination' which create 'subþted and

practised bodies, "docile" bodies'.*

Some of the Special Classes still included children too low in intelligence to cope with

any form of academic work and the hope was that a central Speciat School would be

established for them, providing special training.ffi Rose explains the development of

such education in this way:

In the courtroom, in the developing system of schooling, in the apparatus

concerned with pauperism and the labour market and in the army and the

*C. M. Davey, Retirement Report to the Directø of Education per Principal Medical Officer,

December 1,1942, in Davev Papers. PRG104, Staæ Arcbives, Mortlock Library, Adelaide.
*Ibid.,26-29.
*tluø 

Gmdson and Ian Dowbiggin, "Docile bodies. Commonalities in the history of psychiatry urd
schooling," in Ball, Foucault and Educatior¡. 106.
*SAp¿ 

¿¿r2, (1926), Report of tbe Medical Offiw,26.
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factory two sorts of problems were posed in the early years of this century that

the psychological sciences would take up. The first \ilas a demand for some kind

of human sorting house, which would assess individuals and determine to what

tlpe of regime they were best suited - a question framed in relation to
deliquency, feebte-mindedness, and pauperis."m; later in proþts for vocational
guidance and selection for the armed forces.*'

Consequentþ, states Rose, the rise of schools and other institutions, whilst co-

ordinating people in an economic manner, also sought to

eliminate certain habits, propensities, and morals and to inculcate others thus

made visible the difference between those who did or did not, could or could

not, would or would not learn the lessons of the institution.s

fuound this time educational psychology was undergoing some significant changes. For

the past decade, or more, the emphasis overseas had been on the child, with child-

centred activities and child-centred techniques, one of the most well known being the

Montessori method of instruction, which was believed to have potential for teaching

large infants' classes. Montessori methods dominated South Australian private infant

schools until the 1930s, but were never more than marginally adopted by the staæ

system.æ Dr. Halley was an admirer of Montessori's work and promoted these

methods for use with the mentally retarded, which may be one reason for the small

amount of support she and Dr. Davey received from the government. Australia was

interested in the theory of experimental methods, but teachers were hampered by the

restricted curriculum standards imposed and the rigid method of testing and promotion

of students from class to class. Similarly, following the prevailing theory overseas,

*tRose, Governine the Soul. 133.
*ni¿-
TeuzaUetn J. Mellu,
(Sydne>c tlarcourt Brace Jovanich Group Pty Lt4 1990), 115; see also R C. Peterson, "The
Montessuians - M. M. Simpsur andL. deLiss4" in C. Turneyed., @
Vol. 3. Studies in the Development of Erlucatim in Ausralia- 1900- 1950 (Sydnefr Sydney University

Press, 1983).
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changes in ideas of education of the mentally handicapped child were expected by

"¿o.¿¡¡s¡alists.m

In her report of t925, Davey detailed her criteria for placement into the Opportunity

Class:

tTlhe psychological examination is an individual one, and its results are

correlated with the child's physical health, his home environment, his social and

moral reactions, his school history and attainments based on the 'Field of
Enquiry' of the late Dr. Fernald Waverþ, Massachusetts.æl

No child was judged to be subnormal on the result of a mental test alone. A folder

containing the records of each child examined was kept for reference. The mental tests

used were Burt's revision of the Binet Scale, Dr. G. Phillips' revision of the same scale

for Australian children, the Porteus Maze Tests, Healy's Picture Completion Test II, as

well as 'tests of particular abilities and disabilities".s2 At same time the child's

emotional reactions, attitude to various tlpes of tests and tendencies to definite forms of

behaviour were evaluated. After examination the child was classified according to ability

to do schoolwork, or general intellectual level The average was the norm and those

falling at least 30 per cent below the average were regarded as "subnormal". The

"subnormal" were divided into two classes, those capable of learning a certain amount

of schoolwork and those 'Vhose power to read and write is nil".3es The latter group

were targeted for occupational training, while the former would be the majority of the

Occupational Classes. These groups were again suMivided into those with or without

anti.social tendencies. The latter were those who, after training, would be capable of

living the life of an 'brderþ cltiznrf'. The "subnormal", having anti-social tendencies,

would need a residential school with 'þroper" equipment and trained teachers and

\oskulen, "The Battle fø Special Fducation", 32.
*tSAPP. 4:2, (2), (1925),Report of the Medical Inspectm, 38.
otlbid.
*tui¿.
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supervisors. Allyrng her work with resea¡ch in Britain and America, Davey divided the

students into three groups:

those deficient or below the average in intelligence capacity a¡e the intellectually

subnormal; those differing in temperamental qualities arq^tþe unstable; and those

lacking power of control or cha¡acter are the delinquent.*

Gertrude Halley was delighted that Constance Davey was appointed as psychologist,

"because in her examinations she found so many children who could not cope in the

schools with the ordinary lessons". As a psychologist, Davey did not only take an

interest in the mentally retarded child:

she was insistent that she wÍrs not just a mental tester and that as a psychologist

she saw problems of behaviollf, ... she also had a great deal to do with their

difEculties outside of school ... Juvenile Court, Children's Welfare Department,

as it was called then. ... She took a clinic at the Adelaide Children's Hospital and

she and Dr. Eleanor Allan and Miss Lois Allan were the founders of most of the

psychological work that was done in this state.3ss

Psychological work in the South Australian Education Department continued under the

general control of the Principal Medical Officer Gertrude Halley, until 1946, when

Mr. L. S. Piddington was appointed as psychologist and a psychology branch was set

up, 'to include the work of the psychological clinic, the Opportunity Classes, vocational

guidance, and aptitude testing".* It is generally accepted that "Bilf' Piddington, or

'?iddy'' as he was affectionately known, was a man of vision.

Well, he did do some amazing things, for the times. For example' getting

what were called the mentally retarded, getting that accepted and teachers

appointed at a time when hardly anybody else was doing thaÇ was really
amazing. Because our Director of Education at the time, later Director
General, ryas a conselvative gentleman. It was done largely with the help of
the parents, the Mentally Retarded Children's Society or Association weFe

*nS. 
A. Erlucation Gazette, l5-7 -1925, 195,

æsMemoirs of Miss Mary Smith, psychologisf in unpublished papers of J. D. C. Robertscr, Chief

Psychologist, South Australian Fducation Department.
*s¿PP, 4|2, (2), (LgÆ),Repøt of the Minister of Education, 31.
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the sort of people who were keen to get it going. ... He just thougþt it was a

good idea and proper, that everyone should have ¡n education.*'

However, although intelligence testing was used by the health professionals, there was

still reluctance in the 1940s and '50s on the part of some doctors and psychologists to

sha¡e information with parents. For them, the knowledge was power, or so it seemed.

[[l went to several people, she was two years old by then, she'd had seizures

and the doctors were saying it's just normal and that I was an

overprotective mother. But once we had the label, and I know labels arentt
good, I knew where f was going.s

[W]e went to the Children's Hospital to frnd out and when f went to check

the records I was told not to, they were not for parents. A 'closed book',
alright. In the meantime, my doctor lvas saying there's nothing wrong and

alt this, till the time came when he had to admit iL And then he turned to
me and said, "You were lucky he wasntt in a wheel chair". They were

dreadful days.

When it was time for him to start school I had to take him to a

psychologisL He put him through a few simple tests. Robbie was then five
and he said, "He can't start school 'till hets seven, he wonttìe readytt. I
said "And then what's ahead of mett? And he said "Nothingtlffi

[N]o-one ever said mentally retarded - that \ilas never mentioned'went as

near to it by saying what can happen, but we still didn't know.m

[N]obody said anything. They said she had an overactivel]yroia. IVe knew

what she was, but no-one ever said, especially the doctor-ol

Often information was gained purely by chance, although it must have become part of

the general discourse and knowledge of the time. For example:

lfl was at the airport and I picked up a Women's Weekly. I was glancing

through it and there was an article by Pearl Buck and she had a retarded

chitd and she was explaining about that in the article and that made me

realise what was the sco¡e with Rosemary.

æTTranscript of interview with 'oT.L.". Property of Orana [nc.,42.
3transcript 

of interview $rith 'B.R'. Property of Orana Inc., 58.
sTranscript of int€rview with 'D.8.". Property of Orana Inc., 79.
@Transcript of interview with *J.L.'. Property of Orana inc., 33.
aolTranscript of interview with 'M.S.". Property of Orana Inc., 63.
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I was telling her about Rosemary and she said "A very good friend of mine
is a psychologisÇ why don't you ring her up and tell her I told you to?t'So
we duly rang this lady up and she said, "Well, the Education Department
hasntt started anything yet, they're aþgut to, but it hasntt started yeL

Rosemary would have bi:en six by then.æ2

Henriques et al. set out to demonstrate that psychology regulates, classifies and

administers in a productive form. Henriques et al. contend it does not simply bias or

distort or incarcerate helpless individuals in oppressive institutions. Certainly psychology

produced the regulative tools that form us as objects of child development, schooling,

welfa¡e agencies, medicine, and so on, but he argues that this insertion in modern social

practices has helped create the'lery form of modern individuality''.4æ He further asserts

that psychology's involvement in our modern form of individuality means it constitutes

subjectivities as well as obþcts.* Offering what Rosenau terms an affirmative post-

modernist analysis, Henriques et al. suggests that psychology is an integral part of the

processes that constitute the social domain and as such

is neither progressing towa¡ds scientific truth nor is it in conspiracy with the

powers that be to oppress ... people. ... we emphasize the necessity of tracing

historically the conditions of possibility of knowledges, The point of view ...

starts out from the proposition that all knowledges ¿¡re productive in the specific

sense that they hawdeiinite effects on the objects one seeks to know.a6

Henriques et aL use Foucault's genealogical approach to history to reconceptualise

psychology as a body of knowledge.o* Rosenau describes genealogies as a "source of

inspiration' to post-modernists, particularly the afflrmatives, for they are "engendering

processes that refer to historical knowledges, struggles, reversals, popular lore, the

aæTranscriot Orana Inc.,41-
¡fog--

ttennoues
ootU¿., i-¡. as "the generic term used in philosophy fc what in

lay terms would be the 'person', 'individual' tr 'human being' and what in psychology is referred to as

'the individual"'. 'subjectivity' refers to individuality and self awareness - the conditim of being a

subject. In this usage, they stress that "subjects are dynamic and multiple, always positioned in relation

to particula¡ discor¡rses and products and produced by these"'
ooftenriques 

et aI., Chansine the Subiect 92.
o*tuio., iot.
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memory of hostile encounters, the interrelationship of constraint and discourse".æ7 For

Henriques et al., the questions posed by the genealogical approach a¡e very different

from those of traditional histories; it is not a matter of finding specific data to support a

given theory or explanation or exposing gaps or inadequacies. Rather, the questions

have to do with why a specific notion of the subject as the individual entity should

become pan of the home truths of psychology:

what administrative strategies and requirements conditioned the emergence of
specific psychological tlreories; what effects they had on each other; and how

this whole network constructs the social domain with all its contradictions and

differences as well as its regularities.aæ

f,m really saying that the development was kind of appropriate to the

mood of the times, but I hope led by the people in the Psydrologr Branch'
or some of them at least, ideologically. I found too' initially, to my surpríse,

that University lÞpartments of Education tended to follow the practice. If
you like, they crystallised thingt^yhid, had been going on in isolated

places, all over the place, for ages.*

It was this "mood of the times", or the public discourse on social issues, in this case the

threat of the mentally retarded, which led to the production of knowledge and claims of

validþ surrounding the discourses of psychology and educational psychology. At issue

for the post-modernists is the diversity of ways this knowledge/power is produced and

becomes legitimatised. Without substantial argument from mainstreart scholars, such

knowledge does not survive, that is, become a form of intellectual knowledge, a "master

na¡rative" of the discipline".

Special Education in South Australia

Constance Davey, the first Education Department Psychologist, worked hard to

ootRoe.nao 
defines the terrr genealogy as history of the present that looks to the past fG insiSbt into

today. See Rosenau, Post-Modernism. xii; Fraser, Unruly Practices: Power. Discourse and Gender in

of Orana [nc.,62.
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improve conditions for her students. She continued establishing Opportunity Classes in

schools and the close of 1926 saw four classes in working class areas, one each at

Alberton and Norwood and two at Port Adelaide, although there were still insufficient

classes for the children requiring places. (See Figure l.) Included in these classes were

children from all three subnormal groups, the dull and backward, mentally defective and

imbecile, and many over twelve years of age, who were unable to cope with any

academic work and whom Davey considered inappropriately placed. In every fu¡nual

Report she requested the establishment of a Special School" but her proposals were not

acted upon.

There are at þast 186 children over 11 years of age in our Metropolitan schools
who, in order to become self-supporting citizens, need the training that can only
be given in a Special School for such children ... In our Opportunity Class rolls
at present there a¡e 286 children - 177 boys and 109 girls of whom 267 are
between 6-14 years and 19 are over 14 years of age. Of this number 158 are

subnormal and need the training that can be given most effectively and

economically in a Special School for such children. There are eight low grade

uneducable children who will always need special care and supervision. These
children are incapable of school work and the Opportunity Class is not the
proper place for them.aro

Four years later she was still expressing the urgency of the situation:

[T]he need for ... a Special Training school becomes more imperative each year.

The Opportunity Classes now contain children ranging from 7-17 years of age.

The older group, especially those over eleven or twelve years of age, either
resent the presence of the younger children or are a menace to these children. ...
If the Special School cannot be provided in the near future for these older sub
normal children the only alternative appears to be that the children over t2 or 13

years return to the ordinary grade. This course would, I feel sure, be met with
well-founded opposition from the teachers of those grades as well as the children
themselves. There a¡e in four of the schools, where an Opportunity Class exists,
waiting lists of ten to twenty younger children who badly need help, but lack of
accommodation in the school prevents the forming of another such class. 

all

410SAPB 
2:44, (3), (1925\, Report of rbe Schml Psychotogist, 31.411s 
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The government was satisfied with the success of the Opportunity Classes and seemed

unwilling to do more and Davey was still making her request yet another four years

later. The number of Opportunity Classes continued to grow and curricula and teaching

methods were developed. There were sixteen to twenty children in each class and the

scholastic grade standard was 1-4. Again the emphasis was on "habit training and

individual teaching".4t' So." of the children admitted rvere so retarded that they were

unable to do any academic work, but there was no other place for them. However, some

academic work was attempted, but the emphasis was largely on good habits and manual

skills training - leatherwork, woodwork, rafia and woollen rugs for the boys and sewing,

cooking and laundry for the girls. Because of the continuing availability ofjobs requiring

fairly low abilities, for example, liaundry workers, maids, etc., students trained in these

classes and previously considered unemployable were able to find jobs.al3 In her

lectures, Davey constantly emphasised the value of training these children.

The feeble-minded, if properþ ca¡ed for and trained throughout adolescence

could under supervision be returned to the community as self-respecting wage

e¿lrners. The provision of such control and training is therefore of social and

economic value to the state.ala

Following on from this, Soder makes the point that the ideology of ca¡e for the disabled

in general and the mentally reta¡ded in particular is influenced by economic changes in

society, although he suggests the correlation is not obviously simple or uncomplicated.

He states that two factors maintain and create this influence.

The first is the labour market policy situation. Specialist pedagogic and social
policy measures have nearly always been aimed at making clients capable of
entering the labour ma¡ket. The targets, conceptions and evaluations that are

used as a basis are therefore coloured by the objective possibilities offered by the

labour market in question. The second factor is the amount of resources that it is
felt can be allotted to rehabilitation and socialisation measures. This also governs

ottsAPP. 2:M, (2), (
otqvoskulen, 

"The B
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and influences how the disabled and their capabilities are regarded in these

sectors. Put simply, one can expect that the ideologies r1=specialist pedagogies

and social policy will change with the economic situation."'"

However, Soder proposes that this statement in many ways is simple and even triv'tal,

for obviously a shortage of jobs and a lack of resources must result in some adaptations

or changes. He believes ideological changes are not open and deliberate, but that

ideology adapts to a changed reality insidiously. It affects our most basic

evaluations in a way which is difficult to recognise. It is as much a question of
rationalising economic changes through ideology as consciously adapting to
., 416
tnem-

Davey, in her Annual Reports kept mentioning the "subnormal t5pes" in the Opportunity

Classes, stating that their placement was a'þreliminary measurd' and that she hoped the

morons and feeble-minded could be transferred to a central Special School.alT ln 1926,

the Women's Non-Party Association held a meeting to discuss proposals for the social

control of the mentally deficient. Supporters of this group included Dr. Gertrude Halle¡

(Education Department), Miss Bessie Champion, (Minda Committee from Minda

Home) and Miss Patchell (Institute of Associated Teachers).ott D.. Davey addressed the

meeting, explaining the position in South Australia and "placed before the conference a

definite scheme for the control, care and education of the feeble-minded, imbecile and

idiot".ale The meeting passed a resolution

that the Government be urged to establish special schools under the authority of
the Education Department for those children who, not being idiot or imbecile,

and not being merely dull or backward, yet by reason of mental subnormality are

ottMartin 
Soder, "The Mentally Reta¡ded: Ideologies of Ca¡e and Surplus Population," in Iæn Bartqt

and Sally Tomlinson eds., Q,mdon: Croom Helm Ltd., 1984),

2:44, (1925), Repøt of the Education Deparunent Psychologist, 26.

Home, a private institution fø mentally defective children, was opened in 1898, with the

government agreeing to subsidise subscriptions. It was esøblished fø "the care, education and Eaining

of only those weak minde( idiotic and imbecile children whose lives by scientific and kindly treatment

could be made not only more tolerable but less burdensome to themselves and to society''. Reeister.

Ma¡ch 18th, 1898,4.
ote"Menial 

Deficiency - Scheme fon Social Control", reported in The Advertiser. 22-7-26.
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incapable of receiving proper benefit from the instruction in ordinary elementary, ,4n
scnooJs.

However, the government w¿rs reluctant to provide any more finance for special

education. No legislation for the control of the mentally deficient adolescent had been

enacted and Minda Home and psychiatric asylums were still the only places for low-

grade children.a2l

ln 1927 the Advisory Council of Education, chaired by the Director of Education,

William McCoy, recommended the establishment of Special Schools for mentally

defective children and submitted a plan for the control, care and education of the

mentally handicapped to be created to co-ordinate these services. However, the

proposal was not adopted at the time, perhaps because of the considerable problems of

cost, organisation and placement involved.az The end of 1928 saw fifteen Opportunity

Classes. New classes had begun at Ethelton, North Adelaide, Le Fewe Peninsula,

|r[ailsworth, Parkside and Hindmarsh. Expansion into the country finally came in August

1931, with the opening of a class at Solomontown to serve the mid north of the state.

There were now 17 classes in 16 schools, with a total of 334 children, 221boys and 113

gitlr.o" By 1937, country classes had been established at Clare, Mount Gambier, Port

Pirie and Murray Bridge, bringing the number of classes to twenty three.a2a (See

Figure 2.)

ToSepp, 2:44, (1925),Report artment Psychologist, 26.
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By now the unsuitability of children over twelve years of age in the Opportunity Classes

was becoming desparate, they were said to be creating a "social and moral nuisance."4ã

The 'tentative conclusion" drawn from the yearly statistics was that there was "nearly

double the number of subnormal boys" as girls and "twice as many subnormal in the

countqy''.4æ Subnormal girls were probably less troublesome in the classroom and not

picked out as obviously retarded, therefore seen as less in number. Older girls may have

been kept at home to help with the household duties; or there may simply have been

more males who were retarded. Cenainly, the trend was to continue, the boys

maintaining the majority of numbers in the classes. Davey arranged for woodwork and

metalwork classes for older boys at the Port Adelaide Central School and the girls

attended domestic work classes twice weekly.a2T

Halley and Davey continued to emphasise the increasingly more urgent need for a

Special Class for older boys, but to no avail. There was little money available tn 1929

and the department remained inactive. During the depression when the likelihood of

employment for the mentally retarded was slim, Davey believed her students would be

better placed gainfrrlly employed under supervision, rather than in the streets.aæ

Foucault and followers would explain this as training and drilling "the bodily energies of

recalcitrant" students by reworking them into "usable commodities", for industrial

capit¡li.sm and maintain that these functions are 'þerformed largely by institutional

regimes and routines".aæ

iil S,qPp. 2:M, (1929), Repo,rr of the Principal Medical Officnr,2l.
o"urbid.,22-
o"Ibid., 

31.o'\V. L. Mans€r, '"The Histry of Special Classes in the Education Deparfrrent of South Ausralia"
(Adelaide: 1959, Typescript, unpublished thesis), 4.
"olan Burkitt, "The shifting concept of the self ', Histuy of The Human Sciences. 7:2, (1994), 70.
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The first Manual and Occupation Class for boys over twelve was opened at Flinders

Street School n 1932, with twelve students who transferred in from nearby Opportunity

Classes. Swimming and gymnastics were recommended, as well as manual training such

¿ts boot-repairing, woodwork and other handwork for which an instructor was

appointed in 1933.130 Two years later the class's name was changed to Special Senior

Boys' Class.ß1 A simila¡ class for girls was started at Port Adelaide in 1936. The skills

developed in the Special Senior Girls'Classes were dressmaking, cooking, millinery and

general housekeeping, presumably because these girls would remain at home after their

school years, or might gain work as domestics. Some of the pupils in these classes were

recorded as having 'bntered by way the Juvenile Court (generally for truancy)" and the

sentiment was that to "help them therefore, is felt to be a definite contribution to social

welfare".43z It was some time before a Special Senior Class was established in the

country, the first class was for boys and opened at Port Pirie in 1945, the year that

Dr. Davey retired.

Dr. Davey's retirement report was full of praise for the efforts and co-operation of the

special education teachers.

The teacher's task in these classes is no sinecure, it demands endless patience,
persistent effort, tact and the power to keep order without friction. ... To the
teachers of these classes I owe much for the success of the work.ß

However, not many teachers were willing to do the work, for in his 1948 report the

psychologist, Mr. L. S. Piddington wrote 'there is still a need for more of these classes

*S.A.B¿ucation 
Gazetæ. )íJ-Y7:5V1, (March 1930), 105.*'ñã.-

fS.A. Educatior¡ Gazetæ. LfÍ:94, (2), (Janua¡y 1936), Report of the Psychologist, aurhø's copy.ttt@t 
of the School PsyOologist, ã1.
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to be established, but the diffrculty is to supply suffrcient teachers for this specialized

. ,, ¿t3,¿f

worK".

Teacher training

[I]t was agreed that past experience with children in special schools had clearly
demonstrated that employment of men of outstar¡ding teaching ability as teachers
of mental defectives schools could not be justified on educational grounds, as

even in the most favourable circumstances the educational results of work with
sub-normal children have been small. Brilliant educational ability can be more
profrtably employed by the State in teaching the normal or supernormal
Sympathetic motherþ women with experience in Montessori Methods were
considered ideally suitable for work with mental defectives.[This paragraph was
crossed out in the original typescript.l 5

According to Tomlinson, the professional characteristics of special education teachers

have always been problematic. They have been regarded as an unskilled occupational

rather than a professional group, semi-professionals or 'the economic proletariat of the

professionals". She states that "within the occupational group of teachers, Special

School teachers have historically been regarded as a lower-status sub group".Æ The

above statement from the conference of Australian Directors of Education n 1924

indicates that this was the case in Australia from the earliest special education teaching

appointments.

From the inception of special education there has been some antipathy and power

struggles between the professionals involved, medical, psychological and educational:

fennuat Repøs of the School Psychologist, 1945 and 1948,4,21. Au¡hø's copies.
*à'Report of the Conference of Directøs of Education", Perth, November l9A, 12-13, cited in
C. Turney, ed., (Iordon: Angus and
Robertson (Publishers) Pty.Ltd-,1975),249. W. T. McCo¡ the South Australian Directø of Education
was Dresent at this conference.*t*,tinron, 

Soecial Education. 91. Tomlinson cites C. V/right MiUs, The Sociological Imasination
(Oxfød: Oxfmd University Press, 1959). See also, A. Etzioni ed., The Semi-professions and their
Oreanisations (New York Free Press, 1969), and W. J. Goode, "Community within a courmunity - the
Professions", American Socioloqical Review. 22, (19 57\, 43.
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[TJhe forms that special education have taken in the past and today are the
products of particular vested interests in the society, and one of the most
noticeable cha¡acteristics of the history of special education has been the power
struggles between medical, psychological and educational personnel, who all
have an interest in dominating definitions of special education.ß7

Since those early years more professionals have claimed expertise in dealing with

children in special education; child psychiatrists, social workers, community health

workers, counsellors, behavioural therapists and so on, have been intent on becoming

the dominant group of expertise. Rose, examining the development of psychology and

what he calls the 'þsy'' disciplines, psychiatry, psychotherapy and psychoanalysis,

suggests that they are part of the "history of the ways in which human beings have

regulated others and have regulated themselves in the light of certain games of truth".

This comment could just as easily apply to the development of special educators and

both could be said to be intrinsically linked to the history of government.

[I] use the term government in the much broader sense given to it by Foucault -
government here is a way of conceptufung all those more or less rationalized
programs, strategies, and tactics for 'the conduct of conduct', for acting upon
the actions of others in order to achieve certain ends. ... The perspective of
government draws upon our attention to all those multitudinous programs,
proposals, and policies that have attempted to shape the conduct of individuals -
not just to control, subdue, discipline, normalize, or reform them, but also to
make them more intelligent, wise happy, virtuous, healthy, productive, docile,
enterprising, fulfrlled, self-esteeming, empowered, or whatever.&

The first Opportunity Class teachers were volunteer teachers, without any training in

special education. As the number of classes grew, it became obvious that the teachers

needed additional training - merely placing the children in these classes was not

providing them with the education they needed. Realising this, Dr. Davey stafed weekly

meetings for teachers in 1926. Davey lectured on the "psychological aspects of the

work" and encouraged the teachers to work together, discussing and colþctivety trying

flfomUnson, Soecial Education. 27.
'hose, IouentiìGselues. I l-12.
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to solve their problems. Even so, for some teachers the work was very difficult and

discouraging. Reportedly, during the early days of Opportunity Classes teachers would

plead with Davey:

["L]ook, Dr. Davey, I can't possibly carry on any more, last week wæ terrible, I
don't know what to do, I can't do it any more." And Dr. Davey would then say
"\Mell come up to my office after school on Friday''and she would have a little
meeting up there in her offrce and she would persuade them to stan again on
Monday. Apparently the early days of Opportunity Classes were tough going,
because to start with they had almost all sorts of kids that could not do their
school work and this included pretty low grade mentally retardeds as well as

disturbed kids and all sorts and they gave no training, they took anybody.æ

One response to this was the adaptation of parts the curriculum to suit the special

stùdents'needs, although the curriculum was still very rigid. For instance, graded word

lists were produced to link with the normal schools'reading schemes. As was the case

overseas, education was aimed at those who were thought to have a chance of managing

to live an adult life as self-supporting citizens.{o

By the end of 1930, there were sixteen classes in the metropolitan a¡ea and the weekly

meetings had lost their effectiveness. According to Davey, this was brought about by the

increase and spread ofclasses throughout the suburbs and differences in teachers'years

of experience, changes for which the informal meetings could no longer cater.4l

Concerned with the welfare of her teachers and students, Davey devised a training

course for teachers, originally consisting of two intensive periods, each of three weeks

full time study.e2 When the Education Department offered the course in 1931, it was

named "The Training Course for Teachers of Reta¡ded and Subnormal Children" and

had been reduced to only four weeks in total - two parts each of two weeks. Pa¡t I was

*C. M. Davey, "Development of Psychological lVmk in Education of Sor¡th Australia," Davev Papers.
PRG104, South Australian A¡chives (hereafter cited as S.A.A.), 4; Typescript of øped discussior¡ with
L.rS. Piddington, fømerly Chief Psychologist and Miss Mary Smith, M.4., authq's copy, 6.*"SAPB 

2:44, (1929\. Report of the Directq of Education, 31; See also Martin Soder, "The Mentally
on," 1-15.
sbed papers, author's copy, 6.
t93t),79.
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to be held in the May vacation and Part II during the following January vacation.Æ No

doubt this change was one of expediency by the Department, not wishing to release

teachers from class during term time. It could also have been an indication of the lack of

importance placed upon special education, or the lack of available replacement teachers.

The course was open to women with three years teaching experience, regardless of

whether they were interested in continuing Special Class teaching. As the Education

Directors' original quote cited "sympathetic motherþ women", the notion of ideal

womanhood at that time which promoted the gentle nurturing and caring nature of

women may have been a re¿rson for the preferring female teachers. A teacher was able to

return to the normal classroom at the end of any school year. A bonus of twenty pounds

was offered for the first year, thirty for the second and forty pounds per annurn for

subsequent years. At a time when an unclassified assistant's (teacher's) salary was one

hundred and sixty pounds per annum, this was a considerable amount. The special

allowance was progressively reduced during the worst depression years of 1931-1935,

as were all y L936 they were restored to the 1930level.4 \

Nineteen teachers attended the first course. The Education Gazette report of the Course

lists its 'butstanding feature" ¿rs the handtraining offered, some of which was

needlework, leathercraft, light woodwork and clay modelling. It was described as a

'Ïght" course designed for women. I-€ctures \Ã/ere presented by Dr. W. Christie, the

Principal Medical Offrcer, who succeeded Dr. Halley earlier that year. In such a way,

according to Foucault, knowledge is developed and credentials established by the

exercise of power, ie. in this case, the dominance of the medical profession. Following

from this

salAriés.

o*lbi¿., XLVII:540, (July t93t), 208*Oauey 
Papers, PRGTO¿, S.A.A., 4.
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ideology intertwines with power as individuals accept, believe and internalize
explanations and justifications for the asymmetries of their social world. ... we
have then ... internalized appropriate rules and ideologies, have accommodated
ourselves to dominant power relationships, and are more concerned with
performing expected actions than with analyzing them.Æ

Topics were the psychology and education of retarded children, the medical aspects of

reta¡dation, speech training, rhythm, drawing and colour work and the use of free

work-ffi Twenty five teachers were listed in the February Gazette of 1932 as having

satisfactorily completed both parts of the course and gained their Teachers of Retarded

Children Certificate.*t A,s earlier Gazettereports stated an enrolment of nineteen for the

first course, presumably some experienced teachers only sat for the examinations at the

end of each part, or were granted their certificates after some inspection as

acknowledgement of their expertise. Courses such as these, according to Ball, provided

teachers with

a rich pseudo-scientific vocabulary of classifications and justifications for the
inevitability of difference in intellectual performance. Knowledge and
practices drawn from the educational sciences provided (in Foucault's terms)
mode of classification, control and containment, often paradoxically linked to
humanita¡ian rhetoric of reform and progress: streaming, remedial classes, off-
site units and sanctuaries, informal or invisible pedagogies.4

For the next forty years, from 1933 to L973, the course continued. It was offered in

alternate years and held in the last week of the May vacation and the first week of term

2, allowing some teacher release time. The n¿Lme was changed n lg47 to "Ihe Training

Course for Teachers of Backward and Difficult Children". The course content was

revised to keep teachers up to date with changing teaching methods. In later years less

emphasis was on handwork skills and more on education and psychological testing and

32),78.

(I-ondon: Routredge & Kegan paur Ltd., lg75). 
see also B' Bernstein' class' codes and control
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observation. By 1954 a course requirement was the submission of a student case study.

However teachers were still difficult to recruit, as "K.M." remembers:

[I] was a trained nunse ... and I saw this advertisement, that people who
had the necessary qualifications could go and do a tpressutæ cookert
Teact¡erst Course. You couldntt get nursing then where youtd be home
with your kids in the holidays. So I rang up and made an appointment to
see Mr. Piddington, it must have been about 1954.I went and saw "Piddy"
and he was yery interested in the nursing bit so I got it straight away. ... At
the time they were about to open Kent Town ... and the only qualification
the hincipal had was a Mental Health Certificate and this special counse
he'd done to work with young people in institutions. ... There was no
preparatory stuff, or anything. You just turned up on the first day at the
school, twelve kids in your class! There might have been a littte tatk with
"Piddy" in the Psydr Branch, but that was all. ... You were just given these
twelve kids, now get on with it! No curiculum, no nothing. ... Of course
toiletting in those days was a very important part of teadring. ... Now and
again we'd go and have a little chat, later they did courses, I did one for
two holidaysand loved iL4e

'M.H." recell.s her recruitment:

[A]nyway, eventually Mr. Piddington came to see me. f was on night duty,
I was a trained psydriatric nurse. And he said "Are you Mrs. H.?t' I said
¡6Yes". He said, "f'm Mr. Piddington, Chief Psydrologist for South
Australia. I've heard that you can teach mentally retarded drildren. ...
Well, we would like you to come into the Psychologr Branchtt. I said, "If
you want me conrc back in two months time". So he came back and I said,
"By the way, how did you hear about me?t' ... "Our social worker goes to
the hospital, thatts how we found about you".4so

'M." opened the fust school in a room at Parkside (later renamed Glenside) Mental

Hospital in 1956 under dif[rcult conditions and ran it successfully until the department

decided to build a school. 'M." 's story continues:

But then they decided they would build a school and would I tell them
what was needed. So I did and it was built, I put in for Head of that sctroot
and I got iL Unfortunately a Mr 6'IV" appealed against me, because hetd
put in for iL And the doctors, Drs "B.tt and '6M." said "Oh well when you
go for the apped we'll go down and we'll tell thenr" But we're going on a
fortnightts holiday, how long will it be?" And Mr "S" said, "Oh, it always
takes a month for an appeal." So they went on their holidays and the
appeal was put through the next week. ... And the judge said he, Mr 6'TV"

had a Teachers' Certificate from England and this that and the other and

ftranscript of intervierv with "K.M.". Property of Orana Inc., l7
o*Transcript 

of interview with "M.fL". Property of O'rana Inc., 88
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he'd worked in Britain. But r knew where he'd worked, in a Children's
Home, nothing to do with retarded and low functioning cl¡ildren. ...
Anyway, Mr. Piddington rang me the next day and said that Mr. ,,w'had
got it, won the appeal, but would r stay a month to show Mr "w" what to
do!! r said "You're asking for your pound of flesh aren't you?t'And r don't
think he knew what r meant! But r said, "No, if he thinks he can do it, t¡en
he can do iL Hets got a good staff of teachers who'll carry him for quite a
while and ftm not staying!"ntt

It was the introduction of the scientifically produced "mental testing" for school children

that is hailed as the "birth" of educational psychology and from that special education.

Public discourses concerning eugenics and the threat of the feeble-minded were

responsible for the production of knowledge and practices of individual psychology. In

this way a pa.rticular regime of truth was defined and defended, that is that the feeble-

minded needed to be regulated and controlled for their benefit and that of the state.

Education was believed to be one way of accomplishing this and the intelligence test

which determined the level of the "normal' child also produced the child who did not

conform, the "abnormal" or the retarded child, who could then be removed from

'hormal" education.

According to Aronwitz, post-modern thought is

bound to discourse and one of the crucial features of discourse is the intimate tie
between knowledge and interest, the latter being understood as "standpoint"
from which to grasp "reality''. as2

I suggest that it was the interest (and fears) surrounding the mentally retarded that were

responsible for generating a knowledge which became a problematic "reality'', which

needed addressing. This was accomplished by educational psychotogy. Thus what may

have been regarded as a marginal discourse became valid. Pa¡t of these discourses was a

new scientific "language" as the mentally retarded were tested and classified into

ottlbid., 
97.ottAtoo*it" 

and Giroux, Postmodern Rlucation. 69
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categories. Foucault termed such discourses ¿¡s 'leridical' discourses - those

knowledges such as psychology and psychiatry which 'l¡nction in truth". Blackman

explains:

lT]hey are organised a¡ound nonns of truth and falsehood, maintaining the
status to divide the normal from the abnormal, to pronounce the good from the
bad. They do not merely exist as abstract regimes of meaning or systems but a¡e
embedded in and organise specific discursive practices, that is schooling. They
provide the techniques and understandings through which behaviours, conduct
and thought are classified, administered and managed.Æ

It is through language, asserts 'Weeden, that subþtivity is produced and this similarly

applies to the subjectivity of the mentally reta¡ded and their families.

Language is the place where actual and possible forms of social organization a¡rd
their likely social and political consequences are defined and contested. Yet it is
also the place where our sense of ourselves, our subþtivit¡ is constructed.
Subþctivity is produced in a whole range of discursive practices - economic,
social and political - the meanings of which are a constant site of struggle over
power. Language ... constructs the individual's subþtivity in ways which a¡e
socially specific. ... [postmodernism] theorizes subþtivity as a site of disunity
and conflict, central to the process of political change and to preserving the
status quo.454

In the discourses of the time it w¿¡s women who

formed the bedrock of the emergent caring professions, in which a certain level
of education - training - combined with a sensitive nurturant femininity were the
order of the day. ... women teachers, trained in psychology, were to assume the
entire ,lgsponsibility for ... the continued maintenance of bourgeois democratic, ¡155
oroer-

However, it was mainly the men in positions of power who were responsible for

producing the set of knowledges and technologies responsible for regulation of the

population, and women were defined and positioned within these discourses as the good

teachers, important for social regulation, but not important enough for "government", as

),21.
(I.odon: Open

University Press, 1986), 63.
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'M" rilas to discover.* In 1956 teacher classification became dependent upon the

number of Iæaving examination subjects acquired and courses were approved by the

Classification Boa¡d. Each part of the Psychology Branch course then became equated

with one traving subject.6T Later in the 1960s, when teacher promotion became tied to

the number of teniary subjects held, a pass in the course was awarded the s¿rme status ¡ts

a tertiary unit.Æ

To conclude, Ba¡t suggests that the efforts

to turn special education into a respectable science of behaviour by, for example,
embracing such reductionist models of behaviour analysis and treatment and
largely ignoring social and educational models, is probably related to
awareness that scientific paradigms can function as legitimising ideologies for
professional service.

It can be seen then that constraints placed upon special education by'brganisational

requirements" and discourses of regular education, (e.g. to reduce disruption in the

classroom), by competing discourses of other professions concerning health and training

of special education students and by legislation and funding restrictions, are all in some

way responsible for special education failing to achieve the professionalism which it

desires.

In the next chapter the parents interviewed discuss their struggle to change the

subþtivities produced by the state for their children. In the state's view these children

were the "in-educable mentally retarded", too low functioning for a Special Class or

Special School and for whom it was not viable to provide education. The parents' view

o*Ibid., 
65. Rose uses the term government to mean a "portmanteau notiql to encompass the multiple

strategies, tactics, calculations, and reflections" that seek to 'tonduct the conduct of human beingi".
Sqe Rose, Inventinq Our Selves. Chapter 7.o''M.L.s[ffi¿,"nedJveloprrentofEducationDeparrnentfacilitiesforhandicappedchildrenin

68), 38.

Individual Disabnit¡'in Barton and ronrinson, rJffåir*it"ï #llIttÏ,t.":traloftnorcer 
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and the subþtivities and surrounding discourses they wanted to achieve was that their

had children a right to education conducted in a 'þrofessional" manner and from which

they should not be excluded.



CHAPTER 5

THE PARENTS - BREAKING TIIE SILENCE

Parental involvement

The immediate post-war years saw, for the first time, many parents in the Western world

openly expressing their dissatisfaction with the education of their mentally reta¡ded

children. Lazerson reports that two developments during this period dramatically altered

special education in North America, "extraordinary growth and tremendous conflicts

over presumed benefits of special education and the procedures for placing children in

Special Classes".aæ The post-war baby boom had increased the number of children and

by proportion retarded children born and improved medical technologies kept more

alive. Agreeing with this, Soder writing about the Swedish situation says, 'þerhaps the

most striking feature of the post-war period was the increase in the number of registered

mentally retarded people".61 Labelling became an integral part of the medical diagnosis

for the "diagnostic process defines and categorises behavioural or physical conditions

into scientific tenns amenable to treatment".62 According to Rose:

[I]n the postwar period, a new set of psychological terms entered the language
of government. ... A new gaze was directed at family life and children's
behaviour, a gaz,e shaped and educated in psychological terms. ... The language
of mental hygiene made it possible to conceptualize a range of new institutions
... as the ñllcrum of a compreheruive system for the inspection and treatment of
all those pathologies now described as 'maladjustment'.Æ

*l¿zerson, 
"The Origins of Special Education", 27.*tMartin 

Soder "ThJMentaIþ Retarded: Ideologies of Care and Surplus population", in Tomlinson,

is of Special Education", in Tomlinson, Sfpcial Education. 94.
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Wood states that the post-war attitude to the handicapped also became positive rather

than negative as had been the tendency. The reason for this he suggests, was the

increased public awareness bought about by effective results of rehabilitation

programmes for disabled servicemen. This helped to create a demand for simila¡ work in

the schools.* In North America, as in Australia and Europe, parents wanted their

children adequately taught in state schools. Describing the Australian scene, Elkins

writes:

[I]n the immediate post-war period, the major efforts of state education
departments were concentrated upon children with mild intellectuat disabilities.
In consequence, voluntary organisations were formed to provide special
schooling for children with moderate and severe levels of intellectual disability
and for children with physical disabilities. ... It is clea¡ ... thar the rise of ...
voluntary organisations represented a mobilisation of concerned citizens faced
with enormous problems in the absence of any govemment effort.as

Lazerson reliates the similar North American experience:

It is ha¡d to overestimate the impact of parental organizations on speciat
education in the 1950s and 1960s: they \ilere the successful agitators for the
expansion of the system. Often in uneasy alliance with professional educators,
through letter writing, campaigns, through lobbying pressures in state
legislatures and departments of education, and through the development of
national co-ordinating groups, they forced the transfer of larger portions of
educational funds to special education. 6

According to Rose, it was during the post-war years that attention "gradually but

decisively shifted from the prevention of maladaption to the production of normality

itself', therefore parents wanted this 'hormality'' for themselves. Adults were now

coming to 'tonstrue the maximization of the physical and mental welfare of their

offspring as the privileged path to their own happiness".Æ7

*S." wood, W. "Education for Exceptioral Children', The Australian Journal of Education. le

n Australia", l&-165.
pecial Education", 28.
163.
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In South Australia, the Special Schools for which Dr. Davey had campaigned for so

long still had not eventuated. Pa¡ents of the severely mentally retarded children not

provided for in the state schools were most dissatisfied, they'îanted an extension of

special educational services, ... in the name of equality'', they wanted what was offered

to other children.aæ At this time, in 1950, if a child was unable to be educated in a

Special Class in a "normal' school and therefore termed ineducable, the only placement

available to parents was Minda Home, which meant that many reta¡ded children had

never attended a school.

An advertisement was placed in The News on Wednesday, July 26th, 1950, by Mr.

Douglas Wilson, inviting people interested in establishing a training centre for'tuition of

children below the standa¡d required for the Education Department's Opponunity

Classes", to telephone the aforesaid Mr. 'Wilson.æ'T.L." recalls the event.

It was a dliropractor called Thompson, he had a number of patients who
were intellectually disabled dritdnen. He got talking to the parents, there
\vas no sdrool for the children, so he cålled a meeting and got them
together to talk about this. At sonre stage he got his accountant, a chap
called Doug Wilson to come along too a¡rd out of that discussion, meeting
or whatever it was, they decided to form the Mentally Retarded Children's
Society. The accountanÇ Doug \{ilson, became the first chairman and he
was chairman for a number of years. ... He was an accountant for
Thompson and thatts how he came to be there, the rest were all parents. I
think it was known as the Mentally Retarded Children's Educational
Society. They dropped education out of it after a short period, it was a
mouthful even with the normal title. Their main aim in life was just to get
the government to open a school.aTo

D.8." also remembers the event.

Fortunately Mr. Thompson had led a campaign to have chiropractors
recognised, so he had some experience. IVe went to his oflice one night and
he said, "r'll help you too." So we met and he said, "The first thing to do is

aæImrlinsm 
56.
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to find out how many retarded drildr,en rve'ye got in the city." And he said,
"What you do, you hire a halt and put notices in the pâper.¡a7r

On the 10th of August that year a meeting was held at the Rechabite Hall, Victoria

Square, which was attended by between eighty and ninety people, mostly parents and

some professionals in the field. Dr. Davey, although retired, was present as w¡¡s

Mr. Piddington, her successor. It was at this meeting that the Mentally Reta¡ded

Children's Society (M.R.C.S.) was formed.aT2

From its inception the society was a vigorous agitator for training facilities for mentally

reta¡ded children. Consequently, (according to the parents interviewed) in 1951, the

Minister of Education reported that an Occupation Centre was being planned which

would cater for up to fifty children considered to be ineducable in a normal school The

Department's next annual report stated that a house had been purchased at Kent

Town.a73 When the first Occupation Centre opened there in September 1953, the school

had an enrolment of twelve students, which expanded to fifty within two years.ato Mrs

Cora Prior, a trained teacher of the mentally reta¡ded, was recruited in England to take

charge. The Minister's Report of that year was very enthusiastic about the school's

progress, stating that, 'A new interest has come into the lives of the children: their

parents report that they no longer roam from home, they sleep more restfully, and ... are

happier in their home life".47s A parent of one of the students remembers the opening.

ft was one of those political issues wherc the government was capitalising
on opening a nerv school. I think it m¡ght have been an election year,
because there was great fanfare.aTo

otôIranscript 
of interview with 'T.L.". Property of Orana lnc.,2.
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l¡ 1954, the State Government invited James Lumsden, the Staff Inspector of the

Ministry of Education in England and "expert" in the training of mentally retarded

children, to visit the state and comment on the special education facilities. He wæ

obviously impressed by what he saw, reporting that the Special Senior Classes were

¿rmong the most promising he had seen, but he was critical of the services provided for

subnormal children. He stated that the private organisations, such as Minda Home for

low functioning mentally retarded children, Townsend House for blind and deaf children

and the Crippled Children's Association, were being asked to "shoulder too much of the

burden" of what should be the state's responsibility.4z

The next Occupation Centre was opened at Woodville in 1956 and a third was started in

Berri, a Riverland town approximately 300 km north east of Adelaide in 1961. It had an

enrolment of twelve students and served the Upper Murray district, with children

coming from Barmera, Winkie, Lynrp, Renmark, Monash and Loxton.Again, according

to parent interviews, this rapid move to provide facilities outside the metropolitan a¡ea

was a result of consistent pressure from parents in the M.R.C.S. "J.L'-'. recollects:

[w]e were arvare there was a need in the country. ... rve had a special way
of going about iL ... lve organised a public meeting in the town, the pattern
was to get together the locât dignitaries, the mayor, the local member of
Parliament, the Senice Clubs and particular.ly the parents of intellectually
disabled children and anyone else we cnuld get along. A group from
Adelaide would go down there, a couple of car loads from the M.Rs.c.
Committee ManagemenL 'T." was usually the main speaker a¡rd he would
tell them about the M.R.C.S., how successful we were and what you could
do and how schools were opened in the metropolitan area and persuade
them to push hard to open a school. ... At the finish he would get them to
form a branch of the M.Rc.s., usually getting the rocal member of
Parliament as drairman of the committee to give it a bit of push and they
would become a brandr. ... r remember when we met in the Munay Bridge

otJ. Lu-sden, Repct on Facilities fø the Education and Care of Mentalty ÌIandicapped Children in
s.A., 1954,3, S.A.A.
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Primary Sdrool and I think the first president was the local member of
Parliament, the State Member, and it was the same with the others.aTt

In1957, the M.R.C,S. approached the Ministers concerned with an "over 16" plan.

They believed that their adolescents would benefit from a longer period of training than

the department was providing.aTs

[fJn the early days, when the Education lÞpartment finally opened Kent
Town, the M.RC.s. had been pursuing ttris for years, trying to get it
opened, some of the children who would have been eligible if theytd done it
in the first place were too old for it, so that ryas a problern @

This led to the establishment of two 'bheltered" training workshops within the Kent

Town and Woodville Occupation Centres, to provide additional training for students

from sixteen to twenty years of age. The training was in the form of production-line type

work, meant to give experience of basic work sküs.€l

[T]hey decided that they'd try and teaclr them craft and they set up this
craft place in one or two sheds in the back of the Kent Town School. r
remember the old sheds, they were unlined just like ordinary garden sheds,
it must have been terible in summer. They worked there unt¡t a lecturer
came out from England, r don't know who brought him ouÇ but he was an
expert on mental retardation. He gave a lecturc one night at the Teacherst
Training college whidr was in those days in Kintore Avenue and he
espoused the idea of sheltered workshops. I think ..J." of the M.RC.S.
approached him and said "How do you go about it?" He said, ,.All you
need is a KX)m, a table and chair and you're in businesslr, ... rr¡.r, *orL"¿
for a retail grocery drain store firm and ... they had a shop in O'Connell
street in North Adelaide and at the back of ûre shop was a (x)m whictr
wasn't in use. He worked it that they could use it for packing. They had the
job of cleaning it ouL They started paerring eggs and potatoes and the
group from Kent Town moved into this building and started packing, that
was the first sheltered workshop.'|82

In 1963 Kensington Sheltered Wortrshop Training Centre was opened. This was to be a

senior centre from which students from the 'Junior centres" could transfer, catering for
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ages twelve to twenty. A wide range of craft activities were taught. Private business

supplied contract work and good work habits urere encouraged.ß

By 1965 there were twenty-three Special Senior Classes in metropolitan and country

primary schools. Although the classes were successful, the problem of the students' age

was again evident. When most children left primary school at twelve years of age, it

could not have been an ideal situation to have the fifteen and sixteen year old Special

Class students in the primary school playground with the six year olds; quite likely this

caused social and behaviour problems. In 1966 four Special Classes were started in

metropolitan secondary schools - th¡ee in technicat schools and the fourth in a high

school, Elizabeth Boys'Technical and Elizabeth Girls'Technical schools ¿rmong them.

This same year saw the beginning of the Opportunity Class Mothers' Groups. This was

instigated by a group of mothers from The Mentally Retarded Children's Society.e Six

groups were formed to meet monthly, to 'help gain a better understanding of their

children's problems", but their main function was to raise funds for much needed school

equipment. The mothers' club at the Kent Town School raised enough money by cake

making and raffles to enable the building of a gymnasium.Æ By 1971, only five Senior

Classes were left in ptimary schools, the last transferred to a more appropriate

secondary school setting in 1973.4æ

ln 1962 at the request of the Minda Home Board, the Education Department took over

the institution's school and Mrs. M. P. K¿ufrnann, a trained teacher from Victoria, was

appointed as head teacher.æ7 In the same year, Occupation Centres opened at Barton

o*tui¿.

Repøt of the Minister of E<lucatior¡, Psycholoev Branch Reporl L9@.,4. Authq's
IXXXI1:947, (January 1966), Official Direcrcy.

Branch, Officiâl List of Schools and Stalf, 1972. Authu's co¡ry
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Terrace, in Nonh Adelaide and country Whyalla.Æ Also in 1962 at rhe request of the

Mental Health Services, ttvo teachers were appointed to Pa¡kside Mental Hospital (later

Glenside) and two to Northfield Mental Hospital, where they worked in the wards.

These classes were officially annexes of the Kent Town and Barton Terrace Occupation

Centres. They became schools - Pa¡kside Hospital Occupation Centre and Northfield

Hospital Occupation Centre in 1965. Inl97L the Strathmont Centre was opened and the

children from Glenside were transferred to the school, closing the two hospital schools.

The school at the Centre was named Piddington School, in recognition of Mr. L. S.

Piddington, who had been head of the Psychology Branch during its period of rapid

expansion in the'sixties.€s

'?iddy' as he was affectionately known, was very highly regarded by the parents in the

M.R.C.S.. According to'C." he was

wonderful, he was a ttgemtt. He was magnificenL wetve been lucky in
South Australia in that there's been a very good relationship between
voluntary organisations and the Department and that was through
"Piddy". we did things whidr I don't know whether you could do today.
For instance, the school at whyalla. ... "Plddytt let r¡s know that a school
was needed at whyalla and he couldn't do anything, he could only put
pressure and nothing happened. So we said, "We'll go over there, this is
the M.R.C.s. committee.t' "Piddttt sarv an intelligent mother over there
and said, "Look, if you want help these are the people who can help you, is
it alright if r give them your name?" He couldn,t give us any other names,
he'd got her permission, so he gaye us her name. So we contacted her and
said, "wetll be over such and sudr a datert' and most of us in the
Committee with our wives went over therc for a weekend.

We met this lady and of counse she had no compunction about telting us all
the other names of people so we went around door knocking on the
Saturday afternoon before the meeting. vYe said, "Look, r be[eve you have
a handicapped drild, I'm the parent of a mentally retarded child and rue're
having a meeting tonight to try and get a school, will you come?" Most of
them nearly fell over backwards at someone admitting having a retarded
child, they hadn't struck it before, they were in isolation. So we had a

ntuio.. 
z.*G.N. 
Stott, The Story of Hosoital Schools. (1970), cited in Shacklefmd, "The development of

Education Departrrent facilities", 5 1. (authø's tlpesoipÐ.
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meeting that night They didn't have a Mayor, they had a Town Secretary,
r think he came and draired the meeting and the local member of
Parliament, we 'dobbed'him in as chairman and when Tom playford was
beaten next time, he became Minister of Education - you can be lucky!!
That w?^l just an example of "Piddyt' worlcing inside and we working
outside.m

Every parent to whom I spoke regarded '?iddy' almost like their "saviouC'. Rose

substantiates this when he writes about the type of relationship which develops between

the psychological experts and those who consult them.

[W]hether they be managers, parents or patients, their relation to authority ...
has to do with a kind of discipleship. It is structured by a hierarchy of wisdom, it
is held in place by ... the possibility that the decisions that are made by such
authorities can be conducted in a way that appears to be in the best interests of
those whose lives they will affect - be they worker, prisoner, patient or child.æ1

Certainly, the parents trusted the child guidance experts and then the schools, as part of

what Rose terms the human technologies, "assemblages of diverse forces, instruments,

architectural forms, and persons to achieve certain ends", in this case education for their

children. He continues:

to the extent that these seek the calculated transformation of human conduct,
they are inherently linked to those knowledges and techniques that promise to
bring such a transformation about. Human technologies comprise a range of
related methods for linking together, shaping, channelling, and utilizing the
forces of individuals and groups in pursuit of certain obþtives.aæ

South Australia, at this time, was the only Australian State making provision for

children considered "ineducable" in the normal school and considered itself a leader in

the field.as3 Occupation Centres changed their names to Special Schools in 1970,

reflecting a change in attitude regarding mentally retarded children. It was now thought

ana Inc., 15-16.

ce, No. R5., Rlucatiur Departurent of South
Australia 1967. Author's copy.
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they should be educated, not just 'bccupied", as the former name implied.s 'fhe

Education Act of 1972 deleted the clauses relating to handicap, making it compulsory

for all children between the ages of six and fifteen to attend schoolæs By 1974 there

were eight Junior Special Schools and one Senior Special in the metropolitan area, as

well as Special Schools within the institutions of Minda and Strathmont. The Education

Department employed approximately one hundred and fifty special education teachers,

who taught approximately one thousand, four hundred children.ffi

Special education in South Austr¡lia owes much to the tireless efforts of Constance

Davey. After setting up "Junior" and then "Senior" Opportunity Classes she pressed the

government for many years to allow her to establish Special Schools for the children

inappropriately placed in these classes, that is the children whose mental functioning was

too low for Opportunity Classes to be of any benefit. It was the advent of concerned

parents wanting education for their reta¡ded children and their formation of the

"lobbying" organisation, the M.R.C.S., that provided the extra impetus to "force" the

govemment to act. This resulted in the opening of the first Special School, or

Occupation Centre as it was then called, in 1953.

The first special education teachers were volunteærs, but very soon Davey started

weekly meetings and then lectures, to provide "her" teachers with support and much

needed knowledge. Such knowledge/power was from the medicaVpsychology

perspective and power struggles developed between professionals involved, which in my

experience is still very much a part of "modern" special education. Distribution of

knowledge by professis¡els, or 'knowledgeable persons who can speak 'in the narne of

flsnacffeford" '"The development of Educatior¡ Departrrent facilities,,, 54.*trbid.,55.
*Omciat 

List of Scbools a¡d Staff, Guidar¡ce and Special Education Branch, 1974. Authm,s copy.
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society"' allows the government and simultaneously the Education Department

authorities, to become'tonnected up to all manner of facts". Rose puts the view that

[K]nowledge here flows a¡ound a diversity of apparatuses for the production,
circulation, accumulation, authorization and reelization of truth: in the academ¡
in government bureaux, in reports of commissions, public enquiries and pressure
groups; it is the 'know-how" that promises to render the unruly domains over
which government þ_to be exercised, to make government possible and to make
government better.aeT

In order to make government, and following from that schooling, "betted' the'þolitical

authorities" became 'bbligated" to "better" the health, happiness and wellbeing of the

population and those families and individuals who comprised it".Æ If we look at the

mentally retarded population, Bart suggests, and I have found to be the case in South

Australia, that management practices in special education have allegedly shifted from a

punitive to a therapeutic orientation. She writes:

more medical, paramedical and medically related professionals now work in the
field of special education; but their presence has merely changed the field's
'gatekeepers' and gatekeeping style; social and educational structures
representing dominant social interests remain the same.as

Rose agrees, stating that not all'þolitical subjects" are embraced by a new regime and I

believe this is the case for special education.

Those 'on the margins', literally 'outside society,' are frequently either excluded
and marginalissf, controlled by the older, harsher ways, or maintained under the
particular regimes of environmental intervention and non-intervention known as
'community care'.m

The discourses and knowledge surrounding special education may have changed, but I

believe those "in it" are still a marginrlised group.

In the previous chapter I examined the evolution of Special Classes within 'hormal"

*tNikolas 
Rose, 'Governing 'advanced' liberal democracies," in Barry et al., For¡cault and political

Reason.45.q;rã.
*B.tt, 

"The Differential Diagnosis of Special Fducation," in Tomlinson, Special Education. 93.
\ose, Inventins Our Selves. 16ó.
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schools for junior and later senior students, but what was there for children who were

considered ineducable, who supposedly could not be taught in a "normal' school? If

these children were not placed in an institution they remained at home for the rest of

their lives, with no schooling and no respite for the parents. As has been discussed

elsewhere in this thesis, Foucault as a post-modernist, places agencies such as courts,

prisons, schools and "modes of intervention" such as magistrates, doctors, social

workers, teachers and so on within structures of power and discourse. He claims that

subþts of social policy (for instance mentally retarded children) are

constructed within the discourse of social policy and categories, classification
systems and forms of knowledge by individuals and groups within the political,
administrative and eronomic spheres. These constructs establish within any one
instance of discourse (e.9. a report, an academic text, a social work case-file) a
relation between the conception of a subject (e.g. a social problem, a system of
welfare, a client) and the forces which repeatedly determine it. Through this
process !þ9 subject is endowed with particular forms of factitively and
causality.sol

This premise aligns with the concept of "attending to the nom", particularly apropos

the mentally reta¡ded, whereby a "slvam" of technicians, or 'homative judges" such as

teachers, psychologists, psychiatrists and social workers are employed to

differentiate, quantiff and rank an individual according to his or her ability to
conform to the normative prerequisites of disciplinary technology
Norm¡lis¿¡lsn becomes one of the great instruments of power ... and ...
humanity is _the respectable name given to this economy and its meticulous
calculations.s2

However, Zaretsky proposes that instead of seeing the state as slowly encroaching

upon, or supplementing or replacing the family, the modern state and the private family

*tM"rtio 
Hewitt, "Biopolitics and Social Policy: Foucault's Account of W'elfare", Theø.v Culture and

2:1, (1983),67-68.
69.
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should be viewed as arising more or less together in a definite relationship to one

another.sg

Gordon too argues that this process of intervention into family life by the state could be

seen as "a process with ambiguous outcomes, and one in which clients actively

participate, often having a significant impact on the fuial outcome".il Van Krieken

agrees stating that boundaries between the state and civil society, the family and the

community are more often "quite blurred" for'the state is not a thing which thinks and

acts". He suggests we need to examine the process of state intervention, not within a

discourse of

control, regulation, repression, domination or administration, but one of
asymmetrical negotiations, alliances and compromises, occurring within the
structured fields ... and discourses ... of power relations.ss

As will be demonstrated from the interviews in this chapter this is the way in which

Special Schools began, not by one power (the state) exerting total domination over

another (the parents and their mentally retarded children), but rather as a result of active

participation on the parents' part, i.e. elliances and compromises, with outcomes to suit

the needs of both parties.

Elizabeth Tonkin, in her book, Narrating our Pasts, examines the interconnections

between memory, cognition and history and shows how they help to shape individual

selves. She suggests

individuals a¡e also social beings, formed in social interaction, reproducing and
also altering societies of which they are members. I argue that 'the past' is not

sbf Zarest¡ "Rethinking the V/elfare Staæ: Dependency, Econøric Individualism and the Farnil¡"
in Janes Dickinson and Bob Russell eds., Familv. Econøry and State. The Social Reoroductior¡ Process
under Caoitalism
ffi, (Newyøk:
Yù<ing Pen guin, 1988), 289 -299 -
"\an Krieken, Children and the Søte.7, 39.
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only a resource to deploy, to support a case or assert a social claim, it also enters
memory in different ways and helps to structure it. s

Tonkin names the different conventions of discourse through which "speakers tell

history and listeners understand them" ¿¡s genres. She explains:

[A] genre signals that a certain kind of interpretation is called for. To literates,
for example, the layout of a sonnet suggests that one should not interpret the
words as one would a mathematical equation. Genres provide a 'horizon of
expectation' to a knowledgeable audience that cannot be derived from the
semantic content of a discourse alone. ... Oracy has its genres just as literacy
does, but their conditions include the circumstance of orality. ... The oral genre
can be signalled by the occasion, or the status of the teller. ... Genres a¡e social
products of panicular temporal and economic conditions, realised in varying
interpretations by different audiences. 

s7

According to Tonkin, oral history accounts can be seen as social practices in social

contexts. For her, 'lepresentations of pastness", a term she uses as more exact than

history, are made by 'þersons in interaction, situated in real time and space" and

however modest the speaker's aim, are nevertheless 'þurposeful social actions".

Narratives, she continues, 'þut forward moral and other arguments, through their

ordering and plotting, in other words, the shape of the narrative is not neutral, and - as

with genre in general - adds to implications of the stoqy''. Gluck and Patai agree, stating

that

na.rrators frequently shape their na¡ratives according to their own sense of
direction, ... it is also true that the telling of the story can be empowering,
validating the importance of the speaker's life experience.*

As Vick points out, from a post-modern standpoint many claims made in favour of the

nalTative as a genuine form of representation of the past are problematic.æ However,

postmodernism allows us to take a fresh look at the possibilities of writing narratives

Îgü"abeth Tonkin, Na¡rating or¡r Pasts. The Social Construction of OraI Histor.v (Canbridge:
Canbridge University Press, 1992), l.*tni¿., 

ã*Sh"*o 
Berger Gluck and Daphne Patai eds., Women's 'Wmds. The Feminist Practice of Oral

L{i_storv (New Yuk: Routledge, l99l>,2.*See 
Malcolm Vick, "Narrative Histø1r Truly Writing The Past", in Histø.v Of Education Review.

27:2, (1998),1-15.
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and at the understandings these might make possible. Moving away from the histories of

public structures in order to focus on experiences 'þrovides important messages about

the experiences and tnentalities of 'ordinary people'."slo The challenge of postmodern

way of thinking is to accept the complexities and diversities of these messages as a

central part of history.

Indeed, as Cutting suggests, apart from the sometimes incomprehensible and

paradoxical language, Foucault's method of trying to understand the present in terms of

the past, in one way or another, is the aim of most historians. His histories begin with his

perception that something is amiss in the present, for example a social circumstance, an

institution, a discipline, or a social practice. The circumstance chosen for this thesis was

the exclusion of mentally reta¡ded children from the schooling system. Foucault's main

goal was not necessarily to understand the past, but to understand the present and the

processes that led to the current social circumstances. Unlike many traditional histories

which state that where we are now is inevitable, given the so-called facts, Foucault's

histories aim to remove 'the air of necessity by showing that the past ordered things

differently and that the processes leading to our present practices and institutions were

by no means inevitable".sll

With these interviews, I fuither substantiate that there have been alærnate attitudes

towards the schooling of mentally reta¡ded children with at least as much 'tognitive

respectability'' as those of today. These are social consructions, intelligible and

believable in their periods, and based on scientific knowledge of a particular conception

ttï-u"y 
Tasker, "The masked disease: ual history, memory ar¡d the Influenza Pandemic, 1918-19", in

K. Darian-Smith and P. Ilanilton eds., Memorv and Histc.v in Twentieth-Century Ausralia
(Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1994), 77.
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of mental retardation. Yet Foucault would maintain that neither have privileged access

to the truth about mental retardation.sl2

Certainly my interviewees had a clearly defined aim to recount their actions in a time of

different social practices and context and were determined that I understand their life

experiences. Oral history then also provides us with a way of understanding individual

subþts and their subjectivities.sls

In oral history 'brientation and content" can be affected by 'triggering effects of venue

and audience". ft is important to be aware that

the social relationship between ... tellers and listeners almost always includes
power inequalities, sometimes represented as moral ones, these may make a
story appear condescending or an attempt to curry favour, or to be reckoned
unsuitable for certain ea¡s. ... The outside resea¡cher is socially 'read' or
'misread' too and is not, therefore, a neutral recorder of data but a factor in a
social event.sr4

But whatever power or control narrators may have during the interview, when they are

able to "negotiate the terrain", usually ends once the interview is finished. As Gluck and

Patai comment, this shift in control over the na¡rative "reveals the potential for

appropriation hiding under the comforting rationale of empowerment". The danger is

that data on others may be gathered and constructed to fit one's own paradigms. As a

special education teacher, I am unashamedly unable to be neutral. I hope however, that I

do not appe¿¡r patronising in my presentation of these interviews, it certainly is not my

intention, rather for the sake of this study I believe these perspectives need to be

presented. Although my consciousness has been formed within a different social and

tttsee 
Cutting's discussion of Foucault's history of madness fu a useful cmrparison with mental

reta¡dation. Ibid. 10-12.tttbid., 3, 36; See Katherine Bøland, ""That's Not What t Said": Interpretative Conflia in Oral
Narrative Research" and Marie-Francoise Chanftault-Duchet, "Narrative Structures, Social Models,
and Symbolic Representation in the Life Støy'', in Gluck and Patai, Women's Words. 63-75,77-gZ.-'-Ibid.,54.
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historical reality, I have tried to present the interviews in a way that provides my

interpretation of the experiences without misrepresenting the interviewees. In other

words, I have attempted to understand and analyse the part played by the interviewees,

or 'Social actors involved in histoqy'' and how they were perceived 'through the

ideological blue prints" they had internalised.

The intervÍews

Interviewees were located through Orana Incorporated, an organisation which provides

sheltered workshop employment and accommodation for intellectually disabled adults

and indeed w¿ts started in the 1950s by some of the parents whom I interviewed. Orana

supplied the name of a past committee member on the understanding that any taped

interviews I might do remain the property of Orana. The other names came from

recommendations of interviewees. In total I interviewed twenty-four people, fourteen

parents, one of whom had also worked in a Special School, six teachers and four

Psychology Branch personnel None refused, but all wished to remain anonymous. The

mentally reta¡ded 'thildren" ¿¡re now at least fifty years old and one has died. All the

interviewees are retired and at least in their seventies, two a¡e widowed, one has

remarried, the others are still together and living in their homes, one couple in a

retfuement village. Their children are all in sheltered accommodation, but they remain in

regular contact, as do some, but not all of the siblings.

All interviews were held in the interviewees homes. An initial phone call established

contact and explained the purpose of my thesis and hence the interviews. I then phoned

a week later to see if they were willing to participate. During a preliminary visit each

interviewee received a copy of the outline of my thesis proposal and a conditions of use

form for the transcripts was left for their perusal. Interviewees were then phoned after a
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few days and asked again if they wanted to participate. The main a¡ea of concern for

parents was confidentiality for them and their families, especially siblings, as many had

experienced some 'lery bad times". Another concern was name usage of "bureaucrats"

in the public service and Education Department and some teachers of whom their

memories were very bitter. As long as these names also remained anonymous, none

wished to place restrictions on texts. The parents were pleased that the 'fight" (their

words) was to be recorded before they died and the teachers and Psychology Branch

personnel stressed the view that it was important to have an account of the early days

and conditions of Special Schools and special education in general

The interview was scheduled within a week, where possible, of the preliminary

interview. Average length of the interview was four to five hours, with alt intervieweæs

inviting me for lunch or afternoon tea, which broke up the interview and was not too

tiring for the interviewee. Everyone was happy with the ¿urangement. At times the

parents were in tears when recounting their experiences, but all were adamant that they

wanted to continue. For some it seemed to be a cathartic experience and many said they

had never before felt able to be so honest about their feelings and experiences. During

the interview I had a list of questions to be answered concerning the parents' role in the

education of their children. For example, I asked how they felt about their children being

marginalised and denied education and what spurred them into taking action. While this

seemed informal, it opened up the subþt and provided a catalyst for the parents to vent

their feelings and describe the events of that time. But I also realised the importance of
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allowing the narrators to tell parts of the story in their way without always being

confined to a set of pre-determined questions, and I allowed time for this to happen.sls

For the parents interviewed, the turning point in the 'lght" for education for their

children came with the inception of the parent groups. 'C..L." describes the beginnin',gs

of the parent movement:

[s]uddenly there was a spontaneous movemenÇ not only in Australia, it
was in other countries, it was in America, in Europe, in England, for
education of handicappd children. well, it was post-war and there was a
shortage of trained people at the time, the same with buildings, nothing
had been built for a long time, you couldn't get a house. r think people
started to think that something had to be done and ... r guess it was almost
the start of the "righlstt business, youtd got certain rights, ... ordinary
children went to school, why shouldn't these be included? And it was in the
Act that they should b€.s16

[fl remember Constance Davey, she was very old then, saying, 66f rewrote
the Education Act and r gave you the loopholet'. she said, "r put in ALL
children." utt 

loriginrt emptrasis)

The parents saw the education of their children as a "right" and were determined that it

should happen. "D.B." describes the impetus as, ttlt was a surprising bubbling up sort

of thing, that post-war business of it springrng up everywhere.tt Her son, who was

born during the second world war, went to the local kindergarten until he was five and

then:

[T]hey said r had to take him to the psydrotogisl He looked at him and
said, "He wontt ever start school.tt r said, "what else can be done for
him?" and he said "Nothing, but you should leave this office and go out
and fight to get a school, the first school for these d¡ildren." He said, ,.r
can't speak asainst$¡is government, but rtll be behind you, any advice you
need, I'll help you.

tttsh"*" 
Berger Gluck states, "the best cal histmies are those that achieve a balance between the

nafiatü's agenda and the interviewer's agend4 agendas that are at times, disparate". See "Advocacy
OraI History: , in Wmren's \ilmds.208.

l]þtansaipt of Orana toc,, Zf-"Transcript y of Orana Inc., 52. As mentioned earlier, Constance

P,gu"y was the fnst psychologist appointed to the Education Department in 1925.
-'"Transcript of interview wifh 'D.8.". Property of Orana Inc., 30.
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The above provides insight into the governing discourse of the time which informed the

psychologist that mentally retarded children were ineducable. For me, this is an example

of the tying of knowledge (provided to the psychologist and in turn providing him) with

power. But by advising "D" in such a manner the psychologist clearly showed the

conflicting position in which he placed himself, although not overtly, in relation to the

dominant social model of mental reta¡dation located in authority. I find it interesting to

speculate how at risk his position would have been had he spoken out in public in those

early days. Obviously he believed it to be so, as at that time he was not prepared to

marginaliss himself from the accepted discourse of his employer, the state, and yet once

the parent movement gathered momentum, many govemment employees were prepared

to help, although some still not openly.

'D." was "incensed" by the govemment's position, even years later as she spoke to rne

and continued:

[W]ell, f came home and I'd already been aware that there was a retarded
boy in the local area and f found out his name. I was also aware that there
was another one even in our own streel Sor I went to the local people and I
said "What does this boy do?t'And they said, "Hets doing nothing.tt So I
thought, well, thatts Rts fate. So I asked them the boyts nan¡e, where he
lived and I knew the other one in our strceL So when "D." [her husband]
came home I said, "You go round to (D.tstt, ask them to come around to
our place and Itll go round to Mr. "Rtt and ask him to come to our placertt
whidr they did the next night" f said, "Right there's three of us, now, we've
got to do something.t'ctY

One of the parents invited to "D.'s" house happened to be going to the chiropractor,

Mr. Thompson, who as documented in an ea¡lier chapter, offered his help to organise

the first public meeting which was attended by over a hundred people. "D." continues:

[W]ell, then "B.tt, f dontt know who else because they were older than,,Rt,
and they took the children to Parliament House, because the Act said the

tt'rbid.
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government is resoonsible for all drildren and they said "What have you
got for these? Notliing¡r'sæ

Many thought that these parents were very foolhardy to openly challenge the

government of the day but they were determined to be hea¡d. I felt that they believed

their children and by extension themselves were viewed by the world as 'hothings, of no

importance to anyone", abandoned identities, which they were convinced should not be

so.u't I could detect determination and anger still evident in his tone as "D.'s" husband

explains further:

[B]efore we took the cl¡ildren to Parliament and pressured the politicians
we'd already made enquiries about how Victoria was doing iÇ but they
were doing it privately. lVe realised that you could never get anywhere that
way, it was the governmentts responsibility. so we went the right way.sz

Simultaneously, according to Rose:

[I]n wartime and the postwar period, a new set of psychological terms entered
the language of government. This new language of 'the group' opened the
relational life of organizations up to thought and action in a new way. ... It
became central to postwar management of economic life, opening up the
minutae of interpersonal relations within the enterprise to analysis ... associations
between governmental ambitions, organizational demands, scientific knowledge,
professional expertise, and individual aspirations are fundamental to the potitiõat
organizations of liberal democracies. It is not only that regulation extends way
beyond the control of the pathological persons and conditions and embraces, as
its preferred mode of operation, but the production of normality itself.sæ

Psychology had provided the "new gazß" directed at family life and children's

behaviour, "a gaze shaped and educated in psychotogical terms". To be "governable

asserts Rose, 'bne needs not only the language to render into thought, one also needs

the information to assess its condition", and this w¿ts supplied by psychology.

ttorbid., 
32.

]Îln¡d., 33. 'D.' said to 'My mother as very againsr us naking any trouble,,tt'lbid.
tthose, 

Inventins Our Selves. 72-''t3.
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'Information establishes a relay between authorities and events and persons at a distance

from them"-524

Armed with the information supplied by psychologists, the pa¡ents set out to convince

the bureaucrats that something must be done for their children. lVhich is, as Rose

suggests:

[P]rograms for enhancing or changing the ways in which authorities should think
about or deal with this or that trouble have sometimes issued from central
political apparatus, but more characteristically have been formulated by lawyers,
psychiatrists, criminologists, feminists, social workers, bosses, workers, parents.
Effecting these programs has sometimes involved legislation, and sometimes
entailed setting up new branches of the political apparatus, but it has also been
the work of dispersed professional groups, voluntary, philanthropic, or charitable
organisations. ... Some have come to nothing, failed, or even been abandoned or
outflanked. others have flourished, spread to other locales and problems,
established themselves as lasting procedures of thought and action.æs

In the meantime, "D.8." had taken her son to the local primary school where the

headmistress

had a friend who had a retarded drild and said, "Yes, we will look after
him until you get that first school.tt So "R." went in up there and his first
teacher, she's eighty-three now and she's still my friend. ... Not only did she
teach or keen "R.t', she came and helped to run our fetes and was very
involved.sæ 

^ -- -----r

But although the goal of having their child at school was reached, it was not an ideal

situation. Although they described the situation in very cautious terms, their

disappointment w¿¡s clearly a part of the poignancy of the experience. Her husband

comments:

"I think "R." suffered a bit at that school, I think we all d¡d. ... Because he
was so much bigger than the little ones, he never complained thoughr.s2z

"J.'W." recounts her early experiences with her son.

t'olbid.,73.
t'\ar¡.,11.

llþransaipt of interview wirh "D.8.'. Property of Orana Inc., 31t"Ibid.
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He went to kindergarten, they werc quite willing to have one or two
handicapped drildren in eadr kindergarten. Then when he was five a¡rd a
half they said "Look, hets too big, we cam't keep him any longer." I was
most upset and wanted to go te- the Education Department and discuss him
going into some sort of school."to

She too was referred to the psychologist and continues:

The first time I saw him I was a bit upset because he was gving..G." all
these tests about square pegs and round holes. He was say¡ng, .6Oh look,
he's hopeless". I dontt think he r¡sed fhat word, but I knew what he

, sâsmeant.

In this way'T'was exposed to what Graddol and Swann term'the ideological effects of

discourse rather than language". These, unlike abstract language structures, embody

particular meanings and values. Although the psychologist did not actually a¡ticul¿te

that her son was hopeless, she clearly understood his meaning. Graddol and Swann

assert such discourses can construct a person's unconscious and conscious self, their

subþtivity. *Ap* from feeling very angry, "I' told me she also felt very powerless

and inadequate. It would not have been socially appropriate for her to differ with tlre

psychologist, as she was well aware of the 'þrestþe" of his position and how she would

be perceived by him as an over anxious and unrealistic mother.

By declaring themselves to be "experts", such professionals þ claim to an esoteric

knowledge, which often cannot be explained to the parent and is not always clear but by

virtue of their status, these 'bxperts" do not expect to be questioned. Faced with the

complexity of the situation and her contradictory feelings, believing she was right but

not allowing herself to question the expert authority, it is not surprising that 'T." was

thoroughly bewildered and became antagonistic to the whole assessment procedure,

l1þanscript of interview u¡ith 'J.W.'. Property of Orana Inc., 40.t'nnia.- 
¿g-*Dauid Graddol and Joan Swann, Gender Voices (Oxfsd: Basil Blackwell, 1989), 161.

Poststructuraliss (termed by Cnaddol and Swann) point out tbe unstable nature of subjectivity.
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which I could still sense in her voice and gestures.st Not all parents were as fortunate

even as that, "J.H." ¡g6alls;

My daughter was deaf and dumb and retarded, w¡th nownts syndronre,
she had no degree of hearing at all, she was totalty deaf. \üe courdn,t get
anything done for her, even the Blind Deaf and Dumb at Townsend House
wouldntt look at her, or anywhere else. ... Nobody wanted to know, not
only "P.tt, but anyone that was retarded. If they didntt fit in, they were oul
she was home all day without schooling or anything untÍl she was
fourteen.s2

Although it seemed that 'T.H." accepted the dominant model of the day, he was

obviously upset, indicated by his use of language, 'hobody wanted to kno#' and 'they

were out", once again this feeling of abandonment.

A¡rother parent speaks of diffrculties at kindergarten level with her brain damaged

daughter.

Oh yes' I tried all the normal avenues such as kindergarten first and they
would ask me to keep her away. In those days there was no tolerance.
Shetd sort of be there and she couldntt do what they would do, she wasntt
a passive sort of girl, she'd really wa¡rt to jump in and do it and she'd
disrupt them. They couldn't cope. They'd sayr "oh please, she disrupts the
others, youtll have to take her alvay.tt*

From there she tried a junior primary school.

[A]nd then we tried the (name deleted) school, itts not far from here. For
the first time in about thirty years r was able to go past there the other day
on my walk. r said to my husband, "rtve never been able to come past here
before, because of the ho¡rible experience Pve had. They said they'd take
her, so she went there and she was a specimen! They watctred her and
everything she did, they'd write it down and they'd report She'd go out in
the playground and they wouldntt allow me go with her, they,d say, ,,No,

you stay here". And all the kids would be around her staring at her, to see
what she would do and things like that. ... IVe tried for three weeks, after

They assert that different discourses invite the speaking, listening, subject to respond in a variety of
confadictory ways, which is what I experienced in my research.*'Fu 

otber exarnples see Tomlinson, Snecial Rlucation. Chapær 4. Although this English study was
y¡itæn in 1982, similar issues a¡ise in my research.
æTranscript 

of interview with 'T.H.'. nôpeny of Orana Inc., 52.*Transcript 
of interview with "8.8.". Property of Orana Inc., 44.
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that I just taught her at home, as much as f could, there was no place for
' 53¡fner.

To see her child displayed in public as a "specimen" was hea¡tbreaking for'8.", ,,they

didntt know her and love her as I did, she was just a thing to thern It was so

cruel.tt (It was at this point in the interview that '8." broke down, so affected was she

by events of that time and the dreadful hopeless feelings they still engendered.)

Other parents initially tried a private school for their child.

[]V]e thought it would be better if she went to a private school first then a
state school after a bit of training. We thought wetd have more control over
her education that way. So r found (name deleted) down here and she and
her sister went together in kindergarten and right through grade one. And
then we were stopped from sending her there, the headmistress said they
couldn't take her. r offered more money to pay for extra staff, but they
wouldntt.s

To me, these na¡ratives demonstrate the relations between the interviewees and ttreir

social sphere, their friends, wider community and the government, or more broadly,

society as a whole. Their conversations express the conflict that existed between them

and society and the anger and hurt they felt by the perceived indifference towa¡ds their

children and by default to them. In their anecdotes they depict themselves as confronted

with a dominant model and describe simila¡ patterns of behaviour, identification,

acceptance and compromise and so on, on the one hand and on the other, defiance,

refusal to comply and so on.

Pa¡r and Philo when writing about people with mental health problems, talk about

identities undergoing changes. I find their descriptions simila¡ to the feelings my

interviewees expressed to me. They too had to contend with a 'þroliferation" of

discourses and also practices which influenced their indentities in different v/ays, "if only

pa¡tially and if on occasion only because individuals react against what they are hearing

*rbid.
stranscript 

of interview with 'I.E.'. hoperty of Orana Inc., 16.
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and experiencing". It seems to me that the parents underwent similar indentity changes.

The original collapse when confronted with mental retardation, the grudging acceptance

of a medical explanation, an intense feeling of nothingness and eventually a gradual

regaining of a sense of purpose and worth, in patt bought about by their united efforts

on behalf of their childrentrd

Schools were very resistant to parental suggestions regarding special education. As

Tomlinson found in her study:

[T]he involvement of parents in the assessment processes for special education
and in the actual education of their children in special schools and classes, is an
area in which benevolent rhetoric supersedes reality. ... The available evidence
indicates that many patents feel uninvolved and inadequately consulted in the
assessment processes and uninformed, misinformed or overwhelmed by
professional expertise. s7

Initially the parents approached the Minister of Health, but this was not successfuL

[w]e were five years with the Minister of Health and we never had an
answer. There was a committee set up, but he kept putting us off and
putting us off and then he went to England and came back by ship. This
went on for five yeans before we got an answer from him that he was going
to put-us over to the Minister of Education, who would then suney the

538
case.

The above statements were said in such a matter of fact tone, that when I reviewed the

tapes I was quite shocked that they had been lobbþg the Minister of Health for five

years without result, and yet this had slipped past me in the interview. Michael Toolan

writes about this phenomenon as what he terms, "Sack's ordinariness hypothesis". This

stems from the belief that people try to make their stories as ordinary as possible.

*Hrst"r 
Parr and chris Philo, 'Mapping 'Mad' Identities", in Maooinq The subiecl 211.--' Tomlinsor¡, Snecial Education. 106.s 

Transcript oEl"rui"* ,uith 'D.8.". property of Orana c., 32.
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The parents involved in the negotiations with the govemment were middle class men in

"good jobs and good positionstt, who 'rknew how to get thingstt. or as 'D.B."

modestly tells it:

[\il]e had so mudl luck, all these parents, one of them was a buyer for all
Colest shops, we had a neurologisÇ we had a pilot from Ansett and if he
was llying o¡er to the other states and we wanted contacts, he would do
that for os.*'

I believe it was far more than luck. The language of these men would identi$ them as

members of a particula¡ social group, the middle class, and that of the par"liamentarians

with whom they were negotiating. This gave them credibility. Their skilful discourse and

their refusal to be intimated did the rest.

'8.8." describes them as "verl much middle class, we did have a few that were

lower, but in the main they rvere pretty muctr upper middle, with high

expectations. But they were a great group, really supportive.tts Yet she goes on to

say:

[A]s far as ftm concerned they, theytye never quite forgiven me for
working when I had a husband. Iheytre a nice groupr so they wouldn't
openly say, ìut I always felt thaL They just stayed home and thought I
should too.sr

This statement reflects the conflict between "8" and her social milieu and is an example

of the rejection she felt from those from whom she also expected the most support. It

was clea¡ to me that she found it diffrcult to come to terms with this dichotomy even

after all these years.

In an early study of families with a disabled child, Voysey makes the point that, "middle

class parents are more likely to obtain preferential treatment from formal agencies and

possess inter-personal skills relevant to managing such encounters". The men involved

clearly had the skills and resources to approach members of parliament and articulate

* Ibid.

I transcript of interview with '8.8.". Property of Orana Inc., 35*t lui¿., ¿2.
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their case. However, it is also obvious from the interviews that the \ilomen tvere, as

Reiger terms it, 'hot just the unwitting dupes of a male ruling-class", they played an

active, if mainly in the background part, but often taking the initiative, as v/hen 'D."

organised the first parent meeting in her neighbourhood. Voysey also suggests that it is

middle class parents who like to appear'lgood and respectable" and therefore'honour

the normal order of child rearing". In the middle class discourse of child rearing the

normal order is that the male is the breadwinner the female is the homemaker and the

children attend school. These parents did not want that right denied to their children. As

"8." told earlier, she was frowned upon by the parents at her child's school because she

was a working mother, but as she says, "If f didntt have some "escape routett to the

outside world, I'd have had a breakdown."g2 Here again I detected tension in her

voice as she tried to explain the issues and complexities of her life in those days. While

on the one hand she wanted to live up the identity of the middle class wife and mother,

but on the other she also knew she had to work to maintain her identity ÍN a person, or

as she put it "lose my sanity''.

As mentioned ea¡lier, the Kent Town school started in 1953 and was officially opened in

1954, the head teacher coming from England. The Annual Report of the Senior

Psychologist reported the event in these terms.

tTlhis event marked a definite step forward in the work with rnentally retarded
children. It shows that the Government is taking some responsibility for the
welfare of children of this type. The parents of these children are very pleased
with the Government's interest and have proved most willing and ea$ü to help
with this Centre.tr

'C.'W." provides a parent view.

*" 
Margaret Voyse¡ A Constant Burden. The Reconstitution of Family Life (Londør: Rogtledge &

Kegan Paul Ltd., 1975),2U, 159; see Reiger, The Disenchanfrrent of the Home. 215-217; transcript of
lnterview with *8.B.". Property of Orana Inc., 43.ffi 

Annual Report of the Sänior Psychologist, 1954,3. Authm's copy.
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[[t's hard to understand now, with schools closing down, but you couldnrt
get buildings and you couldn't get teaclrers. ... well, you didnrt have
trained ones. And of counse we wene still thinking of the .3R's', you know
that's what you went to school for. rhen "Piddyt' pointed out that they had
(name deleted) from England who'd been trained, they had a nuñe,
someone who was involved with elocution or something like that for speech.
\ühy he got them was because he wasn't drawing on the Education
Department teadrers, which they didn't want to do and by not using thern
he go_t_ someone else who was good at art and handicrafl He had that.w
f,eam.

I believe the underlying belief behind '?iddy's" confident discourse was again the fact

that as teachers were scarce the Education Department certainly didn't want them

'\ilasted" teaching mentally retarded children as 'C.M." was well aware. 'C.'\ry" didn't

mention this because I don't thfurk it was important to him then, or even years later he

was more intent on "getting things underway''.

'C.M." voiced his opinion.

[T]hey tried to avoid it for years, not just the money, although I'm sune
that was a big factor, but they didn't think they could be taught anything
at all. I remember (name deleted) getting up at the opening of the school
and he said, "f know a lot of parents are going to be very disappointed. I
think they have in the back of their minds that their children are going to
learn the '3Rtst, well, theytre notrt'he said. "'lVetll teach them how to be
acceptable in the community, if we succeed in that, wetll have done our
job." He could see it, they couldn'Ls

Once more the public servant speaking at the opening of the school was merely

repeating the dominant discourse informing all public servants of that time, which was

that mentally retarded children were ineducable. But the 1954 Annual Report also

showed another reason for the opening of Kent Town, the state's fear that it would be

later left to care for a large population of retarded people.

[I]t is important to consider what will happen to these children when they are
adults, particularly if their parents die. They would be then thrust on the State.
That is a contingency for which provision could be made. An Adult Colony is
quite a possibility and could be organised so that the people entering as adults

s Transcript of interview \tith '.C.W.'. Property of Orana Inc., 18-19.
-" Transcript of interview with 'C.M.". Property of Orana lnc., 27 .
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could easily be settled in. If they passed through a Centre like the new one at
Kent Town, they would be able to settle down more easily.tr

This was not so very different from the parents, fears. Although their prime aim was to

establish a school, many were concerned about what would happen to their children

when they died. 'C.W." \ilhose son pre-deceased him told me had stþulated in his will

that his son was to be cared for in the family home until he died and left funds for this

purpose. Several other patents had made the same ¿urangements.

Ba¡ton and Tomlinson state that special education

will almost certainly be cha¡acterised by dependence and powerlessness. In
addition, the economics ... brought into sharper focus a perennial question in
special education: how much should be sEerrt on groups who mãy not be
economically profitable or 'useful' in societyfT

The economics of caring for these people was becoming a worry to the govemment.

Had the parents been awa¡e of this they would certainly agreed, as it was a huge

concern for them- The introduction of a craft tlpe curriculum had more than one re¿¡,son,

"Occupation Centres are one part of a wider plan that some children, from the Centre,

when grown up, might earn some money making items".s

"S.M." remembers the craft work done by her child.

The emphasis was on craft work. f remember the papier mache as being
great in (name deleted)'s day and the kids did that. They always seemed to
enjoy doing it, but whether they learned a great deal, r don't know.so

"It was art, music and toilet training, those three things", says another parent. She

particularly makes mention of the Monday music sessions.

[fln (name deleted)'s time they had excursions eyery Monday morning. ...
(name deleted) had a list of church groups and they ¡nv¡te¿ them to
morning tea I used to go in the c¿r. The children had to perform, they had

ologist, 1954,3. Author's copy.
t-2.

s copy,
M.". Property of Orana Inc., 4.
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higher grade drildren and they had to perforrn They sang, (name deteted)
played the piano and the chitdren sang and danced and the staff all sang
and they used to do this and they'd get morning tea. And I always used to
think it was like a performing circus. I loathed those mornings, but (name
deleted) used to love them.*

The discourses and practices of the time encouraged children in regular schools to

'þrform", so although "J." found it abhorrent it was not unusual for any child to be

involved in a school 'toncert", although perhaps not weekly. On another occasion

which'M." recounts when the children were asked to be on television.

[D]r. (name deleted) had an afternoon on T.V. and she'd been to our school
to visit and she asked me if I'd take some of my children on TV. ... I chose
six and I got permission and off we wenL They were beautifully dressed,
the parents had really gone to town. We fitted one corr¡er of the studio out
as a school. I took all the things off the walls and put them in, everything.
... I had a quarter of an hour so I did some sense training. Of course, they
gave me all the right answers. But they wanted me to sit them with their
backs to the samera and I said, ,,r,m having. r have a letter from each
parent gtving permission for these drildren to come on T.V. and why do
you want to show their backs?" "Well, people might not like seeing them."
r said, "Now, this is for the peopre, this is why they're here. There's
nothing nasty about these children. We're tryrng to get people to accept
them and you're doing the other thing". ... They gave in, but r had to
demonstrate in front of the crameras first so they could see how it looked.sr

Because mentally retarded children were "marginalised" in discourses of the time and

not then acknowledged as members of society and certainly not seen in public, the

television producer did not wish to 'bxpose" them and shock the public.

"J.'W." also remembers.

[S]he (the head teac]rer) was quite a battle-axe, but she must have been
good to persevere and do all she did. There were no trained teachers here
when they got her. There was no training, there was not much funding.
...In those days they were firmly of the opinion that it was no good trying ó
teach retarded dril9len any formal education and they couldn't be
persuaded otherwise.*'

"J.L." comments on another example of departmental experts believing they knew best,

ss Transcript of intervierv witb '8.8.'. 43.
""' Transcript of interview with "M.H.'. , 91.
"" Transcript of interview \üith 'J.W.'. 50.
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(knowledgeþower) not entertaining "interference" and not offering alternatives.

[r] knew some of t]re parents who had something to do with her and they
weren't really enthusiastic" r think she wanted things to go her way and
they wanted their way and she probably upset some of the parents along
the |ine. f dontt think generally she was as well liked as she should have. 55:t
Deen.

"J.'w." goes on with her story, demonstrating how she did indeed do it "her way''

[A]nyway, the interesting thing was r used to drive him to sctrool every day
and you cantt make a lot of conversation with a retarded pers¡on. I can't
drive with someone everl¡ day without talking. so r would say, "oh, here's
the bus, r wonder where that's going. see that little box on the top, "G.r',
well, see those little white lines in it, they are little shapes that telt us a word
to say where it's going. And so we started talking about that and then r
would say, "oh, herets the rvoodroofe's truck, the cool drink truck and see
those lines on the side, they tell you what theytre carrying, those lines mean
a word. And then rtd say, "Thatts John Martin's , thatrs coke and that's
something else. then we'd get as far as the Queen Victoria Hospital and r'd
say, "How many taxis are there today? One, two, three" and this would be
the pattern every d"y.*

Warming to the subject, "J." recollects:

and it vvas a long time ago, but there rvere a lot of ttrings we talked about
Then I thought well, he's getting the idea So I got çome flash cards from
Rigby's or somewhere. Then I got primers about the dog, SpoÇ Jack and
Jill w¡tÌt their dog or whatever it was and I used to read it to hirn We'd put
the words that belonged to the story on a pinboard, by his bed and I'd shift
them around. This went on for a while until one day we were going away
for a holiday on Yorke Peninsula and there was a Hall's sign in a paddock
and "G.tt said, "Thatts Geoffrey Hallts, daddyts drinksltt I said, .,Hets got
it, he knows!!" Because it just had this Hall's drinks, so I knew then, it was
verT encouraging. ... lVe did lots of things, because we watched T.V and he,
of course, all drildren are entertained by T.V. \ile used to show him the
book [T.V. Guide] and say, "ft says here The Mouseketeers" and it says
this and it says thaL Pd put my finger on and show him and say .,rt's
featuring so and so." One day when f was showing him things he said
"featuringtt, so f knew he was starting to sight read.to"

Tomlinson, when discussing the involvement of parents in special education concedes

that although "it could be argued that it is more difFrcult for professionals to regard

middle-class p¿uents as deficient or incompetent", she maintains that 'there is no

!s transcript of interview with 'J.L.'. Property of Orana Inc., 2.t* Ibid.
ttt rbid., 5r.
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suggestion that parents might validly question professional practices."s Cohen talks of

the "common denominator" of all forms of professional power, that is the 'technical fü

which awards professionals with knowledge and techniques which no-one else is capable

of mastering". From these "technical fxes" arise discourses peculiar to, in this case,

special education. In Foucauldian terms Cohen call^s what follows "a tlpical episode in

the mechanics of power".ssT

Eventually 'T." decided to share her good news with the staff at her son's Special

School.

[s]o r told them at sctrool. r said, "G.'s learning to read." r totd (name
deleted) the headmaster, he was very nice, he did a lot of work in the field.
But you could see him thinking, 6'Oh, she's that proud of her son she thinks
he can readltt r said, t'Look, he really can.tt He said, "yes, but as we know
he wouldn't know what he was reading." ... But later on they did have a bit
of reading, especially teaching danger words, you know, like ,stopr, ,donrt
cross heret, 'toilets' that sort of thing, survival words they call them.s

I see this as another example of the ideological effects of discourse rather than language.

As in many other instances related to me, the professionals involved never a¡ticulated to

the parents their common belief that mentally reta¡ded children were incapable of any

understanding, but of course they as in "J.'s" case, perfectly understood their meaning.

She told me she felt very patronised, but added in a resigned tone "I'm sure he didn't

mean it that way''. She adds an afterthought:

Incidentallyr the headmaster, when he agreed that "G." could read and he
could unde¡stand, he said, "well I'll just warn you about one thing. Don't
try to teach him the medlanics of reading." And I said, "f've already done
that" Because he didn't believe that would help at all, but it did help. He
learned to separate words into syllables and say a bit at a time and guess
the resL ... But he has gone back quÍte a lot since then.se

Other parents too expected more of a "traditional" middle class curriculum for their

t* 
See Tomlinson.ttt 
St olry Cohen, (Oxfcd: polity

Press, 1985), 165. 192.

ll franscript of interview with "J.W.". Property of Orana [nc., 52.<EO*- 
Ibid.
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children.

[\il]e said, "IVell, when are they going to learn arithmetic?" ..IVell, they
dontt learn arithmetic.tt rhen eventually we got around to ,,piddytstt way
of seeing. \ilell, they were improving and becoming socially improved.Ð

Some parents also harboured the middle class belief that given enough time at school

their children would improve. When listening to the tapes I was struck by the sadness in

"J.'s" voice as she tried to explain coming to terms with relinquishing her long held

beliefs from the popular discourses of the day, that all children need to learn the '3'Rs"'

and that'þractice makes perfect".

[I] remember saying to Joyce, whose daughter had Downs Syndrome, ,.Oh

well, of course "G.tt will get better as he gets older and gets more
sdrooling.tt And she said, "He wontt you-know, hetll get worse.tt I just
didntt believe her, f couldntt believe her.tt*'

Eventually some parents came to see the benefits of the different curriculum at the

Special Schools.

[W]e were on the waiting list for a long time, she was twelve before she
started. She learnt a few skills, but one of the skills she did learn was how
to relate to her peers. Those yeans were valuable, they werentt wasted.$2

Deborah Bart suggests the main reason for any development and change in special

education practices is what she terms "societal need", which in this case was parental

pressure and desire that their children'ît in" with others. She explains:

[IlJndoubtedly, the education of special children has been and continues to be
motivated by humanitarian, even ide¡listic concern. But well-meaning, individual
intentions, constrained by organisational and structural demands, often reap
unexpected consequences. As a result, advances in the treatment of special
children - from their inhumane and brutal handling in the custodial institutions of
the nineteenth century to _the more enlightened care today - have always been
informed by societal need.ffi

Orana [nc.,24.
Orana Inc.,45.
Orana Inc., 34.
Education", in Barton and Tmrlinson, S¡gEþ[

Educ¿tion. 81-82.
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Walkerdine proposes the Foucauldian analysis, reasoning that pedagogic practices form

pan of apparatuses which can be described "in terms of administrative apparatuses for

providing techniques of social regulation", a view which also may be applied to special

education and the creation of Special Schools. As Ba¡t suggests, Speciat Classes and

Special Schools were established to deal with those students who failed to progress at

normal rates and who were at risk of destabilising the existing educational system, an

administrative solution (regulation), to a societal need.s

Ba¡ton Terrace School was established in 1955, but was only meant to contain about

twelve students. It was soon overcrowded and the students were tr¿ursfened to

Woodville Special School when that opened the following year. When asked abour

parent involvement and support "fC's" reply was:

Like every other school you had parents that manipulated the system, you
had parents that were involved, you had over protective parents. ft was
'funny', they were so grateful in the beginning, you know, they loved usr so
grateful. But as time went on, they became mudr more cútical and expectd
this and that and would send them when they were sick Then you'd have
parents saying they were toilet trained, whidl rüas one of the things they
had to be, and they weren'L You see, the¡r_didntt come in until they were
eight and some parents just couldn't do iLs

"f think it (school) was more a child-minding centre then, but I was only too

pleased for her to be offmy hands, if that doesntt sound too terriblert, remarks'8."

whose child started her schooling at Barton Tenace. What was later revealed was that

'Tl.'s" child was constantly banging her head against the wall, sometimes till it bled and

pulling out handfuls of her hair and anyone else's who went nea¡. As there was no

respite care in those days, who can criticise her for wanting a break from such

pressures? "8." later became a secretary at another Special School, so had some

s Walkerdine, "DevelopmenøI Psycbology'', 163; Bart, '"The Differential Diagnosis of Special
Education",86.
ss 

Transcript with "K.M.". Property of Orana Inc., 28.
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empathy \ilith the teachers' job.

[T]hose poor teachers, in the beginning a number of them would spend all
their time in the toilets. The place smelt to high heaven, luc.kily the admin.
block was away from iÇ thqse poor teachers, what they had to put up with!
... I'd say the calibre of teachers was just as good as nottr, they were doing
different things, but they ïvere yery dedicated. And they didntt get much
money, nobody cared, there was lo cårser structure like now.s

At that time in the 1950s there was no provision made for the students once they left

school and the 'tut-off' age wÍrs twenty; after that the state took no responsibility. prior

to this the parents had directed all their energies into supporting their children's

schooling "until they suddenly realised that these children were going to need

something after they leave school.t'The fear was "when she gets to twenty, what do

we do?ttst This worried many people.

[T]he psychologist advised us to get out of the state before 'T." was twenty.
"Yesrtt she said, "the Education Department do not look after your
children after twentytt and f stpose ,T.tt was about ten then. She said
"Look, try and leave the state." And we kept that in mind and we did make
enquiries, but we couldn't find any state that was any better.ffi

'M.H." tells of the time she addressed a parent meeting at Kent Town Special School.

[A]nd one of the parents, from a well-known family in Adetaide, said, ,.can
r ask you a question?tt she had a daughter there, about fourteen, very low.
... They wanted to know about England. "well," I said,',they were sixteen
when they lefLt' "But what did they do then?" ... And I said, r,there was
nothing for them there, but in Leeds they had four schools for the older
children' two for girls and two for boys. The girls did all the city's hospitat
laundry and the boys dropped sticks and wired them for fire starters to b€
sold in shops, jobs like ttrat." "oh, is that ALL they did?" lvas her reply. ...
Anyway, they said thank you and r had a cup of tea and when r came out
Miss (name deleted) said, "rvell, you didn't go down there very well, did
you?" And r said "whyt" '6oh Mrs (name deleted) expected you to tell her
that her girl could get a job in a bank.t' you see, r couldnrt tell her thaL ffi
(Author's emphasis from transcript nuances.)

slranscript 
of interview with "B.R'. Property of Orana Inc., 34, 41.*'Transcript 
of interview with 'D.G.". Property of Orana Inc., l1; ranscript of interview with ,C-p..

B^oeerty of Orana Inc., 15.
ïranscript of interview with '8.R". Property of Orana Inc., 39.*Transcript 

of interview with "M.H.". Property of Orana Inc., 104.
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I was moved by this comment, as again it was an example of parents trying to come to

terms with the shift in thinking needed to embrace the reframing of their knowledge to

understand the discourses espoused by the experts. The fact that the teachers were

discussing any tlpe of employment after school was a significant change in discursive

formations, but the options discussed were very difficult for some parents to accept.

Some principals were sympathetic to the parents' problems, as "S.F." recounts, ,,(name

deleted) let him stay on till he was twenty-one. ... She kept sayng to us .Look, don't

tell anyone, he can stay another year"t. Again the parents' group had other ideas,

"we had a vision of making the state provide the sctrooling and providing

something after the dlild Ieft sctrool, even down to the accommodation.ttto Tlrc

"something aftef' school that the parents had in mind were sheltered workshops,

described in an earlier chapter. Although the Education Department did not take

responsibility for establishing the workshops, they were taken up and run by the

M.R.C.S., (The Mentally Retarded Children's Society) with government subsidbs,

which led to some ill-feeling, as "S." recalls.

[T]he Liberal Party was in power then and I went with ,,¡." to see the
Chief Secretary, with the idea of getting subsidy from the state
government We came away with the idea that we had the subsidy to build
a worl¡shop and then we get a letter from (name deleted) to say that they
weren't going to grve us a subsidy. They'd discovered that the
Commonwealth had just entered the fietd and were subsidising under the
Department of Soc¡al Security. They were subsidising sheltered workshops
I think for about the same amount so they told us to see thern IVe weren't
happy about that because the Commonwealth Government had a condition
of subsidising where the person in the sheltered workshop had to be
earning, I think it was something like five dollars equivalent a week, whictl
some of ours couldn'L Anyhow, we had to take up the offer.s7r

And when they did get them 'hp and running", the fi¡st sheltered workshop was

managed by the tvomen in the M.R.C.S.

l]ofranscript of interview \A¡ith 'S.F.'. Property of Orana Inc., 4,2.tttrbid., 6.'
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[s]o gosh, what would we do now we had the buitding? \üe were arrant
cowards so we appointed our wives to nrn this! \ile used our mothers of
other drildren who were still going to scrroor, so they wouldnrt be the sanre
as their own munrs and that was the start of iLs72

The word'hppointed" amused me as I formed the impression that there was never any

doubt in'C.'s" mind that any one would refuse to do their appointed task. Of course the

men had jobs and the women had been the primary caregivers when the children were at

home so it was the expected thing that this should carry on. Although it must have been

a very difficult task in the early stages there was a distinct lack of self-aggrandizing in al

the women who spoke to me, rather they spoke onty of their roles and their relationship

to the others involved.sTs

However, the Education Department did initiate the Senior Special Schools, which

students entered at f¡fteen (after Junior Special School) and where they learnr skills

necessary for entry into the sheltered worlshops. Kensington Senior Special School

opened n 1972 and was the first to take on this role. "J.", whose son went there

describes it:

[Ilt was a big iump (from the junior school). That was a place where they
taught woodwork and craft and things and I suppose it *as generally
beyond-"D.'s" capabilities. He did a bit of sanding there. But it was a good
school.sTa

Bart is of the opinion that the 'þrimacy'' given to manual and vocational training offered

to special education students with the eventual aim of employment in a sheltered

workshop only functions to "subvert their life chances"-

ls]uch training and employment in sheltered workshops - an end goal for many
retarded children - ostensibly enables handicapped individuats tó utilise their
limited abilities in a way that most closely approximates 'normal' individuals;
that is, such employment provides the handicapped individual with a measure of
independence and the related satisfaction accruing from such independence. But

sT2Transcript 
of interview with '.C.M... property of Orana Inc., 17."-Fø a discussion of gender-based cor¡munication see Kristina Minister, "A Feminist Frane f'. the

Qral History Intervief', in Gluck and patal, Women's Vy'øds. 2741.ttoluio., 
3. 

'
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it is this 'approximation' that henceforth rules their lives, and, often, it is to this
approximation of normal life that handicapped children's earlier education is
geared. Thus the special child is prepared for a ca¡eer of approximation in a
manner similar to that in which the professional's child is prepared for a ca¡eer in
the professions. In this sense, vocational training and sheltered worlshops play a
dual role. In addition to providing gainful employment to the handicapped, they
also afford a means by which these individuals can return some me¿Nure of
productivity to society, despite their recognised 'limitations'. Assessing such
training froman immediate, pragmatic context masks its potential limiting long-
range effects.sTs

Although this was and still is the view of some academics, from my interviews and

experience as a special education teacher, most parents do not consider there are any

limiting effects involved in sheltered workshop employment and if at all possible desire

this for their children. They see only the self esteæm acquired by gainful employment and

the fact that their children "have some sort of a life and make some friends". Tomlinson

also puts forward the academic judgement, dismissed as a non-issue by p¿uents to \ilhom

I spoke.

It is important to stress at the onset that in modern societies which increasingly
demand qualifications and credential.s acquired through education systems, to be
categorized out of 'normal' education represents the ultimate in non-
achievement in terms of ordinary educational goals.tt'

According to Hewitt from "normalising activities" such as these a new discourse of

"rights" emerges, "the 'right' of life, to one's body, to health, to happiness, to the

satisfaction of needs". He contends that "bio-politics gave birth to the twin concerns

central to modern welfare, to the notions of needs and rights" as demonstrated by the

above writings and associated literature. He explains:

these transformations involved new forms of knowledge and power, both
reinforcing one another within what Foucault terms the power/knowledge
complex. (pouvoir/savoir). Clinical medicine, psychiatry, educational psychology
and criminology arose to provide discourses that promulgated new technologies
of intervention, new targets and new policies. Within these human sciences the
individual was enthroned as though by humanitarian fiat. In fact this centering of

ilþ* "The Differential Diagnosis of Special Rlucation", 87
"' "Tomlinson, Snecial Education. 6.
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the human subject was instrumental to the economic deployment of the
disciplines. Humanity ry.Íhe respectable name given to this economy and its
meticulous calculations-""

If working in a sheltered workshop wasn't possible for some young adults, the only

other option then for parents was to place their child in a state institution; there were no

day activities available then, they had to "live-in" and were not accepted after twelve

years of age. Onve again the departmental view was clearly expressed in the 1953

Annual Report of the Psychologist.

[I]t must be pointed out, however, that the problem with some of these people
becomes more serious if their parents die and when the children become adults.
It is agreed that all defective children should be placed in a home at an early age
because there may be no-one to care for them if tleir parents died.s78

'oT." tells of his family's anguish.

(name of institution deleted) put pretty hellish pressure on parents. You
had to make up your mind whether your child went into (name of
institution deleted) between the age of six and twelve. Now ,?.r' was
operating quite well at home, but the philosophy was in those days that you
took the child out of the environment because it was unfair to the child, it
could only fit in with its peers. So that was what forced parents to make a
decision. I know there were many tears in our place when she neared
twelve, would we, wontt we, but then, when she's twenty what wflr we do?
And we took a risk and said 'no, we won't'. That I think was one of the
things that caused such a dislike for (name of institution deleted).s7s

'J." elss tells of her experience with the same institution.

lril]hen "G." \ras nearly twelve, you had to decide whether youtd put them
into (name deleted) or noL In those days it was then or never. And so r
went to see our doctor in fear and trembling, because every time I'd take
him round to the doctor, r thoughÇ is he going to say to me, .,put this chitd
away," because if he does, Itll never go back there again. And then when r
did say to him would he sign this application form, he said .,what are you
doing this for? He's reasonably socially acceptable. r'll sign iÇ but much

ttse" H"*itt, "Biopolitics and Social Policy'', in Sociolosicât Inquiry. 67-85. Hewitr defines ti'6r
politics as "the proliferation of political technologies that invested the bod¡ heatth, modes of
subsistence and lodging. ... By means of social policy tbe state manages the politics of life to shape the
social to accqd with the tasks and exigencies faced by the søte; it is Foucault's intention that the body
individual and collective, bocomes the raw material fm this undertaking", 69. Hewitt specifies For¡cault,

, 189 191, and2?A.
sycbologist, 1953. Author's copy.
with *T.4.". Property of Orana Inc., 12.
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against my willr r d-on't believe in it.tt r felt like sayrng, ,,well, you take him
home for a while!"m

These events happened in the early 1950s in an era of repressive politics and the

ideology of the 'true woman" belonging in the home etc. It was not a time when a

woman's anger or criticism would have been welcomed, and indeed 'T." recounted to

me that she could see no point in arguing, had she had the energy. \Vith a shrug of her

shoulders, she continued:

Anyway, we went and got it signed and went to Dr. (name deleted) at
Glenside who examined him and the social worker came and we got all the
papeÌìs fixed up for (name of institution deleted). The day I took him to Dr.
(name deleted) I was very late home and I drove into the garage and my
other son, who is three ye¡¡rs older than "G."r trâs working at tl¡e benctr on
his balsa wood, making a model plane. And he said, ,,whererve you been,
Mum?tt Hetd have been about fourteen, fifteen. He said, ,,yourrr up to
something arentt you?tt And I said, "What do you mean?tt ..Well, you
always tell us before we go to school if you're going ouÇ or if you decide
you leave a note and you haventt todayr r know youtre up to something.rsl

"J," became quite agitated when talking about what she called a'katershed time" in her

life.

[S]o I said, "IVell look, "G.tstt nearly twelve and wetve got to decide whene
he's to live. We've got to think of his future and your future. I know it's
very hard for you kids." I know they had a terrible time, it was awful,¡rc.tst' behaviour was yerJ¡ 'bizarret and could be violenL And he said,
"And don't we have any say in it?tt I said, "I realise how hard it is for you
all.tt He said, "Mumr we really dontt know any differenL Itts not hard, itts
our life.tt r nearly cried, r can tell you, r was so amazed, because (name
deleted), who's so very introverted and self-contained, for him to say thaL I
said, "Look, youtll never know what youtve done for me today.rr So we
decided not to go ahead with it oh, that is a great agony for a parenLæ

The professionals involved were telling these parents that the best thing for everyone,

for their children and society, was to have them out of sight from the public, for thei¡

own good. Parents then found themselves torn, believing that the experts must know

better, but wanting to trust their innate feetings about their children's wellbeing. Van

Itranscript of interview with 'T.F.'. Property of Orana hnc.,47.*ttbid-
*Ibid.
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Krieken makes the point that behind the social workers, counsellors, psychologists,

doctors and in this case, institutions lies

a particular kind of society which produced them, a particular patterning of
social relations characterised by phenomena such as ... the egalitarian emphasis
on adherence to a unified set of nonns and moral princþles alongsirle an
intolerance of diversity and deviance.s

During the course of these interviews, it became clear that the parents' first dealings

with the state, its bureaucrats and the medical profession was possibly the most

traumatic and certainly the time when all expressed they felt most isolated. This was in

the "diagnosis" of their child.

[R.] was born in 1945, the birth was a bit difficult, but everything was
normal. IVhen she was fourteen months old, Sue was born. rãp.r ¿¡¿rrr1
seem to develop, she was a very big child and when Sue was about a year,
she could start saying things and 6'Rtt still wasntt So we started to go to
the local doctor and he sent us to a specialist and then we went to another,
then we went back to our local chap again, because there were no clinics in
those days and you knew nothing about iL So then we went to a another
specialist and he tested her wrists for thyroid, because she was a big chitd,
found negative, but he stilt put her on thyroid tablets. For the next about

;ä ffiT.-;:ri:..eup 
anvrhing from ren ro rwerve rimes a nighÇ she was

Because their daughter was over th¡ee years old and still not speaking, .R.', decided to

contact the Deaf and Dumb Society, as it was known then. She was put in touch with

the oral Kindergarten and their daughter started there at four years of age:

Of course, this was the first lfl*"g she'd had and she started to improve,
srl we thought this was good.s

Meanwhile her husband who had unexpectedly been transferred to Melbourne,

requested a transfer back to Adelaide and when this was denied, requested a year's leave

without pay on compassionate grounds, citing their mentally retarded child's schooling,

which was also denied.

þ"tt K¡ieken, Children and rhe State. 141.*Transcript 
of interview with *I.E.-. property of Orana Inc., 1.3.*trui¿., 

t¿.
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[S]o I commuted for sixteen months, whidr was pretty horriffc for
everJ¡oner but we didntt want to take 6'Rtt from sclroot just when we'd
found one. They were building an Oral Sdrool in Burwood (Victoria), but
it wasntt ready yeLs86

Eventually 'C." heard of a speci¡list in Melbourne and they took their daughter there.

[W]e also went to (name deleted), who was a pretty 'cluey' neurologisÇ his
name was well known in Australia, but n(Þone said 'mentally retardedt.
That was never mentioned. (name deleted) _went as near to iÇ by saying
what could happen, but we still didntt know.sT

Mental retardation was not mentioned in public in those days, the early years after the

Second World Wa¡. At last , but purely by chance, 'C." did find out what was'\ilrong"

with her daughter.

lfl was listening to the radio, a "Woments Hour, or something like that
and there rvas a doctor talking about mental retardation and f realised
that's what it was with 'T.t1ffi

Even more certainly the local general practitioners "didn't want to touch mental

reta¡dation", as "D." recall.s:

[I] knew as s(x)n as they brought him to me. But eyeryone said, "Therets
nothing wrong with that child', as if I was stupid. He was nine months old
when ¡'D.tt \ilent into the air Force, he was gone two and a hatf years. rn
the meantime, my old doctor was saying there's nothing wrong until the
time he had to admit iL I just canied on until he was nineteen months old
and hadn't walked and then even my own doctor admitted there could be
something wrong. So then we went through the Children's Hospital and
find out yes, hets spastic down one side. And then my doctor turned to me
and said "You should be thankful he's not in a wheel chair!" They werc
dreadful days. se

She continued, clearly exasperated even years later by the "blockages" they experienced.

[A]nother thing, we tried to get the doctors to keep like a dossier on every
retarded one they came in contact fftr, to write what caused iÇ the
history, a lot of things could be avoided. lVhether it was genetic, or a
difficult birth, or whatever. But they werentt interested, you couldn't get
them to do anything, a closed book alrighL*

*tuio.
*tru¡¿.
*rui¿.
sTranscript 

of interview with "D.S.". Property of Orana Inc., 38.*Ibid.
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Her husband adds, "It wasn't until I became Minister of Heatth that that

happenedrr.sel "¡." found out a little earlier about her son from a doctor who was

slightly more forthcoming.

[N]ot until he was nine months old. lVe took him to Dr. (name deleted)
with skin problems and he did all sorts of tests, why isn't he sitting up
strongly, etc. I was making up all sorts of excuses and saying, "Oh well, he
has had a little sickness" and he pointed out that he would have tried
anyrvay. But he said, "You're going to find your drild is slow, he will get
thene, but hetll take a while.tt we went back to the car and said, .,He

doesntt know what hets talking aboutltt of course he was slow at
everything, he didn't walk until he was twenty months a¡rd he didnrt talk
until he was three. And we still don't really know what the problem is! IVe
understand that his oxygen was cut offat birth, that's the sort of thing you
cantt proye, but that's what happened.s

'C.M.", whose wife died some years ago, recounts their story.

[I]t took me five years to get the doctor to admit there was something
\ürong. I knew five minutes after she was born. She was born at (name
deleted) hospital, old Sister (name deleted) walked out and said, 6'f've got
some bad news for you, shets a Mongol.tt l)owrrs Syndrome wasntt used in
those days. r said, "Horr do you know?tt She said, "r saw her feeltt She was
a breech birth' feet firsL Therets marks on the feet, apparently and on the
hands. she said, "rheytre gone now, they disappear very quickly, but I
know therets something rvnong, youtll be lucky if she suryiyes."... Then she
got meningitis and lost her hearing. I don't think he (the doctor) ever
admitted' I think he sort of agreed with me, but he neyer admitted it
straight ouL When she was five we went to a specialist in town. The local
doctor didn't admit it at all, wouldn't conrmit himself. It was very ,hush

hush' in then, you didn't talk about iLss

'M.S.", whose daughter was educated in very different circumstances at a private

school and then at home with a 'tompanion" for the rest of her life, still had simila¡

experiences, "No, nobody said anything. They said she had an overactive thyroid,

no-one ever said, especially the country doctor, but we knew.'g "8.R." whose

daughter w¿ts ¿ts she terms it, brain damaged, tells of her "dark days".

*trbid.

Itranscript of interview with "E.C.". 53.
Itranscript of interview with "C.M.". 59.o*Iranscript 
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[rv]ell, r felt from about three months that she wasn't doing things that my
other daughter was doing. Howeyer, r could not get our G.p. to do
anything, he kept saying r was an overprotective mother, whicrr r was and
still am, naturally enough. So f went to several specialists who all said the
sanre thing. She was two years old by then, shetd had seizures and the
doctors were saying theytre just normal, theytre just convulsions. And r
knew it was all a bit much! So I had heard about Dr. (nanre deleted), who
had a brairr damaged daughter and I went to see her and immediately she
picked iLs

Tomlinson suggests that the medical profession, struggling for recognition, enhanced its

interests by claiming to 'tiagnose handicap and prescribe educational treatment", which

was certainly the case with the Education Department practitioners, but not with the

local G.P.'s who were isolated practitioners, without many resources at their disposal

Throughout this time the profession of psychology also 'teveloped much of its mystique

by claims to control the education of the 'defective"'.

As mentioned, special education development has also been "marked by professional

rivalries and hostilities between medical, psychological, educational administrative and

educational teaching personnel".us Dekker states that "in setting up a system of schools

for retarded children, doctors tried to play the 'leading part', working in open

competition".ssT '.M,H." who started the first Education Department school in a mental

hospital in South Australia tells how she was made very aware of the rivalries and

differences between medical and education personnel

[T]hey wanted to start a school at (name deleted) Hospital. They couldn't
get anyone to go into a mental hospital, so Mr. piddington suggested they
ask me, as I'd been a psydriatric nurse. But when Mr. (name deleted) of
the Psycholog¡r Branch told the Education nepartment theyrd got a
teacher, they stuck their feet in and said, "l{etre not letting a teac}rer go on
her own." Nobody would go, they couldntt find anyone. However, Mrs.
(name deleted), who wasntt a teadrer, shetd come from Melbourne and
she'd been on the buses with mentally retarded children, sort of escorting
them. But shetd never been in a mental hospital and they cla¡ne here to live

". Property of Orana Inc., 34.
tics of Integration", 67.
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and she went to the Psychologr Branch to see about a job. And they said,
"If you'll go into the mental hospital with Mrs. (name deleted) you can
have a job.tt she was always a bit wary, but she was a very good woman to
have. She was only little, she used to hide behind me, because r was a lot
taller than her! sg

Bart also writes of the "medicelisation" of the field of special education, asserting that

medical management has pervaded the field since its inception, and there has been

increasing use of the medical model for diagnosis and treatment. The medical

management made life very difficult for 'M." as she ¡ss¡lls. Once the staff were in place

a site had to be chosen for the school.

[D]r. (name deleted) took us all round the hospital and would we choose a
KX)m. The biggest and nicest room was filthy drty, but it was a big room, a
lot of windows and two little rooms at the bottom. It had a wet area, which
was toilets and showers on the side. ... Anyway, I said it wanted cleaning
and Dr.(name deleted) said "Dr. (name deleted) said we can't have cleaners
because the Education Departmentts taken it over and the Education
Department won't provide cleaners because itts a Health lÞpartment
building. Would you clean it Mrs. (name deleted)?" _I told him I didn't get
any extra money for going therer let alone cleaninglsæ

'M." continues, saþg, ttAnd that was only the beginningltt

[A]nyway, Mrs. (name deleted) and r cleaned it all out, we had to since no-
one else was going to! \ile got two big bins full of those big moths and alt
sorts! rve'd be in all week and we'd leave on Friday night and then the
ward, it was the men's ward for murderers and what have you, would let
the men go in. And we'd come back on a Monday morning and all the
walls would be full of faeces. And Mrs. (name deteted) and I used to scrub
it atl off, every Monday we had to do that ffi

As well as that they had problems with the medical staff.

[w]e had three boys to start with, out of the ments ward. One little one
(name deleted), he was fastened, when r went in there, r dare say this now
because it was yeans ago, he was about ten and he had a rope round his
waist and the other end was a great big tyre off a tractor. He was fastened
to iL And I said, "Whatts he fastened to that for?t' "He runs away.tt ,.But
it's a locked wardlt'His reply was: "Bloody interfering females, mind your
own businessrtt or words to that effect! And Mrs (name deleted), she hid
behind me!! Eventually that boy came by himself into the school roonL ...

sefranscript of interview with 'M.IL". Property of Orana Inc., 9l; the
$eparurent in the Education Department.
<od"-Ibid..92.
*Ibid.'

Psychology Branc,h was a
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And they'd come with trousens up to their knees, odd socks and all sorts
And ltd go in "Give me some clothes, I want trousers to fit these boystt
And the head male nurse said, "Oh, they're only mentally retarded kids.tt
We had to really fight for those kids. ... In the beginning too, the staff
would stand outside the ward and throw sweeties on the ground so the
cl¡ildren would try to run and then theytd câtl out to us, ,,Se€, yourre
wasting youtre time, you can't teach thenl" Oh, it was an uphill battle, I
can tef you.6o1

During the interview with '.M." it carie out in conversation that she had to retire early,

much against her will but due to almost crippling back pain from which she still suffers.

Single-handedly lifting heavy children and adolescents on and off toilets, up and down

from chairs and wheelchairs and pushers, many times a day, no doubt the cause. Her

only comment was: "Oh well, there ryas no compensation in those days and I didntt

have the strength left to fight them. Nobody today realises what a hard job it

tvas." I believe these teachers were exploited and as set apart from the mainstream as

were their pupils.6o2

In conclusion, Abram de Swaan analyses conflict management in medical'bncounters"

and puts forwa¡d a three-pronged model as a way of explaining the relationship between

'thild welfare workers, state agencies and the families they dealt with". He belbves that

the interaction depends on a "collusion, a secret complicity between the parties in

conflict, with each other and the doctors", a notion substantiated by the interviews in

this chapter. He goes on:

the weakest party in the conflict gains from having its wants re-defined as
medical necessities; the strongest party gains by the 'individualization' thus
reeliz.ed. ...The gain for the third in this alliancs, the doctor, comes from the
chances of prestige, income and the realization of occupationat ideals. ffi

*tlbid.,93.
*tuic.,98-
*Abtan 

de Swaan, The Management of Nmrrality. Critical Essays in Health and Welfare (.ondon
Routledge, 1990),69.
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Applyng such a model to child welfare, in this case the conflict of the interviewed group

of parents with the state and the medical profession, the gains found are succinctþ

described by Van Kreiken.

for parents, ... the resolution of a crisis or problem, either temporary or
permanent, and the obþtification of that crisis or problem as an issue that
someone else had to do something about. For state sff1çials, the gain was the
possible prevention of crimes, delinquency, and other drains on the public purse,
as well as the public moral capital gained from being seen to assist children. ...
For the third part¡ child welfare workers ... and administrators, the gain was
income, status a piece of bureaucratic and occupational territory and ,the

¡salisation of their irofessional ideals'.ru

For the parents interviewed, the period of 1950-1975 saw the achievement of their goal

- the state took on the responsibility of educating their children. The state managed to

appease the teachers in the regular schools and avoid disruption in classes by removing

the mentally retarded children to Special Classes and then Special Schools. As well as

listening to parent pressure, the state had another reason for establishing Special

Schools. It was thought that by training these children in school, they might have a

better chance of doing some useful work when they left school and not be such an

economical burden to the state.

Medicine, psychology and other welfa¡e professions with their associated discourses

flourished, producing knowledge from which parents found themselves excluded. In

such a way, their actions regulated the lives of the pa¡ents and their children. For as

Rose asserts:

crucially, regulation does not take the form of extension of direct state scrutiny
and control into all the petty details of social, institutional, and personal life. ...
... authorities 'act at a distance' upon the aims and aspirations of individuals,
families and organizations. Such action at a distance is made possible by the
dissemination of vocabula¡ies for understanding and interpreting one's life and
one's actions, vocabula¡þs that are authoritative because they derive from the
rational discourses of science, not the arbitrary values of politics. It depends
upon the accreditation of experts, who are accorded powers to prescribe to ways

æt* 
K¡ieken, Children and the Søte. 14O.
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of acting in the light of truth, not political interest. And it operates not through
coercion but through persuasion, not through fear produced by threats but
through the tensions generated in the discrepancy between how life is and how
much better one thinks it could be.€os

*hose, 
Inventing Our Selves. 73.



CONCLUSION

..OUR STORY SHOI]LD BE TOLD''606

Approaches to childhood and the organised responses to any perceived deficiencies have

played a central role in society's and the state's attitudes to the mentally retarded. Iust

as the discourses surrounding children and childhood changed from the child positioned

as a miniature adult able to work in the adult world, to a'þrecious" gift to be protected

from the harsh world, so did the discourses surrounding mentally retarded children. In

early discourses of ancient Greece and Rome infanticide was advocated, as it wæ

believed that deformed children should not be reared for social economic and religious

reasons. If, as I propose, the formation of subþts is to be understood in terms of

relation to knowledge and modes of conceptualizing persons, then as attitudes and

knowledge about the mentally retarded changed, so did their subjectivity. As these

changes occurred they brought about different kinds of relationships between the state

and the mentally retarded.

From the Middle Ages to Enlightenment the mentally reta¡ded population was

positioned within a discourse which generated knowledge of "demon children" and as

such they and their subjectivities were perceived with fea¡ and dread. lVith the

Renaissance era and the evolving interest in scientific enquiry the discourses changed,

childhood became rerognised as a special and distinct stage of development. It was

during this time that the first known education of the handicapped (including the

ffiI'ranscript 
of interview with 'H.8.'. Property of Orana Inc., 75.
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mentally retarded) was attempted. The earliest educators were clergy and later

physicians. With the alterations in thought regarding mentally retarded children there

evolved a change in discourses, knowledge and the surrounding rationales and

techniques. For example, when in the mid 1700s there were "humanitarian" a$empts to

educate the mentally reta¡ded population the rationale was that teaching would

"ameloriate" mental defectiveness. The formation of the subject of the mentally retarded

then changed to a more humane position, which was to pervade until the nineteenth

century.

By the late nineteenth century eugenic discourses and vocabulary were dominant and

governments addressed themselves to the problem of moral order. Notions of mental

defectiveness provided a means to define many social problems as medical problems.

This was articulated in the language of "degeneracy'' which included the mentally

retarded population and was believed to be "inherently cumulative" if the hereditary

weakness was allowed to be interbred. The subjectivity and the moral state of the

mentally reta¡ded population was expressed in terms of eugenic progr¿ì¡ns to chart,

detect and limit their breeding. By the early twentieth century the eugenics argument

wÍN on the wane, Special Schools had begun in Europe and the formation of the subþt

of mentally retarded child again changed and was positioned within a more kindly and

sympathetic discourse both overseas and in Australia; it was the era of the 'thild

savgrs".

In South Australia the basic framework of the current special education system, that is

Special Classes and Special Schools, took shape during the years l9l5-I975, a^fter
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which another 'hpheaval", integration occurred.*7 It was with the inception of public

schooling that mentally retarded students and their deviation from the norm first became

noticeable and problematic. They were soon excluded from 'hormal" classrooms and

placed in Special Classes and later in Special Schools. Each element of the special

education system appeared separately in response to different problems accompanied by

different discourses which generated specific knowledge. This "sequence of

problematizations" as Rose terms it led to articulation of a new set of vocabula¡ies in the

form of psychological testing. The advent of testing heralded the change from formation

of subþts to formation of categories and the associated vocabularies and knowledge. In

special education this meant placing a child within a certain I.Q. range and then learning

the generated knowledge of what that child will and will not be able to do and the

consequences for hislher education. The vocabularies of the psychological scþnces have

brought about two distinct contributions to the exercise of government.

[E]irst, they provided the terms that enabled human subjectivity to be translated
into the new languages of government of schools, prisons, factories, the labor
market and the economy. Second. they constituted subþtivity and
intersubþtivity as themselves possible obþts for rational management, in
providing the languages for speaking for intelligence, development, mental
hygiene, adjustment and maladjustment, family relations, group dynamics and the
like. They made it possible to think of achieving desired obþtives
contentment, productivity, sanity, intellectual ability - through the systematic
govemment of th. psychological domain.ru

The appointment of Constance Davey as the first psychologist in the South Australian

Education Department in 1915 meant that special education was at least being

considered by some. After her I.Q. test results 'tncovered" a large population of

children needing special education she spent many years'þleading" with the government

to provide for mentally retarded children who were excluded or marginalised from

*tïbe 
terrì integration was used in 1975, itbecame mainstreaning in the 1980s and inclusion in the

1990s. All are terms to describe the inclusiqr of special education students in classes with tbeir peers,

lllt segregated as w¿¡s the case with Special Classes and Schools.
\ose, Inventins Our Selves. 70.
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"normal" schools. It was I.Q. testing that transformed the mentally reta¡ded child into a

"governable domain". Tests and examinations combined the elements of power, truth

and subjectification; they transformed the individual into knowledge as an obþt of a

hierarchical and normative "gaze" and made it possibte to qualify and categorise. This

provided knowledge and associated language and produced a legitimate discourse and

the information to assess the condition. Translating the individual, in this case the

mentally retarded child, into a domain of knowledge made it possible to govern

subjectivity according to nonns claiming the status of science, by professionals

grounding their power and authority in their'bbjective" knowledge. Following this, the

pertinent features of the domain were then available in a form able to be presented so

that decisions could be made about them, in for example, the psychologist's office, the

Education Department or schoof the doctor's offrce and other such sites. Post-

modernists term this as 'Invention of devices for tlre inscription of subjectivity'' which

allows the government of "Ïfe" and which I argue has been the fate of the mentally

reta¡ded child and his/trer famil¡ but not always against parental wishes.ru

Special Classes began in South fiust¡alia n 1925 but by the 1940s the social meaning

and expectation (and hence subjectivity) was still that the menrally reta¡ded child

although obviously different should still strive to more or less conform to the 'horm".

'Tl.'s" neighbours said to her, "Get her ready for normal school, she can go to

normal scltool." When her "brain-damaged" daughter would have what they perceived

as a 'tantrum" they'd say, "She needs a darn good smack on her behind!" Some

early educators thought they could indeed make such children'hormall'.

[S]he (the principal, name deleted) believed that attention span was
something these children lacked and she was determined to keep their
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attention span. So when we took over the schoot we built a lot of what
you'd call dog boxes. They were made out of three pty and they had a little
tray across the front of them with a little hook and eye catdr. Ihey couldn't
get out and once they were there she was determined they wouldn't be able
to walk around the room and they would stay and learn to read and write
tike all other children.6lo '

Following the failure of this approach, the mentally reta¡ded child remained positioned

and signifred as "the sort of drildren only dirty people have" and as such needed to

be excluded from society, that is institutionalised.6ll The "rituals" of testing and

classi$ing the mentally reta¡ded child as a "moron", "imbecile", ineducable and so on

formed a concept of attitude which went hand in hand with the method for inscribing it,

that is testing. Hence the I.Q. test became central to the modern techniques for

"governing human individuality'' an essential practice when decisions are to be made by

authorities about the destiny of subþts, in this case the mentally retarded child.

Certainly, as I suggest, it is no accident that psychology plays such a significant paÍ in

the technologies of government within liberal democracies. These societies do not need

to exercise power by domination or coercion of subþts. Power can be exercised

through education, (in this case special education), professionally and privately, by

providing the knowledge and the discourses and values by which professionals interpret

this knowledge. Norms are established by which educators and others involved can

evaluate and techniques made avail¿ble to supposedly improve situations. Should a chiþ

be classified as a "moron" or "idiot" then the techniques advocated to improve this

situation were placement in an institution and for a child in the "mental defective" range

schooling was not believed to be necessary or useful to the state, which meant that

parents either coped with their child at home or placed the child in an institution with

others, including adults, perhaps more severely retarded.

ttolranscript 
of interview with '8.L.". Property of Orana Inc., 3ttttui¿.,25.
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In South Australia, the parents who found themselves in this position started the parent

movement, the Mentally Retarded Children's Societ¡ or M.R.C.S. As a result of their

insistence and persistence the state's decision in the early 1950s w¿¡s that Special

Schools would be established for mentally reta¡ded children. At that time the discourses

surrounding the mentally reta¡ded child positioned hiVher subjectivity as that of a

'tseless" almost 'hon-person" and 'trnoffrcially'' schooling was to be only a "baby-

sitting exercise" not requiring or 'îasting" the talents of highly trained teachers. ¡,It

was more of a drild minding centre.tt Some parents expected more but some were

just happy to have their child receiving some attention. For others it was a .,blessed

relief. If he hadn't gone to school, he'd have kilted me or I'd have killed him!"612

But for all parents interviewed it was a matter of what now would be termed equity.

They believed that as it was in the Education Act that the state would take responsibility

for educating all children, therefore it should educate theirs.

Underlþg this notion I gleaned it was also a matter of their, the parents, self esteem.

This was another factor in their lives. Psychology had established the 'horms" of

desirable childhood development and behaviour and these ideals were disseminated not

only through medical and educational discourses but also through the mass media and

popular literature, particularly magazines. Inevitably the gaps between the ideals of these

'horms" and the behaviours of their children produced anxiety and disappointment,

coupled with feelings of failure and inadequacy, such that they felt marginalised by their

social circle and society because their children were not accepted and not allowed the

same schooling as others, for whatever reason. "We had a big circle of friends but

they dropped off." "My husband became very neclusive, he just couldntt accept

ut2rbid.
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iL"6r3In the post-modernist view self-esteem is a social movement that lir¡ks subjectivity

and power. The self, like poverty, racism and, I contend, mental retardation and its

associated subþtivities, is not personal but the outcome of power relations, the result

of strategies and technologies developed to create a model of esteem, crucial to modern

democracy. "Self esteem is but one in a long line of technologies that avail citizens of

themselves".6la

Prior to the publicity and subsequent formation of the parent movement the parents had

believed they were powerless; they and their families had not been included in the

formation of any positive discourses or knowledge, let alone involved in strategies and

technologies to create an affirming image for their children or themselves. As the

M.R.C.S. they formalised a positive subþtivþ and associated self esteem. ,,For a long

whiler people wouldn't bring them (mentally retarded chitdren) out of the closeÇ

but once we (the M.R.c.s.) started everyone canre out of the woodworklrrols

Throughout his writings, Foucault links practices bearing on the self to forms of power.

Rather than always thinking of power in terms of restraints that dominate and repress

subþtivity he sees it as also being responsible for creating and shaping subþts. In

other words, power can work through and not against subþtivity, ¿ts lvÍts the case for

the parents interviewed who created and shaped an alternative image of mental

reta¡dation, as they wished it to be acknowledged. As Rose suggests:

to analyze the relations between 'the self and power, then is not a matter of
lamenting the ways in which our autonomy is suppressed by the state, but of
investigating the ways in which subþtivity has become an essential obþt,

llslranscript of interview with "C.'W.". Property of Orana [nc., 36.
"'"Barbara Cruikshank, "Revolutions within; self-government and self-esteem", in Barry et al., Foucault
and Political Reason. 248.qr-.cript.f i"t*"iew with "D.8.". Prqerty of Orana Inc., 33.
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target, and^ resource for certain strategies, tactics, and procedures of
regulation.616

Certainly, post-modernists link efforts to invent and exercise different tlpes of political

power to conceptions of the nature of those who are to be ruled. The position of selves,

as subjects and as citizens is important, for as Foucault suggests, chance needs to be

installed in its rightful place in history. It was 'thance" that brought together the parents

who formed the M.R.C.S. which changed the history of special education in South

Australia. As he asserts, innovations are frequently made in order to cope, 'hot with the

grand threats of political order, but with local, petty and even marginal problems".6lT

In 'telling the stoqy'' of special education in South Australia I found that education for

mentally retarded children was closely bound up with the social and economic situations

into which state agencies were intervening, situations which were conditioned by the

general question of social order and discipline within the community. However,

particularly in the case of Special Schools, the 'þroblems" which state intervention was

meant to overcome were thrown up not only by the presence of the mentally retarded

children themselves but also by their parents. The position and subjectivity of the

parents, as middle class citizens of some influence in the community meant that they

were able to effect changes and innovations to solve their problem, that is the lack of

schooling for their children. Subsequently new knowledges and discourses were

produced for speaking about the subjectivity of the mentally reta¡ded and new

conceptual systems and discourses were formulated for calculating their capacities and

conduct. The translation of this subjectivity into the sphere of knowledge made it

possible to govern according to devised noûns and criteria thus establishing the

authority of the state, in this case the Education Department. So it is that 'the expertise

Ithor", Inventine Our Selves. 152.
tt tRose, 6Ãltãã soul. g.
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of subjectivity has become fundamental to our contemporary ways of being governed

and governing ourselves".618

As I proposed and establish, this is not to say that the parents interviewed were

unwilling and unknowing "dupes" governed and coerced by the state. It was in their

interests as well as the state's to have their children segregated and governed in the way

that occurred, that is in Special Schools, and indeed this is for what they'Tought". This

process of state intervention into the lives of the mentally retarded child and his/her

family should be seen as precisely that, a process with ambiguous outcomes for some,

but one in which parents actively participated, having a significant impact on the final

outcome. Such explanatory discourse is not solely constructed of concepts like control,

regulation, repression or administration, but also those of asymmetrical negotiations,

alliances and compromises existing within the structured frelds of power relations, in this

case the parent movement and the Education Department. Importantþ, as w¿ts

demonstrated by actions of the parents involved, those who may seem disadvantaged in

such relations continue to act and have recourse for even domination is a process of

interaction.6ls

This thesis has documented the development of special education services in South

Australia. I have used a different methodology, a combination of some aspects of post-

modernism with a traditional historical approach. I am aware that this approach will be

viewed by some as problematic, but rather than view history in the traditional guise as a

discipline aiming at so-called real objective knowledge of the past, I see it as a discursive

practice that allows us to search into the past and re-examine and re-organise according

to our theoretical position. Instead of coming from a neutral ground from where I could

ttlui¿., to.tttvan 
K¡ieken. Children and the Søte, 39
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sit back amd objectively make unbiased choices and judgements I have chosen this

reflexive interpretation, aware that it will align me with some readers and against others.

I believe this methodology is a valid way of making visible some aspects of the past that

led to the development of special education in South Australia and in particular the

Process of constituting the subþts of the mentally retarded children and their parents.

My intenriews with these parents revealed what Focault terms their struggle against the

submission of subþtivity. He sees this as a struggle against the privileges of knowledge

and against secrecy and mystification, and the effects of power linked to them. Certainly

the parents involved with the MRCS had to continually battle against the secrecy of the

medical knowledge and its effects when they were seeking ans\ilers about their children

and later their education. A post-modern interpretation sees their struggle and resistance

¿ls possible because their positions constructed by overlapping discourses were

frequently contradictory thus allowing possibilities for new positions. For example, "8."

was a middle class wife and mother of whom society demanded a certain position, that is

that she remain at home and care for her husband and children. The fact that she wanted

to (and did not need to) work meant that she experienced tensions that led her to

identiff contradictions between these positions and this led her to redefine her position

as a mother and an employee. Her position was made even more untenable because one

of her children had abnormal behaviours and educational discourses of the time

positioned parents as responsibþ for the management of appropriate child behaviour

which leads to "normal' socialisation. This meant that unusual or abnormal behaviour

patterns exhibited by children were frequently categorised as inabilities of the parent.

Therefore she also had to redefine her position as a parent of a mentally reta¡ded child,

as did all the other parents at various stages. In doing so, they redefined their ñeld of
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possible actions and as Foucault would contend, continually positioned and

repositioned, demonstrating the relative and changing versions of power.

I believe that by utilising some parts of post-modern theory to try and examine how

people understand themselves through configurations of knowledge-power-self I have

added another dimension to this thesis. In Foucauldian terms it can be described as a

series of "histories of the present". This way of organising the past allows us to better

understand the forms of history and in particular the relationship between discourse

knowledge and power that has positioned the mentally reta¡ded child within the state

edUcation system.

I have shown that special education was not solely the composition of the state

Education Department. It was developed within and by a broad and somewhat

contradictory range of people, both individuals and groups, who remained outside the

structured arena of the state. Their negotiations and mediations regulated and

legitimised the knowledges and discourses of special education, giving them power and

status. This complex interweaving and inter-actions of language, power, knowledge and

subjectivity has shaped the life experiences of the individuals examined in this study.

Many historians however, are sceptical of the analogy between "histor5/' and "memor/'.

For some history is meant to be 'bbjective", while memory or "life experience" is

viewed as entirely "subjective" and '1¡nverifiable". This thesis has posited that without

recourse to memory, this "histoqy'' of special education would not "have a voice". To

the women and men I interviewed, their sense of "memory'', 'T;acf', and 'þast" and

present" were and are crucial processes and constructs which form(ed) their

subþtivities, their sense of be-ing and also their sense of what should be said. It can be

said that there is no single history of special education and nor should there be, there are

multiple histories and multiple selves which can be constructed and reconstructed; it is a
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matter of which na¡ratives we choose to privilege and why. I have chosen only one of

the possible 'tellings", it is not all that could be said or the only'telling". It is the story

which generated from the words, "IVe only wanted them to be taught the art of
..6ã)rvlng.,-

æoTranscript 
of intervie$, with "8.L.". Property of Orana Inc., 67.
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